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Summary 
This thesis is about the application of the Wigner distribution to cutting tool 
monitoring and control. After reviewing traditional methods, a new method is 
proposed. This is to regard the surface texture and geometric error of form of 
a machined workpiece as the fingerprint of a cutting process, to analyse it, and 
to extract cutting tool vibration information from it, which can then be used for 
cutting tool monitoring. 
In order to analyse the surface texture effectively, three analysing tools, i.e. 
the Fourier transform, the ambiguity function, the Wigner distribution (WD), 
are examined and compared with each other, and it is concluded that the WD 
is best able to analyse both stationary and nonstationary signals. Furthermore, 
computer simulation of both chirp signals and frequency modulated signals is 
then carried out, and it is shown that the WD can be used to extract useful 
parameters successively. 
In order to demonstrate the suitability of the WD for machine tool condi-
tion monitoring, first cutting tool vibration are measured directly by two linear 
variable differential transformers mounted on the cutting tool, and then these 
measured data about vibration are used to verify those parameters extracted 
from the surface of the machined workpiece by the WD. It is found that 
• the extracted frequencies in both horizontal and vertical direction are within 
10% of those measured, 
• the extracted amplitudes in both horizontal and vertical direction are highly 
correlated with those measured. 
This result confirms the feasibility of this technique. In spite of being an 
off-line process, this technique is simple, reliable, and can reveal the direct effect 
of cutting processes. 
Nomenclature 
Except where stated explicitly, the signal and its transform are regarded as 
being continuous. 
Af(w,X) The ambiguity function for f(x). 
Afa(w,X) The ambiguity function for fa(x). 
Af (w,17) The discrete ambiguity function for .f[n]. 
Afa (W,17) The discrete ambiguity function for fa[n]. 
f(x) A real-valued or complex-valued signal. 
fa(x) An analytical signal for a real-valued signal f(x). 
F(w) The Fourier transform for f(x). 
Fa(w) The Fourier transform for fa(x). 
f[n] A discrete, real-valued or complex-valued signal. 
fa[n] An analytical signal for a discrete, real-valued signal .f[n]. 
F(O) The discrete Fourier transform for J[n]. 
Fa(O) The discrete Fourier transform for fa[n]. 
mf(x) The second-order local moment in frequency w for Wf(x,w). 
Mf(w) The second-order local moment in space x for Wf(x,w). 
mf[n] The second-order local moment in frequency 0 for Wf(n,O). 
Mf(O) The second-order local moment in space n for Wf(n,O). 
Pf(X) The zeroth-order local moment in frequency w for Wf(x,w). 
Pf(w) The zeroth-order local moment in space x for Wf(x,w). 
pf(n) The zeroth-order local moment in frequency fJ for Wf(n, fJ). 
Pf(fJ) The zeroth-order local moment in space n for Wf(n, fJ). 
Wf(x,W) The Wigner distribution for f(x). 
Wfa(x,w) The Wigner distribution for fa(x). 
Wf(n, fJ) The discrete Wigner distribution for f[n]. 
Wfa(n,fJ) The discrete Wigner distribution for fa[n]. 
nf(x) The first-order local moment in frequency w for Wf(x,w). 
8 f (n) The first-order local moment in frequency w for Wf(n,fJ). 
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Chapter 1 
Review of Cutting Tool 
Monitoring and Control 
1.1 Introduction 
The remarkable progress in every facet of computer science during the past 50 
years has brought about rapid changes in every field. Manufacturing industry 
is no exception. The first contribution of computer technology was computer 
numerical control (CN C), then came computer aided design (CAD) and computer 
aided manufacturing (CAM). Today, flexible manufacturing system (FMS) and 
computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) are emerging and promise to change 
manufacturing industry beyond recognition. 
One crucial part of FMS and CIM is to be able to successfully and automat-
ically monitor and control the machining process. This includes 
1. monitoring the machine, in particular, spindle bearings, guideways, feed 
drives. 
2. monitoring the cutting tool, such as tool wear and breakage, tool vibration. 
3. checking the workpiece for its dimensions, shape and surface texture. 
In this thesis, it is the monitoring of the cutting tool in turning that is inves-
tigated. This is because it is widely used, and the cutting tool has an important 
1 
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influence on productivity as well as performance of workpieces (Whitehouse and 
Zheng 1992). 
1.2 Cutting tool failure and its monitoring 
There are many kinds of tool failure, the most common causes being 
1. temperature failure, where the tool temperature becomes high enough to 
cause plastic deformation at the cutting edge, 
2. fracturing, either a complete tool failure or small chipping of the cutting 
edge, caused by fatigue or excessive forces, 
3. gradual wear, including both crater wear and flank wear, 
4. tool vibration etc. 







Figure 1.1: Regions of tool wea.r (from Boothroyd 1975, p 109). 










Figure 1.2: Features of single-poi nt-tool wear (from Boothroyd 
1975, p 112). KT is the crater depth measured at the deepest 
point of the crater, VB is the average wear land width in the 
central portion of the active cutting edge, VC is the width of 
the flank wear land at the tool corner, VN is the width of the 
wear land at the wear notch. 
3 
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With regard to monitoring the cutting tool in turning, there are three types 
of methods (Cook 1980; Jones 1989; Kegg 1984; Li and Mathew 1990; Micheletti, 
Koenig and Vitor 1976; Tlusty and Andrews 1983; Tonshoff et al1988): 
1. direct methods, involving measurement of the actual tool wear and fracture 
from a cutting tool (such as optical techniques and radioactive methods). 
2. indirect methods, involving measurement of parameters correlated with cut-
ting processes (such as cutting forces, vibration, sound, power input, acous-
tic emission, cutting temperature) 
3. surface analysis, based on the fact that the surface texture of a machined 
workpiece is the fingerprint of a cutting process. 
In this chapter, the above methods will be examined. After this, a novel 
method of machine tool monitoring based on the Wigner distribution will be 
introduced briefly. 
1.3 Direct methods 
1.3.1 Optical methods 
The lapping-comparator technique has been employed for investigating tool wear 
(Tsao et al 1986). First, a transparent thermoplastic mould of a tool crater 
was made, then lapped to show contour lines on an optical comparator. These 
contours were seen as clear, sharp lines of high contrast. The depth of the crater 
can be easily and accurately measured by reading the height of the mould on the 
optical comparator screen. 
A fiber optic sensor for in-process measurement of tool flank wear has been 
developed (Giusti 1979). This was capable of giving information about tool flank 
wear conditions, and could scan different zones of the wear-land. It was sim-
ple and easy to implement. Another method for measurement of flank wear has 
been presented by Jeon and Kim (1988). This method was based on real time 
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vision technology in which the tool was illuminated by the beam of a laser and 
the wear zone was viewed by means of a Vidicon camera. The image was then 
converted into digital form and processed to detect the wear land width. It was 
reported that this method was capable of detecting tool wear to an accuracy of 
0.1 mm within 1.7 second processing time. Pedersen (1990) has also developed 
a prototype experimental computer vision system for flank wear measurement. 
The wear measured conformed with the traditional three-stage wear pattern nor-
mally observed for cutting tools (initial, steady-state, and terminal wear.) The 
measurement program took about 7 seconds to execute. 
The morphology of the cutting tool has been examined by a TV camera 
(Matsushima, Kawabata, and Sata 1979), and the wear pattern was extracted by 
an image processing technique and classified into five predetermined categories. 
When an undesirable morphology was found, the tool material or the tool geom-
etry was changed according to a decision table which was constructed in advance 
by a learning algorithm. In the experiments, the system was able to fulfill the 
intended functions. 
The optical method has been applied to a NC lathe (Giusti, Santochi and 
Tantussi 1984) . The tool wear was sensed by a TV camera and then processed 
by a computer to extract the actual value of wear, which was then used to control 
the lathe. 
Optical sensing can only be used between cutting cycles when the tool is 
removed from the workpiece, and as such is not strictly an in-process technique. 
However, it appears to be accurate and reliable, especially when machine vision 
is used. It has its share of problems though, in that there can be instances when 
it is difficult to detect tool wear if a built-up edge or metal deposit exists. 
1.3.2 Radioactive techniques 
A simple and safe method has been developed in order to provide information 
prior to tool replacement (Cook and Subramanian 1978). This method involved 
attaching a small quantity of radioactive materia.l (less than 10-8 Curie) to the 
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flank of the tool. At the end of each cutting cycle, the tool was quickly tested to 
determine whether the spot was still there, and so whether the tool had reached 
some predefined state of wear and whether the tool had to be replaced. This is 
in effect a "Go, No-go" gauge. 
In practice, some measures must be taken to minimize the effects of radiation 
on the shop floor. Moreover it is inevitable that operators are somewhat prej-
udiced against using methods involving radioactivity no matter how small the 
level is. 
1.4 Indirect methods 
There are many theoretical models for indirect methods, for example (Bhat-
tacharyya and Ham 1969; Koren 1978; Kramer and Suh 1980; Lenz, Katz and 
Ber 1976; Ramalingam, Peng and Watson 1978; Ramalingam and Watson 1978; 
Tlusty and Masood 1978; Usui and Hirota 1978; Wu 1964). These are inter-
esting and useful, however there are more practical methods which have found 
significant use in industry. These methods will be explained below. 
1.4.1 Cutting forces 
Among the many parameters which can be used to characterise tool wear, one is 
the cutting force. This has the advantage that it is relatively easy to measure. 
It can be used to monitor the cutting processes because it changes as the tool 
wears. It usually get greater because of the increase in the coefficient of friction 
between tool and workpiece. Force sensing methods have been reported that 
are very sensitive, in fact in some cases more sensitive than vibration and power 
measurements (Martin et al1986). 
An early work (Micheletti, De Filippi and Ippolito 1968) has claimed that it 
is difficult to derive accurate information on tool wear based on measurements of 
cutting forces in turning. It was shown that significant increases in force occurs 
only at the moment of tool failure. Therefore this technique was said to be 
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limited to the detection of tool failure only and not wear in its many forms. In 
spite of this, cutting forces have been widely employed by many research workers 
for monitoring cutting processes. 
Some theoretical models based on force measurements for on-line tool wear 
and breakage sensing have been presented and verified by experiments (Akgerman 
and Frisch 1971; Danai and Ulsoy 1987; Koren and Lenz 1970; Shiliam 1971; Usui 
and Hirota 1978). One (Koren 1986) is based on the fact that as a tool wears, 
the tool face force decreases with increasing crater wear while the tool clearance 
force increases with increasing wearland. From measuring these two forces, tool 
wear can be estimated. 
It has been experimentally shown that the relationship between the feed force 
and the feed per revolution is strongly influenced by the tool wear. Based on this, 
tool wear can be detected by the cutting force measurement (Uehara, Kiyosawa 
and Takeshita 1979). A special NC program consisting of a flank wear detection 
procedure and crater wear detection element was inserted at the beginning of the 
NC tape for every workpiece. In the tests, both VB and KT (see Figure 1.2) were 
determined quantitatively. The limit of the method was 0.15 mm for VB and 20 
11m for KT. The method was also effective in detecting chipping of cutting tools. 
With a large rake angle, the feed force at steady levels was negative, but 
achieved relatively high positive levels for short periods of time at both the be-
ginning and the end of the cut (Colwell 1971). The level and duration of these 
positive excursions increased rapidly with even small amounts of tool wear, even 
though it was also influenced by the cutting conditions. A phase shift between 
the main cutting force and feed force with a zero rake angle cutting tool was 
considered to be due to the rubbing effect of the initial cut. Both phenomena 
offered the possibility of monitoring tool wear in initial rough cuts. 
Cutting forces have been sensed during turning cuts carried out on an NC 
lathe (Colwell 1975). It was found that the influence of the tool was much more 
evident during the dwell and set-up periods than in steady state cutting. During 
the dwell period, the main cutting force Fc and the feed force Fn dropped to equal 
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each other with a sharp tool while the value of Fe dropped to a level greater or 
less than Fn according to the flank wear. Therefore the feed force, or even better, 
the ratio of the feed component to the cutting component was a sensitive means 
for monitoring tool wear. 
A method of wear estimation for carbide tools, using a function of the cut-
ting forces, was presented by Mackinnon, Wilson and Wilkinson in 1986. In this, 
a wear index was proposed to categorize the state of wear on a tool as a per-
centage. For perfect tools the value was defined as 0% while for extremely badly 
damaged tools it was given a value of 100%. Tests demonstrated that the strategy 
was reliable. Although the system could not prevent breakage, by anticipating 
it, time-wasting due to the continuation of machining following breakage was 
avoided. Moreover, the strategy could halt cutting when a tool became severely 
affected by plastic deformation since this also resulted in a large increase in the 
value of the force ratio. 
It should be stated in conclusion that although the cutting force method is 
one of the most commonly used techniques for the detection of tool failure, it 
can not be generalised because tool wear and failure have a complex relationship 
with cutting forces and results can be different for sensing tool wear in similar 
studies. 
1.4.2 Drive motor current 
During the cutting process, the current consumed by the spindle motor or feed 
motor is related to the output torque of the motor and therefore the tool load. 
Hence this current can be used for monitoring machine tool just like cutting 
forces. 
The current from the spindle motor of an NC lathe has been measured (Mat-
sushima, Bertok and Sata 1982) by a current transformer, then rectified, am-
plified, and further low pass filtered. The resulting signal was found to drop 
instantaneously and soon to recover to a certain level when tool breakage oc-
curred. With the aid of the statistical quality control concept, a lower limit was 
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generated from the normal process data. The breakage of a cutting tool was 
detected when a data point intersected the lower limit threshold. Furthermore, 
it was found that under the constant spindle speed cutting conditions, the per-
centage increase of the current from the beginning until the end of a tool's useful 
life was approximately constant if the same material was used. This result was 
employed to develop a method by which to judge whether a tool reached its ser-
vice life expectancy. A disadvantage was the small bandwidth of its frequency 
response. 
Meter'kovand Liberman (1989) have proposed a method to use the current 
from a spindle motor - by isolating the frequency part related to tool breakage 
by means of band pass filters. Third order filters were suggested as an ideal 
choice. 
A model based on the current from a feed motor has been presented and 
verified experimentally on a lathe (Stein et al1984). 
The current measurement system is relatively simpler and cheaper, more 
durable and flexible than a dynamometer. It has been found to be reliable in 
monitoring tool breakage at medium and heavy cuts (Novak and Ossbahr 1986). 
However, it is less sensitive for tool wear sensing when compared to force sensing 
and vibration measurement (Martin et al1986). 
1.4.3 Temperature 
During the metal cutting, heat is generated in the region of tool cutting edge 
(Figure 1.3), therefore temperatures are high. These temperatures have a signifi-
cant influence on the tool wear. As a result, the cutting temperature can be used 
to monitor tool failure. 
However, in a study by Boothroyd, Eagle, and Chisholm (1967), it is suggested 
that for a variety of reasons, reliability of the cutting temperature for monitoring 
tool wear is doubtful: 
1. the thermal voltage (from the thermocouple used for measurement of the 
1.4 Indirect methods 







Figure 1.3: Heat generation in metal cutting (Boothroyd 1975, p93) 
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cutting temperature), and hence the cutting temperature, were sensitive to 
the cutting conditions. 
2. the thermal voltage, and hence the cutting temperature, tended to stabilize 
after an initial increase. 
3. the noise signal was about 60 percent of the signal's level due to tool wear, 
which complicated the task of obtaining the trend data from the signal. 
4. the increase in the signal due to tool wear in either absolute terms or as a 
percentage of the initial signal level, did not bear a consistent relation with 
the cutting variables. 
Zakaria and El Gomayel (1975) have also doubted the reliability. 
In spite of the doubt, many methods based on temperature have been devel-
oped. 
The temperature at a position on the cutting tool remote from the cutting 
edge has been measured by a thermocouple (Groover, Karpovich and Levy 1977). 
It was found that the temperature measured had a strong correlation with tool 
wear. Thus, 
TW = Wo + W R(T - To) (1.1 ) 
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where TW (mm2 ) is tool wear, Wo (mm2 ) is the initial interface area between 
tool and chip before wear begins, T, To (OC) are the temperature measured during 
cutting and at the beginning of cutting, W R (mm2 JOC) is the wear rate. Under 
various conditions, the correlation coefficient was between 0.837 and 0.978. At 
the initial cutting, the error was the largest. This method is limited because 
the work-tool thermocouple method gives no indication of the distribution of 
temperature along the rake face. 
Another method is to employ the tool-work thermocouple technique. In this 
technique, the emf between the tool and workpiece is taken as a measure of the 
mean temperature of chip-tool interface. Using this method, the tool and work-
piece should be electrically isolated from the machine tool structure. Akgerman 
and Frisch (1971) have used this method for tracking tool failure and controlling 
the cutting process. 
The temperature at the cutting edge of a tool in machining glass fiber re-
inforced plastic (GFRP) has been measured by a special thermocouple method 
(Sakuma and Seto 1981). In this method, two insulated wires were set in a hole 
drilled in the workpiece, and fixed by bonding. When these wires were cut to-
gether with the workpiece, the hot junction of the thermocouple was established, 
the temperature at the cutting edge could be measured and used to estimate the 
flank wear. However, the widespread use of this method is unlikely. 
1.4.4 Vibration 
As metal is being cut, the workpiece and the chips rub against the worn tool and 
produce vibration which can be measured. This information may then be used 
in various ways for tool failure control. 
According to the investigation by Martin, Mutel and Drapier (1974), the 
vertical tool vibrations in the course of stable machining were almost sinusoidal, 
with frequency equal to the natural frequency of the tool. In the experiments 
conducted, the power of the acceleration signal obtained by spectral analysis was 
a linear function of the cutting speed and of the tool wear, and varied in the ratio 
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of 1:10 between a new tool and a worn tool. These experiments correlated with 
theory. 
The inter-relationship between tool wear and the power spectrum of the flex-
ural vibrations of the tool during cutting has been investigated (Del Taglia, Por-
tuna and Toni 1976). It was discovered that 
1. In the frequency range up to 2.5 kHz, a very small percentage of the to-
tal power of the acceleration signal varied in a typical way with wear. It 
increased up to seven times, while tool wear increased from a very small 
value to about 1.3-1.5 mm. A further increase of wear beyond this point 
caused the power contained in this frequency range to fall rapidly to the 
values found for small amounts of wear. 
2. The cross power spectra, obtained from each recording and the previous 
recording in the range of 0-2.5 kHz, showed a trend similar to that of the 
power spectra with increasing of wear. 
3. The mean coherence of a recording and the previous one in the same range 
lessened in a fairly predictable manner with wear up to a certain degree of 
wear and then increased again. 
The sensitivity found in the fixed frequency range of 0-2.5 kHz was fairly satis-
factory, at least for a certain class of machine tools. 
The Data Dependent System (DDS) has been developed (Pandit 1977, 1978; 
Pandit and Kashou 1982) to measure tool wear by using the signal from an 
accelerometer mounted on the tool holder at a safe distance away from the cutting 
process. The DDS picked the mode of vibration most sensitive to tool wear 
and gave its power contribution, which decreased with increasing wear at the 
beginning, reached a minimum when the critical point of tool wear was reached, 
and increased again, much the same way as a rate of wear curve. The trend 
remained unchanged under different cutting conditions. Therefore the minimum 
actual power contribution or minimum tool acceleration could be used on-line to 
monitor tool wear. 
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By comparison of relative vibration spectra of the machine tool (an experi-
mental spectrum and a specified basic spectrum), the state of a machine tool can 
be assessed (Selezneva 1987). This can be used to find and eliminate vibration 
sources. 
In summary, vibration signals vary with tool failure in certain frequency 
ranges and are widely employed in tool condition monitoring. With the growing 
sophistication of transducers and instrumentation used in vibration measurement 
and analysis, this technique will become more practical and cost-effective. 
1.4.5 Sound 
Sound produced during the metal-cutting process contains all sorts of informa-
tion, some components of which have been used to monitor the condition of the 
cutting edge. 
As early as 1968, Weller, Schrier and Weichbrodt had built an electronic-
mechanical system which utilized sonic signals to detect the degree of cutting 
edge wear in cutting and automatically trigger a cutting edge change. 
Machining noise has been found to exhibit a characteristic frequency at around 
4-6 kHz for a large variety of workpiece-material combinations and operating 
conditions(Lee 1986). At the characteristic frequency, the SPL (sound pressure 
level) appeared to be distinctively higher than free running and showed a good 
correlation with tool wear. The drop of SPL before a rapid increase in the 
maximum flank wear showed that the tertiary wear zone has been reached. This 
could be used to predict the onset of tool failure. However due to the high 
ambient noise level in factory environments (typically around 90 dB), this method 
is perhaps impractical. 
Tool flank wear has been detected by measuring the emitted low frequency 
noise from the rubbing action of the tool and workpiece (Sadat and Raman 1987). 
A significant increase in the noise level in the frequency range 2.75-3.50 kHz was 
observed from comparisons of the noise spectra of a sharp tool with a worn 
tool, and this increase was high during the initial stages of tool wear and then 
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tended to saturate. However, this noise spectrum was influenced by other cutting 
conditions. 
1.4.6 Acoustic emission 
This method is based on acoustic emission from the cutting process. During 
the cutting process, deformation and fracture will occur which causes the strain 
energies stored in the solid material to be released. This results in acoustic 
emission (AE). 
A quantitative model relating the peak value of the RMS AE signals, to 
both the fractured area and the resultant cutting force at tool fracture, has been 
developed (Diei 1987). With certain approximations, it can be written as 
where Vp is the peak AE RMS voltage at tool fracture, F is the resultant cutting 
force, ~A is the area of the fracture surface, C is a constant related to the the 
material and the geometry. It was pointed out that the theoretical prediction 
agreed with the experimental results. 
Acoustic emission has been detected at the end of tool shank and processed in 
a number of different ways (Iwata and Moriwaki 1976). The frequency spectrum 
increased as the tool wear increased, but tended to saturate after further increase 
of tool wear. The total count of acoustic emission over certain time period was 
also taken, and had good correlation with tool wear, which could be used for 
in-process sensing of tool wear. 
Significant bursts of AE were generated at the moment of tool breakage (Lan 
and Dornfeld 1984). Furthermore, it was found that the amplitude of the RMS 
energy of burst AE events was larger if the tool fracture area was larger. 
A technique based on spectral analysis and pattern recognition of AE signals 
has been developed (Emel and Kannatey-Asibu 1988), and applied to sample sets 
of data obtained under fixed cutting conditions. It was found that the reliable 
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frequency range was between 100 kHz and 1 MHz. Progressive tool wear was 
found to be associated with increasing power within the 400 to 700 kHz band, 
while catastrophic tool failure had a power spectrum spanning a much wider 
frequency range. The reliability of detecting tool failure was between 84% to 
94%. 
Dalpiaz and Remondi (1988) have investigated the relationship between the 
AE signal on one hand and both tool deterioration phenomena and cutting condi-
tions on the other, by performing turning tests under practical conditions. Many 
parameters for characterizing AE were considered. It was found that the AE 
burst frequency matched the chip breaking frequency, thus confirming that chip 
breakage is the source of the signal bursts. 
In conclusion, AE sensing techniques appear to have a quick response time 
and consistency. It seems to be more sensitive to tool fracture than cutting force 
I 
measurements and tool vibration analysis, although no convincing experimental 
evidence of the relative sensitivity has yet been demonstrated. 
1.4.7 Workpiece size changes 
A device for sensing the change of the workpiece diameter during turning opera-
tions has been developed in order to measure tool wear (EI Gomayel and Bregger 
1986). The change of the workpiece diameter was sensed by electromagnetic sen-
sors which gave a voltage directly related to the gap between the sensor and the 
workpiece. Two sensors operating in differential modes were used so as to com-
pensate for deflections and vibrations. Small amounts of wear could be detected 
with this device. For example, using a K21 carbide insert at a cutting speed of 
1.79 m/s (350 feet/minute), a feed of 0.528 mm (0.0208 inch), a depth of cut 
2.54 mm (0.100 inch ), a change in flank wear from 0.206 to 0.241 mm (0.0081 to 
0.0095 inch) was measured. At the same time the nose wear remained constant 
at 15.4 p,m (0.0006 inch). The diameter increase was found to be 7.62 p,m (0.0003 
inch). 
During straight turning, tool wear can also be detected by measuring the 
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change in distance between a tool holder and work surface using a stylus which 
is mounted on the tool holder (Suzuki and Weinmann 1985). The motion of the 
stylus was sensed by a displacement transducer, such as an eddy current type. 
The result of the experiments was found satisfactory. This tool wear sensor is 
inexpensive because of its simplicity. The drawbacks are that inaccurate slideway 
motion, changes in the feed force, and the large distance between tool tip and 
stylus can introduce errors, and that it cannot be readily applied to contour 
cutting. 
Pneumatic gauges have been used for in-process correction of tool wear by 
monitoring the distance between the tool post or tool and workpiece surface 
(Bath and Sharp 1968; Stoferle and Bellmann 1975). 
Although these measuring systems can detect tool wear by diameter increases, 
they are not able to diagnose tool failure modes. For example, it is not possible 
to distinguish between nose wear and flank wear using this technique. More-
over, errors can also be introduced by thermo-expansion of the workpiece and by 
inaccurate movements of the machine tool. 
1.5 Surface analysis 
As pointed out by Whitehouse (1978), the surface and its measurement provide 
a link between the manufacturing workpiece and its function. 
As Figure 1.4 shows, the surface can be used to predict how well the parts 
will function. However, the question arises of how it can also be used to monitor 
the manufacturing process. The surface texture is, in fact, the fingerprint of 
the whole machining process, therefore it contains much information about the 
process, particularly tool wear and vibration. So through analysing the surface, 
it is possible to estimate the severity of vibration, which enables control of the 
process. For this method, there are two approaches: one is based on probability 
and stochastic theory, and the other is deterministic. 
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Figure 1.4: Surface: the link between manufacture and function 
1.5.1 Statistical approach 
Parameters for characterising the surface 
In order to measure the surface, there are quite a few quantities to choose from. 
Here Ra , Rq, 6.q, and Aq are used. Their definitions are given as 
1 {I 
Ra = I 10 ly(x)ldx 
lla l - y 2(x)dx 
I 0 
! {I (dY(X))2dx 
I 10 dx 





where y( x) is the profile with respect to the reference line (the reference line is 
chosen to represent the form of the profile usually such that the areas enclosed 
above and below the line are equal), x is the distance along a profile, and I is the 
evaluation length. 
To measure these parameters, there are many instruments: optical and non-
optical. For non-optical, there are the stylus instrument, electron microscope, 
scanning tunnelling microscope, and so on. Among them, the stylus instrument, 
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such as Talysurf VI, is most widely used and it provides all national standard pa-
rameters d1spite the fact that it is slow, not in-process, only provides information 
for a profile section of surface not an area of surface, and may cause undesirable 
permanent damage to the surface. 
For optical instruments, they can be further divided into those which can 
record the topographic structure of surface, such as the Foucault knife probe, or 
interference microscopy, and those which gives parametric values such as Rq • 
Monitoring 
Since Rq, 6 q, and Aq are determined by the cutting tool and cutting condition, 
we can use them for evaluating the tool wear and monitoring cutting processes. 
An optical fibre transducer has been used for in-process indication of surface 
roughness during a finish turning process (Spurgeon 1974). The transducer was 
used to trace the same path as the cutting tool, the reflectivity of light from 
a newly turned surface varied inversely as the roughness of that surface. With 
the surface having l/lm < Ra < 3/lm (Ra is the arithmetical mean deviation), 
such an optical transducer gave a good indication of surface roughness and thus, 
indirectly tool wear (for tool nose radius wear has a direct correlation with surface 
roughness) . 
Based on diffraction, Rakels and Hingle (1986) have developed an optical in-
strument capable of in situ measurement of information about the surface rough-
ness and therefore the behaviour of the machine tool which produced the com-
ponent. 
Rau and Huebner (1986) has constructed an optoelectronic device for evalu-
ating the distribution of the scattered light reflected from the surface. A char-
acteristic can be derived from the optical signal in such a way that the results 
correspond to the frequency analysis of the testing machine. It was claimed that 
economic 100% control of the shafts with regard to chatter marks was possible if 
this method applied. 
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1.5.2 Deterministic approach 
Besides the approach on statistics, the deterministic approach can be used. This 
has been tried by many researchers. 
Raja and Whitehouse (1983) have applied complex demodulation technique 
to surface analysis. It was shown that this technique enabled small changes in 
the manufacturing process to be identified quickly and positively via the surface 
profiles. It was predicted that this type of technique would become necessary in 
future for the control of the manufacturing and also for monitoring the condition 
of the mac~ine and tool. Further work (Raja and Whitehouse 1984) has confirmed 
that it is a real possibility to use surface profiles for machine tool surveillance. 
Hingle (1986) has studied tool wear monitoring by Fourier analysis of the 
surface of a component turned by an NC lathe. A computer simulation was 
performed and verified by experiments. It was found that the maximum value 
of the power spectral density reached a minimum value at the useful limit of 
tool life. Comparison of the time to reach the minimum value with tool life time 
showed good correlation. 
The above methods all used Fourier analysis in one way or another to analyze 
the surface texture of a workpiece. This is not surprising, it is well known that 
Fourier analysis can be used to analyse stationary signals effectively. However, 
Fourier analysis is not satisfactory for nonstationary signals. (Fourier analysis 
will be studied in detail in Chapter 2.) This means that it cannot reveal all the 
information contained in a nonstationary signal because the surface texture is a 
very complicated spatial signal and contains nonstationary as well as stationary 
signals. As a result, the practical application of the above methods are limited. 
1.6 Comparative tables of traditional methods 
The major advantages and disadvantages of the aforementioned techniques are 
outlined in Table 1.1 
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Table 1.1: Comparative tables of traditional methods 
Advantages and Disadvantages General Remarks 
accurate, 
Optical can be expensive, 
methods sometimes difficult to implement 
Direct straightforward, 
Methods reliable, 
Radioactive problem of radiation, not in-process 
technique safety issue, 
qualitative results only 
commonly used, 
Cutting effective, 
forces sometimes difficult to measure 
at the tip 
simpler, 
Motor less sensitive, 
currents can have significant time delay, 
small bandwidth 
sensitive, 
Temperature difficult to implement 
widely used, in-process, 
Indirect practical, cost-effective, influenced by 
Methods Vibration complicated signal processing cutting conditions, 
sometimes required complicated signal 
processing some-
similar to vibration method, times required 





Workpiece only for cylindrical workpieces, 
sizes less sensitive 
simple, 
Statistical reliable, not in-process, 
approaches giving average results only, control of 
Surface slow manufacturing, 
Analysis accurate, 
Deterministic reliable, prediction of 
approaches limited if only the Fourier performance 
transform is used 
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1.7 A.n approach by the Wigner distribution 
Upon considering the comparative table in the previous section, it appears that 
the method of analysing surface texture by a deterministic approach seems more 
promising than others. This method is based on the fact: 
1. that the surface texture is the fingerprint of the cutting process which gen-
erated the surface and contains all sorts of information about the process, 
and 
2. that extracting this information enables us to control machining processes 
and predict the performance of the workpiece. 
However, the wide use of this method has so far been limited. This is because the 
Fourier transform, which is only suitable for stationary signals, has been used. 
In order to analyse all kinds of surface texture effectively, three mathematical 
analysing tools, i.e. the Fourier transform (FT), the ambiguity function (AF), the 
Wigner distribution (WD) will be examined in some detail, and their suitability 
for the task will be assessed. It emerges that the WD is most useful (Chapter 
2-3) (Whitehouse and Zheng 1992.) 
The rest of the thesis is devoted to validating the technique both by simulated 
and practical examples (Chapter 4, 5, and 6) (Zheng and Whitehouse 1992). 
Chapter 2 
The Fourier Transform and 
the Ambiguity Function 
2.1 Introduction 
In engineering, there are various types of signals. The type of signal to be analysed 
has a very important influence on both the type of analysis to be carried out and 
the choice of analysis parameters. Table 2.1 shows the basic types of signals. 
Table 2.1: Signal classification 
A signal f(x) where x may be distance, time, or other variable 
stationary non-stationary 
deterministic I random deterministic I random 
The most fundamental division is into stationary and nonstationary signals. 
The stationary signal f( x) is interpreted as being those whose average properties 
does not vary with x and is thus independent of the particular sample record 
used to determine them. This applies to both deterministic and random signals. 
Stationary deterministic signals f (x) are usually regarded as those whose Fourier 
spectrum do not vary with x while stationary random signals are treated as 
those whose statistics are independent of x. Nonstationary signals are of course 
22 
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understood as those that are not stationary. 
In order to analyse signals, the Fourier transform (FT) is usually employed in 
practice. Now the question is whether the FT is able to analyse both stationary 
and nonstationary signals. If not, is there any function which can do so? To 
answer these questions, the FT, the ambiguity function (AF), and the Wigner 
distribution (WD) will be examined and their suitability for analysis of signals 
will be assessed. 
For the FT, most of its properties are well known. Therefore most of its 
proofs are omitted, which can be found in any standard textbook, for example, 
see (Papoulis 1962). 
Because of its practical usage, the discrete Fourier transform is also discussed. 
The AF and WD, in both continuous and discrete forms, are similarly exam-
ined (Whitehouse and Zheng 1992.) 
In order to be systematic and emphasize the similar nature of the variables, 
the following symbols are chosen to represent distance and frequency variable in 
continuous and discrete cases signals. 
continuous signals discrete signals 
distance (continuous) frequency distance (discrete) frequency 




2.2 A few notes on mathematics 
In this chapter and this thesis as a whole, there is a good deal of mathematics. 
In order to be precise and clear, a few important points about the mathematics 
used need to be mentioned. 
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2.2.1 The Lebesgue integration 
In engineering, the Riemann integral (Rudin 1976, Chapter 6) is usually used. 
The Riemann-integrable functions are subject to rather stringent continuity con-
ditions. Moreover, many limit operations can not be carried out nicely. For ex-
ample, limits of Riemann-integrable functions may fail to be Riemann-integrable. 
However, the Lebesgue integral (Rudin 1976, Chapter 11) does not have these 
problems. The set of Lebesgue-integrable functions is larger than the set of 
Riemann-integrable functions. In fact, every Riemann-integrable function is also 
Lebesgue-integrable. Besides this, in Lebesgue theory, many limiting operations 
can be handled very well. In a word, Lebesgue integration is complete while 
Riemann integration is not. This is analogous to the fact that the real number 
system is complete while the rational number system is not (because of irrational 
numbers). As a result, Lebesgue integration rather than Riemann integration is 
chosen here. 
Summation is treated as a special case of Lebesgue integration. Therefore, 
many of the theorems about integration can be readily applied to summation 
(Rudin 1986). 
2.2.2 The Fourier transform 
In this thesis, the FT and the inverse FT are widely used. For a signal f( x), its 
FT is not always defined. In order to be valid, f(x) must belong to some set of 
functions. Here, f(x) is assumed to be in L2 where 
J 
L2 = {f(x) I (1:If(xWdx) 2 < oo} (2.1 ) 
In engineering, this set is the set of functions which have finite energy. 
If f( x) is not in L2, it is then extended to V 
L1 = {f(x) II:If(x)ldx < oo} (2.2) 
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Usually, this is the set of absolutely integrable functions. Note that L2 is a proper 
subset of Ll. For more, see ( Rudin 1986 ). 
If f( x) does not even belong to V, then f( x) is extented to the generalized 
function or distribution. For more, see ( Rudin 1973). 
If a signal f( x) is in L2, or V, or generalized functions, all the theorems about 
the FT will be valid ( Rudin 1986, Chapter 9; Rudin 1973, Chapter 7). 
2.3 The Fourier transform (FT) 
The Fourier transform (mainly due to the French engineer J.B.J. Fourier) was de-
veloped about two hundred years ago. Since then, it has found wide applications 
in every area of science and technology (Brigham 1988; Oppenheim 1983). 
2.3.1 Definition 
Let f( x) be a complex-valued signal of a real variable x, then its Fourier transform 
(FT) F(w) is defined (Papoulis 1962) as 
F(w) = I: f(x)e-jwxdx (2.3) 
where x is normally a time or spatial variable, and w is its corresponding frequency 
variable. 
From F(w), its inverse Fourier transfo1'm (1FT) f(x) can be constructed by 
1 100 J(x) = - F(w)eJwXdw 
211" -00 
(2.4) 
Eqn 2.4 is usually called the inversion f01'muia or inversion theorem. 
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Since f(x) and F(w) are closely related, they are termed a Fourier transform 
pair, this relationship can be represented by the notation 
:F f(x) ~ F(w) (2.5) 
2.3.2 Simple properties 
There are many useful properties about the Fourier transform, particularly those 
outlined below (Papoulis 1962; Rudin 1986). In order to avoid repetition, some 
Fourier transform pairs that will be used in this thesis are listed below: 
:F f(x) ~ F(w) 
:F h(x) ~ F2 (w) 
:F g(x) ~ G(w) 
:F h(x) ~ H(w) 
:F m(x) ~ l\1(w) 
Symmetry 
:F F(x) ~ 27r.f( -w) 
Sum formula 
Let al and a2 be two arbitrary constants, then 
(2.6) 
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Spatial scaling 
If a i- 0 is a real constant, then 
:F 1 (W) f(ax) +---7 ~F ~ (2.7) 
Spatial shifting 
If f( x) is shifted by a constant Xo, then its FT remains the same, but a linear 
term -XoW is added to its phase angle, i.e., 
:F . f(x - xo) +---7 F(w)e- JwxO (2.8) 
Frequency shifting 
If Wo is a real constant, then 








This means that 
(2.12) 
where mn is called the nth moment of f(x), defined by 
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F(w) = f dn F~O) w~ 
n=O dw n. 
The proof is obtained by equating coefficients of equal powers of w in the two 
equations above. 
Convolution 
If g(x) is the convolution of f(x) and h(x), i.e. 
then 
Proof: 
g(x) = f(x) * h(x) = I: .f(x )h(x - x )dx 
G(w) = F(w)H(w) 
G(w) = I: (I: f(x )h(x - x )dx ) e-jwxdx 
= I: f(x ) (I: h(x - x )e-jWXdx) dx 
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Modulation 
If 
g(x) = f(x)h(x) 
then 
1 1 100 G(w) = -F(w) * H(w) = - F(w)H(w - w)dw 271" 271" -00 
Proof: 






) . = - - F(r:o)H(w - r:o)dr:o eJwxdw 
271" -00 271"-00 
1 1
00 ( 1 1
00 
.) = - F(r:o) - H(w - r:o)eJwxdw dw 
271" -00 271" -00 




For any f(x), 
Proof: From 
f(x) ~ F(w) 
j*(x) ~ F*(-w) 
and Eqn 2.16, it follows that 
1
00 1100 If(x)1 2e-iWXdx = - F(r:o)F*( -(w - w))dw 
-00 271" -00 
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2.3.3 Application to signals 
Periodic signals 
For f( x} = aeiwox where a is a constant, then 
F(w} = a· 27ro(w - wo ) 
which shows the spectrum of the signal very clearly. 
Chirp signals 
For a chirp signal f(x) = aei~x2 where a is a constant, then 
({£ ( W2 W2) {£ (W2 W2)) F(w) = a· - cos - + sin - + j - cos - - sin-2 40 20 20 40 20 0 
which is not helpful for revealing the varying spectrum of the chirp signal. 
2.4 The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
2.4.1 Definition 
Let f[n] be a complex-valued signal where n = ... , -2, -1,0,1,2,···, then its 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) F(O) is defined as (Oppenheim 1983). 
00 
F(O) = L f(n)e- iOn (2.18) 
n=-oo 
From F(O}, f(n} can be obtained via 
(2.19) 
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The same notation as employed in the continuous case will be used to describe 
the relationship between f(n) and F(B). 
J[n] ?-" F(B) (2.20) 
2.4.2 Properties 
The properties are similar to those of the continuous FT, however there are some 
differences. For completeness and by virtue of the wide usage of the DFT, its 
properties are listed below. For more, see (Oppenheim 1983). 
Periodicity 
For any f[n], its DFT F(B) is periodic with period 27r. 
F(B) = F(B + 27r) (2.21 ) 
Sum formula 
Let a and b be any arbitrary constants, then 
(2.22) 
Spatial shifting 




For any positive integer k, 
(2.25) 
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where 
.f [] {J[njk], J(k) n = 
0, 
if n is a. multiple of k 




= L f(k) [mkJ e- jBmk 
711.=-00 
00 
= L J[mJ e- jkBm 
m=-oo 
= F(kO) 





f[] :F .dF(O) n n f---+ )--dB 
= L f[nJ.f*[nJ 
n=-oo 
= t J[nJ (~17r F*(B)e-jBndO) 
27r -7r n=-oo 
= 2~ J~ F*(B) C~oo f[nJe- jBn ) dO 
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Convolution 
Let g[n] be the convolution of J(n] and h[n], i.e. 
00 
g[n] = f[n] * h[n] = L f[71]h[n - 71] (2.29) 
'1/=-00 
then 




= L L (J[71]h[n - 71])e-ilJn 
n=-oo'l/=-OO 
00 00 
= L J(71]( L h[n - 71]e-ilJn ) 
'1/=-00 n=-oo 
00 
= L f[71](H(O)e-·ilJ'I/) 
'1/=-00 
00 




If g[n] = J(n]h[n], then 




= L f[nJh[nJe-.i Bn 
n=-oo 
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= ~ j7r F({)) ( f h[n]e-j (O-19)n) d{) 
271" -7r n=-oo 
= 2~ 1: F({))H(O - {))d{) 
2.4.3 The fast Fourier transform 
In theoretical work, the continuous FT is normally used. However, the DFT 
is used in practice because there is an efficient algorithm called the fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) which can compute the DFT very efficiently (Cooley and Tukey 
1965). 
Let f[n] be restricted to [0, N]. 
When 0 = 27rk 
N 
N-l 
F(O) = L f(n)e- jOn 
n=O 
2 k N-l 




The complexity of this algorithm is O(N2). This algorithm is very slow for large 
N. 
However, the complexity of the FFT is O(N log N). As a result, this algorithm 
is very efficient even for large N. As a result of this development, applications of 
the DFT has spread quickly. For the algorithm itself, see Appendix A. 
2.4.4 Applications to signals 
As a measure of its usefulness, the FT will be applied to a number of signals 
often found in manufacturing engineering. Some examples are given in Fig 2.1 
to Fig 2.4. 





when 0 ::; n ::; N - 1 
(2.34) 
otherwise 
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where 00 = ~ and N = 256. 
In Figure 2.2, f[n] is the sum of three terms which are of the type: 
J(n] = { L:~=1 AejBin when 0 :::; n :::; N - 1 
o otherwise 
(2.35) 
where Al = 0.5,OI = ~; A2 = 1.0, O2 = ~; and A3 = 0.25,03 = 3; and N = 256. 
It is clearly seen that the Fourier transform can analyse stationary signals 
very effectively from Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, 
In Figure 2.3, f[n] is where 
when 0 :::; n :::; N - 1 (2.36) 
otherwise 
where a = 2";v and N = 256. This f[n] is normally called as a chirp signal, a 
typically nonstationary signal. 
In Figure 2.4, 
{ 
ei(Bon+bsin(Bmn)) 
f[n] = 0 
when 0 :::; n :::; N - 1 (2.37) 
otherwise 
where 00 = ~, Om = ;2' and b = 3.0. This is a frequency-modulated (FM) signal. 
From Fig 2.3 and Fig 2.4, it can be seen that the Fourier transform can not 
reveal how the local spectrum varies with space or time. It can be concluded that 
the Fourier transform is not ve1'y helpful faT analysing nonstationary signals. 
To overcome this, other type of transform is evidently needed if the nonsta-
tionary properties are to be easily revealed. A transform which encompasses 
both space (or time) and frequency simultaneously seems an obvious solution. 
One such possibility is the ambiguity function, which is investigated next. 
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Figure 2.1: A stationary signal f(n] and its DFT IF(O)\. 
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Figure 2.2: Another stationary signal f[nJ and its DFT IF(O)I· 
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Figure 2.3: A chirp signal j[nJ and its DFT IF(O)I· 
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Figu~e 2.4: A frequency modulated signal f(nJ and its DFT IF(O)I· 
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2.5 The ambiguity function (AF) 
The ambiguity function was originally introduced by Woodward (1953) into 
Radar for detection of the distance and velocity of aeroplanes. Since then it 
has been applied to optical signal processing (Bruck and Sodin 1979; Guigay 
1978; Lee et a1. 1980; Marks, Walkup, and Krile 1977; Marks and Hall 1979; 
Papoulis 1974; Said and Cooper 1973). As a tool for analysing signals, the ambi-
guity function has been studied in a great detail by many researchers (Papoulis 
1974; Papoulis 1984; Reis 1962; Siebert 1958; Stutt 1959; Stutt 1964; Sussman 
1962; Titlebaum and DeClaris 1966). 
2.5.1 Definition 
For any complex-valued signal f(x) where x is an independent continuous vari-
able, then its ambiguity function (AF), denoted as Af(tv, x), is defined1 as 
Aj(tv, x) = f(x + - )j*(x - - )e-JrJ:Jxdx 100 x X· -00 2 2 (2.39) 
The AF A j( tv, x) can aslo be definded as 
1 100 tv tv· Aj(tv, x) = - F(w + - )F*(w - - )eJwXdw 
211" -00 2 2 
(2.40) 
In fact, from the change-of-variables theorem (Rudin 1976, p 252; or Rudin 1986, 
, 
p 153), it follows that 
100 100 f(x + ~ )j*(x - ~) e- jrox e-jwxdxdx 
-00 -00 2 2 
= 1:1: f(t)j*( T )e-jro (t+T)/2 e-jW(t-T) . dtdT 
1 Besides the definition by Eqn 2.39, there is another definition which is also often used: 
(2.38) 
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1
00 100 '" to = -00 _oof(t)f*(r)e-j(W+T)t e-j(T-w)rdtdr 
tv tv 
= F(w + - )F*( -( - - w)) 2 2 
= F(w + tv )F*(w _ tv) 
2 2 
where x and x are substituted by ~ and t - r respectively. Hence, 
1 100 tv tv· 100 x x· 
- F(w + - )F*(w - - )eJwXdw = f(x + - )f*(x - - )e-JWXdx (2.41) 
21r -00 2 2 -00 2 2 
If the AJ(tv, x) is known, then we can reconstruct the orginal signal f(x) within 
.' 
a constant factor. In fact, it can be proved that (Papoulis 1984, p. 287) 
Proof: From Eqn 2.39, 
Let x = X 2 , 




Just like the Fourier transform pair, we will express f( x) and AJ( tv, x) together 
as 
2.5.2 Simple properties 
For more detail, see (Papoulis 1984). 
Spatial shifting 
(2.45) 
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Frequency shifting 
(2.46) 
Spatial limited signals 
If f(x) is restricted to [Xa,Xb], then Af(w,x) is restricted to [-(Xb-Xa),Xb-Xa] 
with respect to x. 
Frequency limited signals 
If f(x) is band-limited to [Wa,Wb), then Af(w, x) is limited to [-(Wb-Wa),Wb-Wa] 
in terms of w. 
Concentration of energy 
For any I(x), 
Proof: Because of 
IAf(w, x )1 ::; II(x + - )J*(x - - )Idx /
00 x x 
-00 2 2 (2.4 7) 
and 
1 1 
100 If(x+~)r(x-~)Idx ~ (100 lJ(x + ~)ldx)2. (]OO II(x - ~)ldx)2 C2.48) 
-00 2 2 -00 2 -00 2 
from the Schwarz inequality (Rudin 1986, Theorem 3.5), it follows 
IAf(w, x )1 
I 1 ~ (l:lJcx + ~)Idx) 2 . (l:lf(x _ ~)Idx) 2 
= l: lf(xwdx 
= l:l(x)J*(x)dx 
= AfCO, 0) 
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Total energy 
Proof: From Eqn 2.39 and Parseval's formula (Eqn 2.17) 
Hence, 
But from Theorem 10.9 (Rudin 1976), 
Combining the two equations above, we obta.in the proof. 
Convolution 
If g(x) = f(x) * h(x), then 
(2.49) 
Proof: 
Ag(w, x ) 1100 W w· 
= - G(w + - )G*(w - -2 )eJWXdw 
271' -00 2 1100 W W W w· 
= - F(w + - )F*(w - -) . H(w + - )H*(w - -2 )eJwXdw 
271' -00 2 2 2 
= 1: Aj(w,x)Ah(w, x - x)dx 
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The last equation is obtained by regrarding X and w as variables, treating W as 
a fixed parameter, and applying Eqn 2.13. 
Modulation 
If g(x) = f(x)m(x), then 
(2.50) 
Proof: 
Ag(w, x ) 
100 x x· = g(x + -)g*(x - _)e-Jroxdx -00 2 2 
= 100 f(x + 2)f*(x - 2). h(x + 2)h*(x - 2)e- jroxdx 
-00 2 2 2 2 
1 100 = -2 Aj(w, x )Ah{W - W, x )dw 
7r -00 
The last equation is from Eqn 2.16. 
2.5.3 Application to signals 
Periodic signals 
Let f(x) = aejwox where a is a constant, 
(2.51) 
Chirp signals 
·1 2 • Let f(x ) = aeJ'jOlX where a IS a constant, 
(2.52) 
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2.6 The discrete ambiguity function (DAF) 
Although the AF has been studied in great detail, the discrete ambiguity function 
has hardly been investigated. In fact, the literature about it is very limited. Here, 
the way it is defined as Eqn 2.53 is to make the comparison with the discrete 
Wigner distribution (see Section 3.3) easier. 
2.6.1 Definition 
For a complex-valued signal f[n] where n = ... , -2, -1,0,1,2,···, its discrete 
Ambiguity function (DAF), denoted as AJ('!9,1]), can be defined as 
00 
AJ('!9,1]) = L 2f[n + 1]]]*[n _1]]e- j219n 
n=-oo 
The DAF can also be defined as 
where F('!9) is the DFT of f[n]. 
In fact, 
00 
AJ('!9, 1]) = L 2f[n + 17]f*[n _1]]e- j2n19 
n=-oo 
00 
= 2 L f[n + 1]]e- j219n . ]*[-(1] - n)] 
n=-oo 
= .!.j7r F(O + 2'!9)ej(9+219)71 . F*(O)ejB71dO 
7r -7r 
= ~ J~ F(O + '!9 + '!9)F*(O + '!9 - '!9)e j2(BH) 71 dO 
= ~ 1: F(O + '!9)F*(O - '!9)e j2B71 dO 
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If f[n] is restricted to [na,nb], then Aj('!9,'l}) is restricted to [-nc,nc] where nc is 
the quotient of nb - na divided by 2. 
Frequency-limited signals 
If F('!9) (the DFT of f[n]) is restricted to ['!9 a, '!9b], then Aj('!9,1]) is restricted to 
[-('!9b - '!9 a), '!9 b - '!9 a]. 
Concentration of energy 
00 
IAj('!9,1])1 ~ 2 L If[nW = Aj(O,O) (2.59) 
n=-oo 
Proof: From Eqn 2.53, 
00 
~ 2 L If[n + 1]]f*[n -1]]1 
n=-oo 
00 
~ 2 L lJ[nW (the Schwa.rz inequa.lity) 
n=-oo 
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2.6.3 Computation of the DAF 
When f[n] is restricted to [0, N - 1] where N is even2 , computation of the DAF 
is straightforward. This is achieved as follows 
1. Compute r[77, n] = 2f[n + 77]f*[n - 77] for n = 0,1,· .. ,N - 1 
and 77 = - M, ... , 0, ... , M where M = If - 1. 
2. By means of the FFT, compute L,~';Ol r[77, n]e-j~ 
for '11 = - M ... a ... M 
., "" 
3. AJ(W,77) is then obtained for W = t where k = 0,1,···, N - 1 
and 77 = - M, ... ,0, ... , M. Because of A J( w, 77) is restricted in 77 
and periodic in w, so AJ[k, 77] = AJ( t, 77) is obtained 
for k '11 = - . .. - 2 -1 a 1 2 ... 
,., '" , " . 
2.6.4 Application to signals useful in manufacturing 
Figure 2.6.4, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 show four DAFs computed for the same signals as 
in Section 2.4.4. 
In addition to three-dimensional (3D) plots, both density plots and contour 
plots are also added. In a density plot, the height of the function at each point 
is shown by shading: the higher the lighter; the lower the darker. In a contour 
plot, the contour lines are just like those in a standard topographical map, they 
join points on the same height. Because of its nature, when Mathematica makes 
a contour plot, it tries to include only the "interesting" parts of the plot. If a 
function increases very rapidly, or has singularities, the parts where it gets too 
large will be cut off while the parts with small values may be plot out. Therefore, 
it is necessary to concentrate on the main feature of a contour plot. For 3D plots 
and density plots, there is no such a problem for the plot range is chosen to be 
large enough to display the whole range. 
2For odd N, it is similar provided that it can be represented by N = Nl . N 2 ••• Nk 
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For the two stationary signals, the DAFs are mainly concentrated on the 
{) = O. In other words, the DAF can not distinguish the high frequency stationary 
signals from the low frequency ones. This means that the AF is not suitable for 
stationary signals. However, for two nonstationary signals, the DAFs do display 
changes of instantaneous frequencies. 
It can be concluded that although the DAF is good for analysing nonstationary 
signals, it is not so for stationary signals from these figures. 
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Figure 2.5: A stationary signal f[n] and its DAF. 
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A stationary signal J[n] and its DAF (continued). 
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Figure 2.6: Another stationary signal J[n] and its DAF. 
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Another stationary signal f[n] and its DAF (continued). 
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Three-dimensional plot of IA,(t?,17)1 
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Figure 2.7: A chirp signal f[n] and its DAF. 
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A chirp signal f[n] and its DAF (continued). 
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Figure 2.8: A frequency modulated signal f[n] and its DAF. 
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A frequency-modulated signal f[n] and its DAF (continued). 
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2.6.5 Application to signals with noise 
Figure 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 show four DAFs computed for the same signals as 
in Section 2.4.4, but with noise. The noise is of type 
where nl(x) and n2(x) are random noise with the range as [-0.1,0.1]' about 10% 
percent of the original signal, j = J=I. 
From these figures, it can still be concluded that although the DAF is good 
for analysing nonstationary signals, it is not so for stationary signals from these 
figures. 
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Figure 2.9: A stationary signal with noise and its DAF. 
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A stationary signal with noise and its DAF (continued). 
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Figure 2.10: Another stationary signal with noise and its DAF. 
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Another stationary signal with noise and its DAF (continued). 
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Figure 2.11: A chirp signal with noise and its DAF. 
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A chirp signal with noise and its DAF (continued). 
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Figure 2.12: A frequency modulated signal with noise and its DAF. 
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A frequency-modulated signal with noise and its DAF (continued). 
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2.7 Conclusion of suitability of the FT and AF 
Now it can be concluded that ON ONE HAND THE FT IS A VERY USE-
FUL FOR ANALYSING STATIONARY SIGNALS, BUT NOT FOR NONSTA-
TIONARY SIGNALS; ON THE OTHER HAND THE AF IS EFFECTIVE FOR 
ANALYSING NONSTATIONARY SINGALS, BUT NOT FOR STATIONARY 
SIGNALS. In other words, neither of the FT and AF is good for analysing both 
stationary and nonstationary signals. In order to overcome this problem, a new 
tool for analysis of signals is required. This can be met by the Wigner distribu-
tion, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Chapter 3 
The Wigner Distribution 
3.1 Recapitulation of the problem 
From the previous chapter, it is known that the Fourier transform (FT) is ca-
pable of analysing stationary signals, but becomes unsatisfactory for analysing 
nonstationary signals. Therefore, the usage of the FT is limited for there are 
many nonstationary signals in practice. One example is a piece of music (De 
Bruijn 1967). 
". ", if I represents a piece of music, then the composer does not 
produce I itself; he does not even define it. He may try to prescribe 
the exact frequency and the exact time interval of a note (although 
the uncertainty principle says that he can never be completely suc-
j 
cessful in this effort), but he does not try to prescribe the phase. The 
composer does not deal with I; it is only the gramophone company 
which produces and sells an I. On the other hand, the composer cer-
tainly does not want to describe the Fourier transform. This Fourier 
transform is very useful for solving mathematical and physical prob-




What the composer really does, or thinks he does, or should think 
he does, is something entirely different from describing either f or 
F. Instead, he constructs a function of two variables. The variables 
are the time and the frequency, the function describes the intensity 
of the sound. He describes the function by a complicated set of dots 
on score paper. His way of describing time is slightly different from 
what a mathematician would do, but certainly vertical lines denote 
constant time, and horizontal lines denote constant frequency .... " 
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In order to be able to analyse such nonstationary signals, short-time Fourier 
transforms are often used (Allen and Rabiner 1977). This is based on the as-
sumption that some signals can be regarded as stationary signals on a short-time 
basis. Despite the wide usage of this technique, it has an important drawback, 
i.e. the length of the assumed short-time stationarity determines the frequency 
resolution which can be obtained. To increase the frequency resolution, a longer 
range has tp be taken, which means that nonstationarities will be made vague 
in both time and frequency. Therefore, to overcome this problem, a mixed time-
frequency representation of signals is required. 
The ambiguity function is a kind of time-frequency representation of a signal 
as shown in the last chapter. It enables the analysis of nonstationary signals to 
be made but not stationary signals, which means that it is not an ideal tool for 
analysing general signals. 
Unlike both the short-time Fourier transform and ambiguity function, the 
Wigner distribution can be used to analyse both stationary and nonstationary 
signals because it has some important properties which make it suitable for signal 
processing which will be explained in the rest of this chapter. 
, 
3.2 Introduction 
The concept of the Wigner distribution was originally introduced in the context of 
quantum mechanics by Wigner (1932), while attempting to formulate mathemat-
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ical tools for solving quantum problems which involved Heisenberg's Uncertainty 
Principle. Then in 1948, Ville reintroduced it for signal processing, although it 
did not receive wide attention at that time. 
However, recently the Wigner distribution has become more and more popular 
because it is potentially an ideal tool for space-frequency (or time-frequency) 
representation of signals. 
The Wigner distribution has been studied by many researchers (Bamler and 
Glunder 1983; Boudreaux-Bartels and Parks 1986; Boashash and Black 1987; 
Boashash 1988; Classen and Mecklenbrauker 1980, 1983; De Bruijn 1973; Kumar, 
Neuman, and Deros 1986; Peyrin and Prost 1986; Szu and Blodgett 1981; White 
and Boashash 1988; Yu and Cheng 1987) and applied to many areas (Bastiaans 
1978, 1979, 1980; Frensley 1987 Kaluzynski 1989; Zhu, Peix and Babot 1990). 
For the mathematical background of the Wigner distribution refer to (De 
Bruijn 1973); while for a more practical reference see (Classen and Mecklen-
brauker 1980). 
3.3 The Wigner distribution (WD) 
3.3.1 Definition 
For any complex-valued signal f(x) where x is a continuous variable such as 
distance, time and etc., its Wigner distribution ( WD ) is defined as 
The WD can also be defined as 
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where F(w) is the Fourier transform of f(x). 
In fact, from 
f(x) ~ F(w) 
it follows that 
:F f(x)j*(x) f----+ F(w)F*(-w) 
Hence, 
f(x + ::')j*(x - ::.) ~ F(w + w )F*(w _ w) 
2 2 2 2 
Therefore, Eqn 3.2 is obtained by using the Fourier transform. 
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Just like the Fourier transform pair and the ambiguity function pair, we will 
express the Wigner distribution pair f(x) and Wf(x,w) as 
(3.3) 
Compared with the definition of the ambiguity function 
The definitions of the WD and AF are very similar. For the differences, see 
Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: The definitions of the WD and AF for signal f(x) 
space domain frequency domain 
Wf(x,w) J~oof(x+ f )f*(x - f )e-jwxdx -L foo F(w+!E.)F*(w-!E.)ejwxdw 271" -00 2 2 
AJ(w, x) J~oof(x+f)f*(x - t )e-jwx dx -L foo F(w+!E.)F*(w-!E.)ejwxdw 271" -00 2 2 
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The cross Wigner distribution for two signals 
For two signals Jl (x) and J2 (x), their cross Wigner distribution can be defined as 
The WD for multidimensional signals 
For a complex-valued signal J(x) where x E nn, its WD is defined as 
where wEen 
3.3.2 Simple properties 
Symmetry 
For any real-valued signal, the WD is an even function of the frequency: 
Realness 
For any complex-valued signal, the WD is real-valued: 
Spatial-shifting 
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Frequency-shifting 





If f(x) is restricted to [Xa,Xb], so is f,Vf(x,w). 
Frequency-limited signals 
If f(x) is band-limited to [Wa,Wb], so is Wf(x,w). 
Spatial-energy 
This is that the integral of the WD in w at a fixed x is equal to the instantaneous 
energy at that x, i.e. 








-00 Wf(x,w)dx = IF(w)1 (3.12) 
Total energy 
1 100 100 2 271" -00 -00 Wf(x,w)dxdw = 111(x)11 (3.13) 
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This means that the integral of the WD over the whole plane (x, w) is equal to 
the total energy of f(x). 
Moyal '8 formula 
1 100 100 4 211' -00 -00 W}(x,w)dxdw = IIf(x)1I (3.14) 
This means that the integral of the squared WD over the whole plane (x, w) is 
equal to the square of the total energy of f(x). This is similar to the Parseval's 
formula about the FT. 
Convolution 
Let g(x) be the convolution of f(x) and h(x), i.e. 




. 117r tv tv tv tv· Wg(x,w) = - F(w + - )H(w + - )F*(w - - )H*(w - - )eJWXdw 
211' -7r 2 2 2 2 
1 17r W * W W * tv· 
= - F(w + -)F (w - - )H(w + -)H (w - - )eJWXdtv 
211' -7r 2 2 2 2 
= I: Wj(x,w)Wh(x - x,w)dx 
From Eqn 3.16, it follows that the WD of the convolution is the convolution of 
the WD provided that w is regarded as a fixed parameter in the WD. 
Modulation 
If 
g(x) = f(x)m(x) 




100 x x x x' Wg(x,w) = f(x + - )m(x + -) f*(x - - )m*(x - -2)e-JWX dx -00 2 2 2 
= 100 f(x + :")f*(x -:..) m(x + :")m*(x - -2X)e-iWXdx 
-00 2 2 2 1100 = -2 Wf(x, w)Wm(x,w - w)dw 
7r -00 
3.3.3 The WD for analytical signals 
One point which needs to be highlighted before the WD can be applied widely, 
is that the WD should be applied to analytical signals, i.e. those which have no 
redundant spectrum. 
This is achieved for any real-valued signal f(x) by constructing its analytical 
signal fa (x) as 
fa(x) = f(x) + jj(x) (3.18) 
where j(x) is the Hilbert transform of f(x): 
(3.19) 
If F(w) and Fa(w) are the FTs of f(x) and fa(x), then 
2F(w) w>O 
Fa(w)= F(O) w=o (3.20) 
o w < 0 
which means that the analytical signal does not contain redundant spectrum 
which in turn means that neither does the WD. 
(3.21 ) 
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This trick considerably reduces aliasing problems. 
Furthermore, 
W () 11' -00 f x, x x { 
if 00 W (x _ w)sin2wXd 
faX'W = 0 
w2:0 
W < 0 
Proof: For w 2: 0 
212W (100 .) . = - Wf(x,w)e-;roxd x e;roxdro 
7r -2w -00 
21
00 (1 2W . ) = - Wf(x,w) e-;ro(X-X)dro dx 
7r -00 -2w 
_ 4100 W ( )sin(2w(x - x))d 
- - f x,w X 
7r -00 X - x 4100 sin 2wx 
=- Wf(x-x,w) dx 




From the properties of the WD, specially those related to the energy distribution, 
it can be seen that the WD could be interpreted as the energy distribution in the 
mixed space-frequency plane. Therefore, in order to get an idea of how the energy 
in a signal is distributed in space and frequency, it is only necessary to compute 
the WD of the signal. Moreover, moments can be introduced to characterise 
the distribution rather than using the values of the WD over the whole plane, 
thereby condensing the amount of information considerablely. There are two 
types of moments: local moments in frequency or space and global moments over 
the whole space-frequency plane. These moments can be used to specify averages 
and the spread of the WD and turn out to be very useful for characterising 
instantaneous properties of the signal. 
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Local moments in frequency 
The Oth-order moment in frequency p j (x) is defined as 
1 100 pj(X) = -2 Wj(x,w)dw 7r -00 (3.23) 
From Eqn 3.11, 
pj(x) = lJ(xW (3.24) 
which means that pj( x) is the instantaneous power of f( x), which is non-negative. 
The 1st-order moment in frequency nj(x) is defined as 
(3.25) 
It can be proved that 
(3.26) 
Proof: From Eqn 3.1 and the inverse Fourier transform, 
1 100 . X X 
- Wj(x,w)eJwXd x = f(x + -2)j*(x - -2) 27r -00 
Differentiating with respect to x, 
2~1:jwWj(x,w)ejWXdw = ~ (J'(x + ~ )j*(x - ~) - f(x + ~ )(J')*(x - ~)) 
(3.27) 
I.e. 
When X = 0, it follows that 
1 100 1 " 
- WWj(w,x)dw = -2' (J'(x)j*(x) - f(x)(J )*(x)) = Imf (x)j*(x) 
27r -00 J 
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Divided by f(x)J*(x), the result is obtained. 
The 2nd-order moment in frequency m j (x) is defined as 
For mj(x), 
Proof: Differentiating Eqn 3.27 with respect to x, 
Let X = 0, 
1100 . 
-2 (-jw)2Wj(x,w)eJwX dw 7r -00 
= ~ f"(x + ~ )J*(x - ~) - ~ f'(x + ~ ) (f')'" (x - ~) 
4 2 2 2 2 2 





2~i: W2Wj(x,w)dw = -~f"(x)J*(x) + ~f'(x)(f')*(x) - ~f(x)(f")*(x) 
Combined with the Oth-order moment and the 1st-order moment, 
1100 - (w - n j (x))21Vj (x,w)dw 27r -00 
= -~ f"(x)J*(x) + ~ f'(x)(f')*(x) - ~ f(x)(f")*(x) 
4 2 4 
-n}(x) . pj(x) 
= -~f"(x)J*(x) + ~f'(x)(f')*(x) - ~f(x)(f")*(x) 
1 (f' ( x) J* ( x) - f ( x ) (f' )" ( x ) ) 2 
+4" f(x )f*(x) 
= -~f"(x)J*(x) - ~f(x)(f")*(x) + ~f'(x)(f')*(x) 
~ (f')2(X)J*(X) + ~f(X)((f')2)*(X) _ ~f'(x)(f')*(x) 
+ 4 f(x) 4 f*(x) 2 
= -~f"(x)r(x) - ~f(x)(f")"(x) 
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Divided by f(x)f*(x), 
Hence, the proof is obtained. 
For a signal f(x) = A(x)ej¢(x), then its Oth-order, 1st-order, 2nd-order moment 
IS 
pj(x) = IA(x W 
!1 j (x) = <P' (x) 
1 d A'(x) 
mj(x) = -----




From the above three equations, it can be seen that the Oth-order moment pj(x) is 
the instantaneous power of the signal, the 1st-order moment !1 j (x) is the instan-
taneous frequency of the signal, and the 2nd-order moment mj(x) is dependent 
on the envelope of the signal. For a real-valued signal, a similar conclusion can 
be reached if its analytical signal is used. 
Local moments in space 
The Oth-order moment in space Pj (w) is defined as 
(3.33) 
3.3 The Wigner distribution (WD) 
From Eqn 3.12, 
The 1st-order moment in space XJ(w) is defined as 
In fact, 
F'(w) 
XJ(w) = -1m F(w) 
The 2nd-order moment in space MJ(w) is defined as 
It can be proved that 
1 d F'(w) 







For a signal f(x) whose FT is F(w) = A(w)ejt/>(w), its moments in space are 
Global moments 
PJ(w) = JA(wW 
TJ(w) = -q/(w) 
M (w) = _~.!£ A'(w) 




Besides local moments, global moments can also be used. Some of them are listed 
here. 
For the Oth-order global moment of the WD, 
PJ = - vVj(x,w)dxdw = 111112 1 100 100 27r -00 -00 (3.42) 
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For the 1st-order global moment with respect to frequency of the WD, 
1 100 100 Of = 27r -00 -00 wWf(x,w)dxdw/ Pf (3.43) 
For the 1st-order global moment with respect to space of the WD, 
1 100 100 x, = 27r -00 _ooxW,(x,w)dxdw/P, (3.44) 
3.3.5 Application to signals 
For f(x) = aeiwox where a is a constant, then 
(3.45) 
Just like the FT, the WD is also concentrated at w = Wo for eiwox . 
'0 2 For f(x) = aeJ '2X where a is a constant, 
(3.46) 
This means that the WD for a chirp signal is concentrated around the instanta-
neous frequency so that the chirp effect is clearly visible and measureable from 
its WD. 
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3.4 The discrete Wigner distribution (DWD) 
3.4.1 Definition 
Let J[n] be a complex-valued signal where n = "', -2, -1,0,1,2"", then its 
discrete Wigner distribution ( DWD ) is defined as 
00 
Wf(n,O) = I: 2f[n + 1]]j*[n - 1]]e-i287) 
7)=-00 
The DWD can also be defined as 
where F(iJ) is the DFT of f[n]. 
In fact 
00 I: 2f[n + 1]]j*[n - 1]]e-j287) 
1/=-00 
00 
= I: 2f[n + 1]]e-i287) • r[n -1]] 
7)=-00 
= ~ j1T F( iJ + 20)ei(19+28)n F*( -iJ)ej19n diJ 
7r -1T 
= ~ f: F(O + iJ + O)F*(O - (iJ + O))e2jn(8H)diJ 
3.4.2 Basic properties 





lThe proofs for Eqn 3.57, Eqn 3.62 and Eqn 3.64, as shown here, are given by myself. 
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Symmetry 
For a real-valued f(n], 
(3.50) 
Realness 
For any signal f[n], 
Wf ( n, 0) = Wj( n, 0) (3.51) 
Spatial shifting 
Let no be a fixed integer, 
(3.52) 
Frequency shifting 
Let 00 be a fixed constant, 
(3.53) 
Spatial-limited signals 
If f[n] is restricted to rna, nb], so is its DWD. 
Band-limited signals 
If f(n) is band-limited to [Oa,Ob]' so is its DWD provided that 0 < Ob - Oa < 7r. 
Sum formula 
For f[n] = fl[n] + h[n], 
3.4 The discrete Wigner distribution (DWD) 
where Wft,h(n, 0) is the cross Wigner distribution of 11 and 12: 
00 
Wft,h(n,O) = L 21dn + 1])J;[n _1]]e-j20'7 
'7=-00 
Spatial-energy 
00 1 L Wj(n,O) = 2(/F(O)/2 + /F(O + 7r)/2) 
n=-oo 
Proof: From the definition of the DWD, it follows that 
00 L Wj(n,O)e-j2t9n 
n=-oo 
= n"foo (~J~ F(O + fJ 1)F*(O - fJdej2t9lndfJl) e-j2t9n 
= ~ 1: F(O + fJ1)F*(O - fJd C"foo e-j2(t9-t9 I )n) dfJ1 
= ;: L F( 8+ ~rlF"( 0 - ~,) (J~:oo 21r8(2~ - 2~, - 2~ k») d~, 






L Wj(n, O)e- j2t9n = F(O + fJ)F*(O - fJ) + F(O + fJ + 7r)F*(O - fJ + 7r) (3.57) 
n=-oo 
Eqn 3.57 is very useful for proving other theorems. Eqn 3.56 is then obtained by 
letting fJ = O. 
For any analytical signal la or over-sampled signal2 , Eqn 3.56 becomes 
00 L Wj(n,O) = F(O)F*(O) = /F(O)/2 (3.58) 
n=-oo 
which is similar to its contnuous case. 
2Let a signal f(x) be band-limited to [-wc,wc], t.he over-sampled signal f&[n] is obtained if 
the sampling frequency is larger then 4w c · 





For a analytical (or over-sampled) signal, 
-f-l: f: WJ(n,O)dO = IIJ[n]1I4 




g[n] = f[n] * h[n] 
gO[n] = f[n] * (h[n]ei1rn ) 
then 
00 
Wg(n,O) + Wgo(n,O) = L WJ(1],O)Wh (n -1],0) (3.62) 
7)=-00 
Proof: Eqn 3.62 is from the inverse Fourier transform, Eqn 3.57, and 
f) -a * -a * -a F(O + - )H(O + -)F (0 - -)H (0 - -) 2 2 2 2 
-a -a -a -a 
+F(O + - + 7r)H(O + - + 7r)F*(O - - + 7r)H*(O - - + 7r) 
2 2 2 2 
f) -a -a -a 
+F(O + - )H(O + - + 7r)F*(O - - )H*(O - - + 7r) 
2 2 2 2 
+F(O + ~ + 7r)H(O + ~ )F*(O - ~2 + 7r)H*(O - ~) 2 2 2 
( -a -a -a -a) F (0 + - ) F* (0 - - ) + F (0 + ? + 7r) F* (0 - - + 7r) 2 2 ~ 2 
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( 
.,J .,J .,J .,J) 
. H(O + 2)H*(O - 2) + H(O + 2 + 7r)H*(O - 2 + 7r) 
If both f and h are both band-limited to [-~,~], then gO is zero, therefore 
00 









Wg(n,O) = L 2f[n + 17Jh[n + 17J . r[n - 17Jh*[n - 17Je-j281/ 
71=-00 
3.4.3 The DWD for analytical signals 
For a signal J(n], its analytical signal fa[nJ is of the form (Oppenheim and Schafer 
1975) 
fa[nJ = f[nJ + jj[nJ (3.65) 
where j[n] is the discrete Hilbert transform of f[n], defined by 
00 2 . 2?r(n-1/) 
A '" J Sill 2 J(nJ = (1idf)[nJ = 71~oof[17 -; (n - "1) (3.66) 
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The DFT of fa and f is related as 
2F(iJ) 0 < iJ < 1f 
Fa( iJ) = F(O) iJ = 0 (3.67) 
o -1f ~ iJ < 0 
Since fa is band-limited to [0, 1f), its DWD does not have the aliasing effect. 
3.4.4 Moments 
For any signal J[n], both local moments and global moments can also be used to 
simplify the usage of the DWD. They are listed below. 
Local moments in frequency 
The Oth-order moment in frequency P f [n] is defined as 
(3.68) 
From Eqn 3.59, 
pf[n] = If[nW (3.69) 
which means that the Oth-order moment in frequency is equal to the instantaneous 
power of the signal. 
The 1st-order moment in frequency 0f[n]: 
(3.70) 
then 
8f[n] = ~ arg(f[n + l]f*[n - 1]) (3.71) 
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For f[n] = v[n]ej¢[nl, then 
(3.72) 
which means that the 1st-order moment in frequency can be used to represent 
the instantaneous frequency. 
The 2nd-order moment in frequency mf[nJ: 
m, [n] can be expressed as 
If[n]!2 -If[n + l]r[n - 1]1 
m,[n] = If[n]12 + If[n + 1)f*[n - III 
Local moments in space 




P,(O) = L Wf(n,O) = IF(OW + IF(O + 11")1 2 (3.75) 
n=-oo 
The 1st-order moment in space Xf(O): 
(3.76) 
For over-sampled or analytical signals, X f can be expressed by 
(0) = -I dIn F(O) X, m dO (3.77) 
Proof: Differentiating Eqn 3.57 with resprect to {) obtains 
f: W,(O, n)ne-jUJn 
n=-oo 
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= ~FI(O + iJ)F*(O - iJ) - ~F(O + iJ)(F*)'(O - iJ) 




= IF'(O)F*(O) - IF(O)(F*),(O) 
2 2 
. . 
+~FI(O + 7r)F*(O + 7r) - ~F(e + 7r)(F*)'(O + 71') 
Because of f is over-sampled or analytical, 
00 • . 
L: W,(O,n)n = IF'(O)F*(O) - IF(O)(F*),(O) 
n=-oo 2 2 
Therefore 
~F'(e)F*(O) - ~F(O)(F*)'(e) 
X,(O) = F(O)F*(O) 
= t (FI(O) _ (FI(O))*) 
2 F( 0) F( 0) 
(
FI( 0)) 
= -1m F(O) 
The 2nd-order moment in space Mf(O): 
(3.78) 
For over-sampled or analytical signals, Mf becomes 
(3.79) 
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Global moments 
The Oth-order global moment of the DWD: 
(3.80) 
The 1st-order global moment with respect to frequency of the DWD: 
(3.81 ) 
The 1st-order global moment with respect to space of the DWD: 
(3.82) 
3.4.5 Application to signals 
Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show four DWDs computed for the same signals as 
in Section 2.3. 
For the two stationary signals, the DWDs are helpful. In fact, the power-
spectrum can be obtained by simply integrating the DWD along n at a fixed () 
provided that the original signal is over-sampled or analytical. 
For the two nonstationary signals, the DWDs are mainly concentrated around 
at the instantaneous frequency and shows the trend of local spectrum. 
It can be concluded that the DWD is good for analysing both stationary and 
nonstationary signals from these figures 
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Figure 3.1: A stationary signal f[n] and its DWD 
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A stationary signal j[n] and its DWD (continued) 
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Figure 3.2: Another stationary signal f[n] and its DWD 
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Another stationary signal J[ n 1 and its DWD (continued) 
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Three-dimensional plot of Wf(n, 0) 
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Figure 3.3: A chirp signal ![n] and its DWD 
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3.4 The discrete Wigner distribution (DWD) 
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Three-dimensional plot of Wf(n, 0) 
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Figure 3.4: A frequency modulated signal f[n] and its DWD 
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A frequency-modulated signal f[n] and its DWD (continued) 
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3.4.6 Application to signals with noise 
Figure 3.5, 3.6,3.7, and 3.8 show four DWDs computed for the same signals as 
in Section 2.4.4, but with noise. The noise is of type 
where nl(x) and n2(x) are random noise with the range as [-0.1,0.1], about 10% 
percent of the original signal. 
From these figures, the same conclusion can be reached that the DWD is good 
for analysing both stationary and nonstationary signals from these figures. 
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Figure 3.5: A stationary signal with noise and its DWD 
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A stationary signal with noise and its DWD (continued) 
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Figure 3.6: Another stationary signal with noise and its DWD 
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Another stationary signal with noise and its DWD (continued) 
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Figure 3.7: A chirp signal with noise and its DWD 
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A chirp signal with noise and its DWD (continued) 
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3.4 The discrete Wigner distribution (DWD) 










Three-dimensional plot of Wf(n , 8) 
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Figure 3.8: A frequency modulated signal with noise and its DWD 
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3.4 The discrete Wigner distribution (DWD) 
7r ° Density Plot of IWf(n ,O)1 
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A frequency-modulated signal with noise and its DWD (continued) 
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3.5 Relationship with the AF 
Both the WD and AF belong to mixed distance-frequency or time-frequency 
representations of signals, and are very closely related to each other. 
so 
For a signal f(x) with the FT as F(rN), let 
"YJ(x, X) = f(x + ~ )f"(x - ~) 
rj(rN,w) = F(w + ; )F*(w - ;) 
then the WD and AF are defined as 
Wj(x,w) = I: '"tJ(X, x)e-jwxdx 
= _?1 ]00 rj(rN,w)ejwxdw 
~7r -00 
Aj(rN,x) = I: '"tJ(x,x)e-jwxdx 
= ~]OO fj(rN,w)ejwxdw 
27r -00 
The above equations can be represented in Figure 3.9 









The differences between the WD and the AF can be seen in Table 3.1. Shifting 
in spatial or frequency domain leads to a corresponding shifting in the WDj 
the effect on the AF is only a phase factor. Moreover, for a limited signal in 
3.5 Relationship with the AF 
rj(tv,w) 
Figure 3.9: Relationship Amongst Wj(x, w),A j ( tv, X), 
.... ,Ax, X), and r j( tv, w) 
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the spatial domain the WD is spatially limited a.nd for a limited signal in the 
frequency domain the WD is frequency limited; while the AF does not have 
these properties. For the WD, the interpretation of the spatial and frequency 
variable corresponds to that of the 01'iginal signal, while it does not for the AF. 
From these, it could be concluded that the WD is better than the AF in terms of 
analyzing both stationary and nonstationary signals. However, in order to verify 




Spatial f(x - xo) 
Shifting 
Frequency f( x )eiwor 
Shifting 
Spatial [Xa, Xb] 
Limited for x 
Frequency [-00,00] 
Limitd for x 







Table 3.1 Relation among the FT, AF, and WD 
F(w) A,(tv,X) 
complex-valued complex-valued 
F(w)e-iwro A,(tv, x)e-iwro 
F(w - wo) A,( tv, x)eiwox 
[-00,00] [-(Xb - xa), Xb - xa] 
for w for X 
[Wa,Wb] [-(Wb - Wa),Wb - wa] 
for W for tv 
F(w)H(w) f~oo A,( tv, x )Ah( tv, X - x)dx 
2~ f~ F(tv)M(w - tv)dtv l1r f~oo A,(w,X)Am(tv - w, X)dw 
A27ro(w - wo) IAI2e-jwoX27ro( tv) 
." ~ A 2,.. eJ'4e- 2 .. 
(J( IAI227ro(tv - ax) 
-- ---- - -- '----- -- ----
W,(x,w) 
real-valued 
W,(x - xo,w) 





f~oo W,(X,W)Wh(X - X,w)dX 
2~ f~oo W,(x, tv)Wm(x,w - tv)dtv 
IAI227ro(w - wo) 





















Extraction of Parameters 
from the WD 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the Wigner distribution, in both continuous and discrete 
forms, was studied, and it was suggested that the WD could be a realistic tool 
for representation and analysis of signals, especially non-stationary signals. 
In this c;:hapter, the WD is employed to analyse non-stationary signals and 
to extract relevant parameters. Two methods of extracting parameters are dis-
cussed. One is to employ the Hough transform; the other is to utilise local 
moments in frequency. More emphasis is put on the latter because it is simpler 
and easier to use, and more widely applicable. 
Both chirp and frequency-modulated signals are tested here. These two types 
of signals are commonly found in engineering. Furthermore, frequency-modulated 
signals are in fact contained in the surface texture of a workpiece machined with 
the presence of tool vibration as will be shown later. 
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4.2 The Hough transform 
4.2.1 Preliminary 
The Hough transform deals with the detection of specific structural relationships 
between pixels in an image (therefore it can be used to extract valuable informa-
tion from the WD). The Hough transform was first proposed by Hough (1962), 
later popularised by Duda and Hart (1972). A generalisation of the Hough trans-
form for detecting arbitrary shapes has been proposed by Ballard (1981). Meth-
ods for reducing computational complexity have been investigated by Merlin and 
Farber (1975), and Davis (1982). 
For an introduction to the Hough transform, suppose that given N points in 
an image, it is required to find subsets of these points that lie on straight lines. 
One method is to use the least-square fitting. However, this only works for very 
simple case, i.e. all the points are very close on one single line. Another method 
is to find all N(N -1)/2 possible lines first, then to perform (N - 2)N(N -1)/2 
comparison of all points to each line. The complexity of this algorithm is O(N3) 
or at least O(N2). As a result, this method is computationally prohibitive in all 
but the most trivial cases. 
4.2.2 Fundamentals 
This problem for detection lines can be solved efficiently by the Hough transform. 
For a fixed point (Xi, Yi) in xy plane (the image plane), there is an infinite number 
of lines that pass through (Xi, Yi) and they all have the line equation in slope-
intercept form as 
Yi = aXj + b 
for various values of a and b, or 
b = -aXj + Yi 
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which is the equation of a single line in the ab plane (the parameter space). In 
other words, each point in the xy plane corresponds to a straight line in the ab 
plane. It can be deduced that 
1. the set of lines in the ab plane, having the same values for a or b, means 
that those corresponding points in the xy plane have the same slope or 
intercept, respectively. 
2. each intersection of these lines in the ab plane means that those correspond-
ing points in the xy plane are on the same line. 
Therefore, to detect lines in the xy plane, it is only necessary to find those 
intersections of lines in the ab plane. 
The algorithm can be described as: 
1. Let (amin, amax) and (bmin , bmax ) be the expected ranges of slope and in-
tercept values, then quantise (arnin, arnax) and (brnin , brnax) into f{ L squares. 
Create a two-dimensional array C[K][L] (This is in C language). and ini-
tialise C to zero. 
2. Then for every point (Xi, Yi) in the image plane, let the parameter a equal 
each of the allowed subdivision values ak on the axis and solve for the 
corresponding b's by using the equation b = -Xia + Yi. The resulting b's 
are then rounded off to the nearest allowed values bl in the b axis. Then 
C[k, I] is increased by 1. 
3. At the end of this procedure, a value of P in C[k][l] corresponds to P points 
in the xy plane lying on the line y = akX + bl . To find a line passing most 
of points in the xy plane is only necessary to find the maximum value of P 
in C[k][l]. 
, 
For N points, there are N K values of b to compute, therefore, the complexity 
is O( N) provided that f{ is small. 
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4.2.3 Examples 
Take for example a chirp signal. The result is good because the parameter a can 
be extracted quite simply from the graph. See Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: The signal f[n] and its DWD 
4.2 The Hough transform 
Three-dimensional plot of point space 
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Figure 4.2: The Hough transform. True: a = O.2~01r; extracted: 
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4.2.4 Conclusion 
Although the Hough transform is effective in extracting information from the 
DWD for chirp signals, its usage is limited for more complicated signals, such as 
frequency-modulated (FM) signals, this is because 
1. For FM signals, the instantaneous frequency is not linearly increasing any 
more, in fact, it is changing sinusoidally. Therefore, to describe it, the curve 
equation should be 
y = a + bsin{wx + </y) 
which has four parameters rather than two. This results in more compli-
cated parameter spaces which can have computation problems. 
2. For FM signals, at a fixed distance or time, the local spectrum is not only 
concentrating on the instantaneous frequency, but also fluctuates at nearby. 
This complicates image spaces. 
3. Some tricks (such as low pass filters) can be used to mask out those fluc-
tuation so that the HT can still be used. However, this is messy and a bit 
complicated. 
To overcome these problems, a new method is adopted instead. This involves 
the usage of the local moments in frequency and yields good results for various 
nonstationary signals. This will be described in the rest of this chapter. 
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4.3 Local moments in frequency 
For a complex-valued signal f(x) = a(x)ej¢(x) where a(x) and 4>(x) are real-
valued, let Wj(x,w) be its WD. Let pj(x) and nj(x) be the Oth- and 1st-order 
local moments in frequency of the WD, then 
Pj(X) = a2(x) 
n j ( x) = 4>' ( x ) 
(4.1 ) 
(4.2) 
which means that the Oth-order moment in frequency is the instaneous power 
and the 1st-order moment in frequency is the instaneous frequency. 
For a chirp signal f(x) = aeP}x2 , 
pj(x) = a2 
nj(x) = ax 
and a FM signal f(x) = Aej(wox+,po+bsin(wmx+¢m)), 
pj(x) = A2 





If both pj(x) and nj(x) are known, then it is trivial to extract relevant in-
formation about both chirp and FM signals (a, a; a, b, W o , wm). Since pj(x) and 
nj(x) can be easily computed from the WD, so are the parameters. Furthermore, 
this method can be applied to other types of nonstationary signals as well. 
Although it is straightforward to extract parameters for the complex-valued 
signal, it is the real-valued signal which is often encounted in engineering and 
for which the moment method can not be applied directly. However, if its corre-
sponding analytical signals are used, then this method can still be used. 
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4.4 Complex-valued chirp signals 
Fig 4.3, ",,4.7 show five cases to extract parameters from complex-valued chirp 
signals. 
The tested signals are of form 
{ 
aej~n2 0 ~ n < N 
f[n] = 
o otherwise 
where N = 256 and n = "', -2, -1, 0,1,2,···. Its moments are 
pJ[n] = a2 
E>J[n] = an mod 7r 




Note that the extracted values for a are the same as original values within three 
significant digits. Both extracted and true values for a are listed in Table 4.1 
Table 4.1: Extraction results 
true value (~) 0.100 0.200 0.300 00400 0.500 
extracted value (N) 0.098 0.195 0.293 0.391 00488 
error (%) 2.0 2.5 2.3 2.3 204 
4.4 Complex-valued chirp signals 
a 
Imaginary part of f[n] 
::~~I~AJ, 







0 . 1 
.0~6 
Figure 4.3: true: a = 1.000, a = O.l~07r, Extracted: a = 1.000, 
a - O.0987r 
-r:r-
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P[nJ 
0.5 
1. 0 I 
n 




Figure 4.4: True: a = 1.000, a = o.~o7r, Extracted: a = 1.000, 
'" _ O.1957r 
u.- N 
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P[n] 
0.5 
1. 0 i 
n 




Figure 4.5: True: a = 1.000, a = 0.3~071", Extracted: a = 1.000, 
'" _ 0.29371" 
<..<- N . 
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P[n] 
1. a i 
0.5 
n 




Figure 4.6: True: a = 1.000, a = o.~o1f, Extracted: a = 1.000, 
"" _ O.3911f 
\.<- N . 
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Figure 4.7: True: a = 1.000, a = O .5~07r , Extracted: a = 1.000, 
'" = 0 .4887r 
u. N' 
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4.5 Real-valued, chirp signals 
Fig 4.8, ... , 4.12 show five cases to extract parameters from real-valued chirp 
signals. 
The tested signals are of form 
{ 




where N = 256 and n = ... , -2, -1, 0,1,2,···. Because these signals are real-
valued, it is necessary to convert them to their analytical signals before applying 
the WD. 
Both extracted and true values for a are listed in Table 4.2 
Table 4.2: Extraction results for a 
true 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
extracted 1.038 1.024 1.025 1.016 1.014 
error (%) 3.8 2.4 2.5 1.6 1.4 
Both extracted and true values for a are listed in Table 4.3 
Table 4.3: Extraction results for a 
true (N) 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 
extracted (N) 0.085 0.191 0.284 0.366 0.485 
error (%) 15.0 4.5 5.3 8.5 3.0 
From the above two tables, it can seen that the results are fairly good although 
they are not as good as for complex-valued signals. 
4.5 Real-valued, cbirp signals 
,)~f"[nl 
0.5 ~ ~ f\ ~ 1\ fI ~(~ V \}vvV1/r 
ern] 
:: I~· --~64r===~1;:;;:;28;====::;:T9:;;=;r;::::=J::::::::::~ri6 
Figure 4.8: True: a = 1.000, a = O.l~O"', Extracted: a = 1.038, 
rv _ 0 .085", 
u. - N . 
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P[n] 
;.:~~ 
0 . 0 64 128 192 256 
ern] 
LO l _~ 
0.0 6 
Figure 4.9: True: a = 1.000, CI' = O.2~07r, Extracted: a = 1.024, 
CI' - O.19b 
- N 
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0.5 





0.0 64 128 192 256 
e[n] 
"I~ 
0.0 64 128 192 256 
Figure 4.10: True: a = 1.000, a = O.3~01r, Extracted: a = 1.025, 
'" _ O.2841r 
\..<- N . 
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0 .5 






0.0 64 128 192 256 
ern] 
::~ ,,~, 
Figure 4.11: True: a = 1.000, a = O.4~07r, Extracted: a = 1.016, 
'" _ O.3667r 
u; - N . 
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64 128 192 256n 
P[n] 
" I · ~ 
1.0 
O. 0 L---------"-'-64 -----;1,..."..,,-28 -----,-,,19-;;----2 256 
B[n] 
,,~ 
0.0 64 128 192 256 
Figure 4.12: True: a = 1.000, a = O.5~01f) Extracted: a = 1.014, 
'" _ O.4851f 
.... - N . 
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4.6 Complex-valued, FM Signals 
Fig 4.13, ... , 4.17, show five cases of parameter extraction for complex-valued 
FM signals. 
Here the tested signals are of form 
o ~ n < N 
otherwise 
where N = 256 and n = ... , -2, -1,0,1,2,···. Its moments are 
pJ[n] = a2 
9 J [n] = 00 + bsin Om cos(Omn + <Pm) mod 7r 




Note that the extracted values for ko and km are the same as original values 
within three significant digits (except for km in Fig 4.17). The error of extraction 
for a is about 0.2%. The extracted values for b are the same as original values 
within three significant digits. 
The reason why the agreement is not exact, is probably because of numerical 
rounding off errors in the computer evaluation. However, because the agree-
ment is already so high, steps to improve the correlation have not been deemed 
necessary. 
4.6 Complex-valued, FM Signals 
P[n] 
1.0 I n 
o. a '------------=-=-64 ----,-,12=-=--8 --:--::-:<-192 ---:";""256 
Figure 4.13: True: a = 1.000, 00 = 32 .0 ~, b = 1.000, 
Om = 4.0~, Extracted: a = 0.998, 00 = 32.0~, b = 1.000, 
Om = 4.0~. 
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P[n] 
1.0 i n 




Figure 4.14: True: a = 1.000, eo = 32.0~, b = 2.000, 
em = 4.0~, Extracted: a = 0.998, eo = 32.0~, b = 2.000, 
em = 4.0~. 
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P[n] 
1.0 I n 
0.0 '---------;;=:;-64 -----:;-:12;;-;;--8 --:;-;;-;;-192-~2 56 
ern] 
05~ O.O 6
Figure 4.15: True: a = 1.000, eo = 32.0~, b = 4.000, 
em = 4.0 ~, Extracted: a = 0.998, eo = 32.0 ~, b = 4.000, 
em = 4.0~. 
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P[n] 
1.a i n 
o. a '---------::-:-64 ------=-12::-::--8 -....,....".".192-~2 56 
O[n] 
a'5~ O. ~6
Figure 4.16: True: a = 1.000, 00 = 32.0~, b = 6.000, 
Om = 4.0~, Extracted: a = 0.998, 00 = 32.0~, b = 6.000, 
Om = 4.0~. 
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1.0 
Imaginary part of f n] 
0.5 





1.0 i n 
O. 0 '----6.-;-4 -----,1:-:;-28..---------:;-;,19-;;-2 --':"';-'256 
Figure 4.17: True: a = 1.000, ()o = 32.0 ~, b = 8.000, 
()m = 4.0~, Extracted: a = 0.998, ()o = 31.0~, b = 8.000, 
()m = 4.0~. 
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4.7 Real-valued, FM signals 
Fig 4.18, ",,4.22 show five cases of parameter extraction for complex-valued FM 
signals. 
Here the tested signals are of form 
f[n] = { aocos(Oon + <Po + bsin(Omn + <Pm)) 0::; n < N (4.14) 
otherwise 
where N = 256 and n = ... -2 -1 0 1 2 ... , , "" . 
Note that the extracted values for ko and km are the same as original values 
within three significant digits. 
The results of extraction for both a and b are listed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 
Table 4.4: Extraction results for a 
original 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
extracted 0.998 0.998 0.998 1.008 1.128 
error (%) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8 12.8 
Table 4.5: Extraction results for b 
original 1.000 2.000 4.000 6.000 8.000 
extracted 1.000 2.000 4.000 6.010 8.012 
error (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 













0.0 64 128 1 92 256 
Figure 4.18: True: a = 1.000, eo = 32.0~, b = 1.000, 
em = 4.0~, Extracted: a = 0.998 , eo = 32.0~ , b = 1.000, 
em = 4 .0 ~. 
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20 64 128 192 256n 
P[n] 
,., i n 
0.0 L------;6""--4 -----:-12-==--8 ---=-19-==--2 ~25 6 
8[n] 
,.,~ 
0.0 64 128 192 256 
Figure 4.19: True: a = 1.000, 80 = 32 .0 ~, b = 2.000, 
8m = 4.0 ~, Extracted: a = 0.998, 80 = 32.0 ~, b = 2.000, 
8m = 4.0~. 
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2 a 64 128 192 256n 
P[n] 
" i 
o. 0 '-----;;6C;;--4 ------'-'12;;-;:--8 ----;-;,-;;-----,-,,-=n 192 256 
ern] 
"'~ 
0.0 64 128 192 256 
Figure 4.20: True: a = 1.000, eo = 32.0~, b = 4.000, 
em = 4.0 ~, Extracted: a = 0.998, eo = 32.0 ~, b = 4.000, 
em = 4.0~. 
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0.5 




o 0 n 
. 64 128 192 256 
ern] 
"~ 
0.0 64 128 192 256 
Figure 4.21: True: a = 1.000, eo = 32.0~, b = 6.000, 
em = 4.0 ~, Extracted: a = 1.008, eo = 32.0 ~, b = 6.010, 
em = 4.0~. 
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64 128 192 
u~ 
0.0 64 128 192 256 
B[n] 
" t\J\/\J'ud 0.0 64 128 192 256 
Figure 4.22: True: a = 1.000, Bo = 32.0 ~, b = 8.000, 
Bm = 4.0~, Extracted: a = 1.128, Bo = 32.0~, b = 8.012, 
Bm=4.0~. 
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4.8 Conclusion 
The results from the previous four sections show that over a wide range the algo-
rithms based on the moments of the WD can detect non-stationary parameters 
successfully and accurately. More spectacularly the extraction of the parameters 
does not seem to depend on the severity of nonstationary. This seems to be true 
for all cases likely to be met with in manufacturing. Furthermore, this technique 
can be easily extended for general signals. 
Having established a potential tool for non-stationary and stationary evalu-
ation of a signal, the next step is to apply it to practical signals. This will be 
described in the next two chapters. 
Chapter 5 
Direct Measurement of Cutting 
Tool Vibration 
In the previous chapter, the WD and its moments were successfully applied to 
simulated signals. However, this thesis is about the application of the WD to 
machine tool monitoring, in particular, to use the WD to extract vibration infor-
mation from surface texture of a machined workpiece and use it for machine tool 
monitoring and control. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this technique, 
it is necessary to review certain aspects of cutting tool vibration characteristics 
and more importantly how to measure it. This is done in this chapter. In the next 
chapter this practical vibration data will be used to validate the WD approach 
for machine tool monitoring (Chapter 6) (Zheng and Whitehouse 1992). 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter consists of two parts: a discussion of cutting tool vibration and its 
measurement. 
Some fundamentals of the vibration need to be examined, for it is the vibra-
tion that is going to be employed to monitor the machine-tool. Although much 
work has gone into understanding the mechanics of vibration, due to the very 
complicated dynamic characteristics of the machine tool, cutting tool and work-
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piece, it is still not fully explained. Therefore, this chapter attempts to clarify 
some of the relevant fundamentals of cutting tool vibration, In Sections 5.2 to 
5.6, an analysis of vibration is presented, following Tobias (1965) and Sweeney 
(1971). 
The remainder of this chapter describes the instrument for cutting tool vibra-
tion measurement, developed by the author. To measure vibration, a piezoelectric 
accelerometer is usually employed, but it is not suitable for cutting tool vibration 
because 1) the dynamic range is not large enough for the strong vibration of a 
cutting tool and 2) it is difficult to mount an accelerometer on a cutting tool. 
Therefore, an instrument has had to be built especially for vibration measure-
ment. Its construction and performance will be described in detail in the second 
part of this chapter. 
5.2 Elementary vibratory systems 
5.2.1 The equation of systems with one-degree of freedom 
The simplest vibratory system is an idealised one-degree (I-D) of freedom, vibra-
tory system as shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of a spring c, a mass m and a 
dashpot p (Tobias 1965, p 5). 
/': 
x(t) l--+-- m 1--- t F(t) 
L..-_____ ---' 
Figure 5.1: One degree of freedom system. 
If the mass m is displaced from its position of rest, it will be acted upon by 
the following forces: the weight of mass m, the restoring force of the spring c, the 
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dalllping force of the dashpot p and the external exciting force F(t). 
From Newton's second law of motion, 
mx = F (t) - cx - pi; (5.1) 
where x is the displacement from the rest position (therefore the weight of the 
mass is balanced by the initial movement of the spring). 
Rewriting, 
mx + px + ex = F ( t) 








then Eqn 5.2 can be written as 
or 
.. +2 C .+ 2 F(t) x ux Wax =--
m 
.. 2D. 2 F(t) 
x + Wax + WaX = --
m 
• When F(t) = 0, it is called free vibration . 





In order to operate properly, a machine-tool has to be stable. There are two 
kinds of stability: static and dynamic. 
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Static stability 
A system is said to be statically stable only if it will return to its original equi-
librium after the cessation of a static disturbance. This means that there must 
exist a force (so called restoring force) which tends to restore the system to its 
equilibrium condition. For a I-D vibratory system, 
• if c > 0, it is statically stable; 
• otherwise it is not. 
It is an intrinsic requirement that the machine-tool should be statically stable. 
Dynamic stability 
After an impact or other disturbances, a system in a steady-state condition of 
uniform motion may vibrate. If the vibration dies away and the uniform motion 
is thus restored, then it is said to be dynamically stable. However, it can also 
happen that the vibration will increase continuously. This type of system is 
termed as dynamically unstable. For a I-D vibratory system with c> 0, 
• if 8 > 0, it is dynamically stable; 
• otherwise, it is not. 
For machine-tool vibrations, some are dynamically stable, others are not, such as 
the case of self-induced vibration. 
5.3 Free-vibrations 
For free-vibrations, Eqn 5.4 turns out to be 
x + 2Dwox + w6x = ° (5.5) 
with the initial condition as x(O) = Xo and x(O) = xo· 
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5.3.1 Weak damping 
For weak damping, with the damping ratio D in the interval (-1,1), the solution 
for Eqn 5.5 is 
(5.6) 
5.3.2 Critical damping 
When IDI = 1, 
(5.7) 
where C1 and C2 are determined by the initial conditions of displacement and 
velocity. 
5.3.3 Heavy damping 
When IDI > 1, 
(5.8) 
where C1 and C2 are determined by the initial conditions of displacement and 
velocity. 
For a machine tool, free-vibrations can be induced by a shock or similar means. 
5.4 Forced-vibrations 
Because the disturbing force can be resolved into a finite or infinite number of 
components varying harmonically with time, it is therefore sufficient to solve 
(5.9) 
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The gener~l solution for other types of F(t) can then be constructed because 
Eqn 5.4 is linear. 
For Eqll' 5.9, the solution (for weak damping) is 
where C1 and C2 are determined by the initial conditions of displacement and 
velocity. 
For a machine-tool, forced vibration is usually caused by an out-of-balanced 
force associated with a component integral with, or external to the machine tool. 
There are four methods of tackling machine tool forced vibration: 
I 
1. by eliminating the exciting force at source, 
2. by vibration isolation, 
3. by an undamped dynamic vibration absorber, 
4. or by a Lanchester vibration absorber. 
5.4.1 Vibration isolations 
There are two methods for isolating the machine-tool from the disturbing vibra-
tion. The ~rst is by preventing the vibration passing from the source into the 
machine foundation. The second is by preventing vibration transmitted through 
the ground from entering the machine-tool. The former is termed active isolation 
and the latter passive isolation. 
5.4.2 Undamped dynamic vibration absorbers 
This involves attaching an additional mass to the original system through a 
spring. The secondary system is so designed that it supplies a force at the dis-
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turbing frequency which will be against the disturbing force. 
5.4.3 Lanchester vibration absorbers 
Instead of a spring, a damper can be used to couple a mass to the machine tool 
structure. This increases the damping and suppresses the amplitude at resonance. 
This absorber is normally called a Lanchester vibration absorber. 
Of course, it is possible to connect the absorber mass to the main mass through 
both a spring and damper to give a damped dynamic vibration absorber, which 
offers certain advantages over the undamped type. 
Theoretically, both free and forced vibrations can be eliminated provided that 
the causes responsible for inducing it have been identified (however, it is not 
always possible that the remedy can be practically realised). Moreover, vibrations 
of these two types are usually detected in the maker's works, therefore necessary 
counter-measures can be devised while the machine is still in the development 
stage. 
There exists another type of vibration called self-excited vibration or chatter, 
which is far more difficult to cope with than free and forced vibrations. This will 
be discussed more in the next section. 
5.5 Self-excited vibrations 
Self-excited vibration is spontaneous. It is not induced by external periodic forces, 
but the forces generated in the vibratory processes itself. For a I-D vibratory 
system, if it is dynamically unstable, then its vibration is self-induced. For the 
machine tool, the self-excited vibration is the result of interaction between the 
cutting force dynamics and the machine tool structure dynamics. It draws the 
energy for its maintenance from the tool or workpiece drive. 
In machining, self-induced vibrations can occur in the following two ways: 
1. Under certain conditions, the cutting process is basically, dynamically un-
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stable. As a result, any slight displacement of the tool relative to the 
workpiece can rapidly build into a large-amplitude vibration. 
2. The second way in which self-induced vibrations can occur is more com-
plicated but more common. In this case, the cutting process is basically 
dynamically stable. However, because of overlapping cuts, the forced vi-
bration resulting from the machining of the wavy surface from the previous 
stroke or revolution of the workpiece or tool can amplify the previous vi-
bration. This type of vibration is called regenerative chatter. 
5.6 The cantilever 
As a first approximation, the cutting tool can be treated as a cantilever. A 
cantilever is a member fixed at one end and subjected to loads applied transverse 
to the long dimension causing the member to bend. See Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2: The cantilever. 
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5.6.1 The equation for a cantilever 
To derive the differential equation for a cantilever, consider the forces and mo-
ments acting on an element shown in Figure 5.3. 
y 
~-------------------------------x 
Figure 5.3: One element of the cantilever. 
p( x) represents the loading per unit length of the beam. 
V(x) and M(x) are shear and bending moments at x, respectively. 
The forces in the y direction satisfy 
v + p( x ) dx - (V + dV) = 0 
from which 
dV 
dx = p(x) 
For the moments about any point on the right face of the element, 
1 )2 M + dM - M - V dx - - p( x) (dx = 0 
2 
In the limiting process, it follows that 






5.6 The cantilever 
Let y(x) be the curve of a cantilever, then (Higdon et al 1985, p 358) 
cPy 
E1- = M(x) dx2 
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(5.14) 
where E is Young's Modulus, and l(x) the moment of inertia - the second 
moment of the cross-sectional area with respect to the centroidal axis. 
Combining 5.11, 5.13 and 5.14, it follows that 
(5.15) 
where l(x) is assumed to be independent of x, 
Since p( x) is the force of inertia acting on the element per unit length, it then 
follows 
(J' A fJ2y p(x) = ---
9 8t2 
(5.16) 
where (J' is the weight per unit volume of the beam, A is the beam cross-section, 
and 9 is the acceleration due to gravity. 
Combining Eqn 5.15 and Eqn 5.16, we then have 
(5.17) 
where a = ~~g 
Eqn 5.17 is the basic differential equation for the cantilever, from which nat-
ural frequencies can be calculated. 
5.6.2 The natural frequencies 
Eqn 5.17 is a partial differential equation, so it can be assumed that 
y = X(x )T(t) (5.18) 
5.6 The cantilever 
Substituting this with Eqn 5.17 gives 
with a constant w, whose solutions are given by 
T(t) = Bl coswt + B2 sinwt 






with constants Bl and B2 determined by initial conditions, constants Ct, C2, C3 , 
and C4 determined by the end conditions, and k4 = ~~ = w;1; . 
For the cantilever, at the clamped end 
at the free end 
Eqn 5.22 has the solutions as 
y=o dy = 0 dx 
1.875 4.694 7.855 10.966 
Since k4 = ~~ = w;1;, it follows that 
(5.23) 
Moreover if the cross-section of the cantilever is rectangular with band h as the 
width and height respectively then 
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For a cantilever of steel with b = h = 1 em, 1 = 6.5 em, and let E 
2.0 x 107 N/cm2 , 9 = 980 cm/s2 , a = 0.0764 N/cm3 , then 
II = 1.9kHz. 
which is close to cutting tool vibration frequency (about 1.8 kHz) in practice. 
5.7 Measurement of vibration 
5.7.1 Traditional method 
For measurement of vibration, a vibration transducer is required to convert the 
mechanical vibration signal into an electrical form. There are various types of 
vibration transducers, such as proximity probes to sense displacement (mechani-
cal lever, eddy current or proximity probe), velocity probes to sense velocity, and 
accelerometers to sense acceleration. Because displacement, velocity, and accel-
eration are interrelated in theory, any type of transducers can be used. However, 
in practice, the accelerometer is usually employed. 
Properties of accelerometers 
The accelerometer has the following advantages: 
1. no moving parts, no wear; 
2. compact, often low weight; 
3. rugged; 
4. very large dynamic range; 
5. wide frequency range. 
Displacement and velocity can be obtained from it by a simple analogue elec-
tronic integration technique. The disadvantage of an accelerometer is its high 
output impedance and no true DC response. 
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Application of accelerometers 
As explained in the last section, an accelerometer was originally chosen to measure 
the vibration of the cutting tool, See Figure 5.4. The accelerometer selected was 
of type 8307 from Bruel and Kjaer, the output signal from which was then further 
amplified by a charge amplifier, and displayed on a oscilloscope. 
It was found that the dynamic range of the above accelerometer was not 
large enough for the violent vibration of a cutting tool. For a typical case, the 
displacement amplitude was about 100 /lm, the frequency was around 2 kHz, so 
the acceleration was between -1500 9 and 1500 9 (where 9 is the acceleration 
of gravity). Furthermore, mounting the accelerometer on the cutting tool was 
difficult. As a result, this standard method for measuring vi bration did not work 
very well for the cutting tool vibration. 
/' 
I 































Figure 5.4: Measurement of vibration by the accelerometer. 
Another approach 
After considering many other possible methods, an instrument based on the linear 
variable differential transformer (LVDT) was developed. This instrument is able 
to get rid of some of the disadvantages mentioned above. See Figure 5.5 for its 
schematic diagram. 
In the rest of this chapter, the components of this instrument are explained 
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roo--- oscillator -
vibra tion LVDT ...1emodulatio filtering display 
recording 
Figure 5.5: Measurement of vibration by the LVDT. 
in detail and the performance of the instrument is described. 
5.8 The linear variable differential transformer 
5.8.1 Operating Principle 
The linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) is a mechanical displacement 
transducer. Its construction is simple, including only two parts: 
1. a primary coil and two identical secondary coils on a common former, 
2. a movable magnetic armature or core. 







Figure 5.6: The schematic digram of a LVDT (Doebelin 1983, p 240). 
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f 
fx,. 
Core in null position 
t 
Core above null 
Core at null 
Core below null 
Series -opposing secondories 
----------~----~~----~~--------~~ 
Figure 5.7: The circuit digram of a LVDT (Doebelin 1983, p240). 
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To operate the LVDT, the primary coil is normally excited with a sinusoidal 
voltage of 3 to 15 V rms amplitude and frequency of 60 to 20,000 Hz. Through 
the mutual coupling, the sinusoidal voltages in the secondary coils are induced, 
which have the same frequency as the excitation, but whose amplitudes vary 
with the position of the iron core. There is a position, called null position for 
the core, at which the output eo is essentially zero, for the secondary coils are 
connected in series opposition. As the core moves away from the null position, 
the mutual inductances of the secondary coils are varying: one increases as the 
other decreases. As a result, eo varies (in fact, linearly) with the displacement of 
the iron core. See Figure 5.8.1 
5.8.2 Circuit Analysis 
For completeness, a condensed analysis of the LVDT is given here. 
;<' .•. -- ........ 
. '" 
Figure 5.8: Circuit analysis (Doebelin 1983, p241). 
Let 
Rp, Lp are the resistor and inductance of the primary coil, respectively, 
Ra, La are the total resistor and inductance of the secondary coils, 
MI, M2 are the two mutual inductances between the secondary coils and the 
primary coil, 
Rm is the load, 
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ip, is are the currents in the primary coil and the secondary coils 
eex is the active sinusoidal voltage source, 
eo is the output voltage, which is varying as the core moves in and out. 
Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law, it is obtained from Figure 5.8.2 that 
+L 1b. s dt =0 (5.24) 
If let Ip, Is, Eex' Eo are the Fourier transform of ip, is, eex, eo respectively, then 
Fourier transforming the above equations leads to 
IpRp +Lpjwlp +(M1 - M2)jwIs = Eex 
Is(Rs + Rm) +LsjwIs +(M1 - M2)jwlp = 0 (5.25) 
Solving for Eo, 
Eo = Rm(Ml - M2)jW . Eex 
[LpLs - (Ml - M2)2]w2 + [Lp(Rs + Rm) + LsRp]jw + (Rs + Rm)Rp 
(5.26) 
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5.8.3 Modulation 
According to electric circuit theory, M 1 (t) - M 2(t) is proportional to the position 
of the core, Xi(t), provided that both take the value a simultaneously. So, 
(5.29) 
where Cm is a constant, which mainly depends on the winding of coils and the 
Iron core. 




Eqn 5.30 means that output from LVDT is actually amplitude modulated 
signal with the displacement of the core Xi( t) as the modulating signal. 
5.8.4 Features of an LVDT and its justification for tool 
vibration application 
The LVDTs used are of type D5/25 from RDP Electronics Ltd, Wolverhamp-
ton, England. For a typical LVDT calibrated under temperature 20 DC, with 
energising supply as 5 V rms, 5 kHz, 
linear range is ±635 flm, which is large enough for machine tool vibration 
whose amplituded is around 100 flm. 
linearity is 0.27%. 
sensitivity is 65.66 m V IV Imm. 
If the LVDT is energised by a sinusoidal voltage of frequency as 15 kHz, this 
frequency will be large enough for the cutting tool vibration whose frequency is of 
0.5 to 5 kHz. In the application, the LVDT can measure the vibration amplitudes 
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with an absolute error of ±O.25j.Lm and measure the vibration frequencies with 
an absolute error of ±7 Hz. 
5.9 Demodulation 
As shown in the last section, the output from the LVDT is a modulated electrical 
signal: 
g(t) = f(t) cos(wet) (5.31 ) 
where f(t) = CXi(t). Let G(w) and F(w) be the FTs of g(t)andf(t) respectively, 
then 
(5.32) 
which means that g(t) is simply a translation of the frequency spectrum of f(t) 
by ±we without changing the shape. 
In order to make use of g(t), f(t) has to be extracted from it. This is achieved 
by a demodulation technique in communication theory. It is done by using g(t) 
to modulate cos(wet) again, then passing through a low pass fiter. 
Let 
h(t) = g(t) cos(wet) (5.33) 
then 
where H(w) is the FT of h(t). This means that h(t) has two components, one 
is f(t)(low frequency), the other is ~(f(t)ej2wc + f(t)e- j2wc ) (high frequency). 
Therefore, f(t) is obtained by passing h(t) through a low-pass filter. NOTE: 
during the above discussion, f(t) must vary slowly with respect to We. 
Instead of the demodulation using the same waveform carrier as the original 
carrier, any other periodic signal can be used as carrier provided that its pe-
riod is We. Let E~=_oocne-jwcnx be any carrier, then its FT can be written as 
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After passing a low-pass filter, f(t) can be extracted. 
In practice, in the instrument, the sinusoidal signal is used in the LVDT while 
the square wave is used during demodulation. 
In the equipment, the sinusoidal signal is generated from the oscillator, so 
is the square wave. The demodulation and lowpass filtering is done by the de-
modulator. Both oscillators and demodulators are purchased from RS (Radio 
Spares). 
5.10 A low-pass filter 
The signal from the demodulator normally has high frequency ripples. In order 
to reduce these ripples, a low-pass filter is used. A typical configuration is shown 
in shown Figure 5.9 
C C 
II 
V Rz R6 






Figure 5.9: 4th-Order low-pass filter 
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This consists of two second-order low-pass filters which are of the type in-
vented by Sallen and Key (Hilburn and Johnson 1973). 






VJ.(w) -w2 + jalw + b1 (5.35) 
h ]( - R3±& - _1_ + _1_ _ R4 d b _ 1 
were 1 - RIR2R3CCI' al - RIC R2C R2R3 Cl' an 1 - R1 R2CCI . 
For the second part, 
V2(w) ](2 
V(w) -w2 + jalw + b1 (5.36) 
h If - Rz+Rs - _1_ + _1_ _ Rs d b _ 1 
were 1.2 - RsRt;R7CC1 ' a2 - RsC Rt;C Rt;R7C1 ' an 2 - RsRt;CCI' 
Combining the last two equations, and choosing suitable values for the resisters 
and capacitances, a Butterworth filter is then obtained 
]{ (5.37) 
where We is the cut-off frequency. Even though its cut-off characteristics are 
not sharp compared to other types of filters, such as the Chebychev filter, the 
Butterworth filter has a maximally fiat, monotonic frequency response in the 
passband, which is very important for cutting tool vibration. Figure 5.10 shows 
the frequency response for a typical filter. 
After this 4th-Order low-pass filter, the high frequency ripples are greatly 
reduced. Therefore there is no need to use higher order low-pass filters. 
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Figure 5.10: LVDT 
Figure 5.11: The frequency response for an 4th-order Butterworth filter. 
One set consisting of a LVDT, a demodulation chip, and a filter was built up 
for measuring vibration in the vertical y direction, and another set for measuring 
vibration in the horizontal z direction. A single oscillator chip provides the 
sinusoidal signal for both LVDTs. This has two advantages: 1) being cheap and 
simple; 2) reducing interference between the two LVDTs. For measurement in 
the y direction, the noise level is 10 m V and the sensitivity is 29.0 m V / j.lmwhile 
for measurement in the z direction, the noise level is 25 m V and the sensitivity 
is 44.0 m V / j.lm. 
5.11 Data display and further processing 
The two outputs from the low-pass filters were then displayed on the oscilloscope. 
Here, a Digital Storage Oscilloscope 1421 from Gould was used to monitor vibra-
tion signals in real-time, to record them, and later on to replay them. 
The recorded data from the Gould 1421 was also sent to the MINe (Modular 
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INstrument Computer). Despite its many disadvantage (mainly the memory), the 
MINC was easy to interface. Here, the MINC was used to store the data on a disk 
for future use and compute amplitudes and frequencies of cutting tool vibration. 
These were obtained through spectrum analysis, including the following stages 
1. the signal was weighted by a Hanning window, so that leakage was reduced; 
2. its power spectrum was then computed by the FFT (For the program, see 
A ppendix A); 
3. Amplitudes and frequencies were then obtained by finding out the peak of 
the power spectrum. 
The program for carrying out these calculations was written in BASIC for this 
was the only available language on the MINC. 
5.12 Experiments 
5.12.1 Equipments 
In the experiments, the following equipment was used: 
• the machine was a Hardinge CNC Lathe, Model HNC; 
• all the cutting tools were from Sandvik Coromant, 
3 SlOI< - ST FC R09 
1 S12M - STFCR09 
1 S12M - STFCRll 
• The inserts were from Sandvik Coroman, TCMT090208UR Grad H13A; 
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• The material of workpiece was EN24T which contains (in percentage) the 
following elements, 
.36 ",.44 .10 '" .35 .45 '" .77 1.30 '" 1.70 1.00 '" 1.40 .20 '" .35 
Carbon Silicon Manganese Nickel Chromium Molybdenum 
5.12.2 Set up 
The two LVDTs were located at the end of a tutting tool as shown in Figure 5.12 








Feed motion (-Z) 
Figure 5.12: The two LVDTs for measuring the tool vibration. 
5,12 Experiments J6, 
Photo I: Tile t \\'0 IX I)']'s a.l1d the lathe, 
Pilot.o:2: 1 wo se ts o/' Illocililatiol1 a ile! ciC'lllodulalioll allci filt('!'illg, 
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Photo 3: Gould 1421 for displaying vibration signals. 
Photo 4: The MINC. 
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5.12.3 Results 
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 5.2 are two typical sets of values measured. The cutting 
conditions were: feed = 200 /lm, RPM = 935; overhang = 6.5 cm; radius of 
workpiece = 32 cm, radius of a insert tip = 800 /lm. 
The positions where horizontal and vertical vibration were measured were 0.5 
cm and 1.5 cm respectively away from the cutting tool tip. For ay and az , the 
absolute error is less than ±0.25 /lm; for fy and fz, the absolute error is less 
than ±7 Hz. Note the measured vibration amplitudes have been corrected. This 
correction is based on 
P x 2 L x 3 y(x) = -(- --) EI 2 6 
where y(x) is the deflection along the cutting tool x, L is the overhang, P is the 
point force at the end of the cutting tool, I is the the moment of inertia, and E 
is Young's Modulus. 
Table 5.1: Group 1 
horizontal vertical 
amplitude frequency amplitude frequency 
/lm kHz /lm kHz 
1 12.5 1.7 40.7 1.7 
2 11.9 1.7 40.3 1.7 
3 13.1 1.7 40.3 1.7 
4 11.5 1.7 38.9 1.7 
Table 5.2: Group 2 
horizontal vertical 
amplitude frequency amplitude frequency 
/lm kHz /lm kHz 
1 9.4 1.7 39.8 1.7 
2 7.0 1.7 38.5 1.7 
3 10.8 1.7 38.5 1.7 
4 9.3 1.7 38.6 1.7 
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5.13 Discussion 
Because the vibration was measured away from the tool tip, it is different from the 
vibration at the tool tip. The measured amplitudes are much smaller compared 
with those at the tool tip although the measured frequencies are the same as 
those at the tool tip. 
On one hand, it is difficult to measure the vibration of a cutting tool tip 
directly. On the other hand, analysing the surface texture by the WD can reveal 
the direct effect of tool vibration, which makes this technique more attractive. 
This will be discussed in detail in the next chapter and the extracted results will 
be compared with those in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 
Chapter 6 
Extraction of Cutting Tool 
Vibration by WD Analysis of 
Surface Text ure 
6.1 Introduction 
The vibration of a cutting tool can be measured by using instruments such as the 
one discussed in the previous chapter, then used to monitor the cutting process. 
However, there are some drawbacks about this technique: 
1. it needs specific and expensive equipments, such as accelerometers, ampli-
fiers, and so on; 
2. it requires mounting and dismounting equipments. 
To overcome these problems, a new approach developed by the author is 
described here. This is to analyse the surface texture of a turned workpiece by 
the WD, and then to extract cutting tool vibration information, which can be 
used for machine tool monitoring. 
Although the surface texture contains much information about the cutting 
process and its malfunction, it is not true that all the surface texture in every 
direction can be used. For instance, the surface profile along the axis of a cylinder 
171 
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is not suitable. This is because the vibration in this direction (order of 10 JLm) 
is dwarfed by the feed (order of 100 JLm). Therefore it is necessary to choose 
the surface texture in the most sensitive direction. Here, the out of roundness is 
used. 
The roundness of a workpiece is derived through a mathematical model for 
the tool vibration, with the conclusion that the roundness is just a typical nonsta-
tionary signal- a frequency-modulated signal which is amenable to be analysed 
by the WD. Next the roundness from a real workpiece is measured, processed, 
and analysed by the WD. Then through the local moments of the WD, the vi-
bration data for the cutting process is extracted, which can be used to control 
cutting processes. 
In addition to this practical application, a computer simulation is presented 
in Section 9 (Zheng and Whitehouse 1992). 
6.2 A mathematical model for cutting tool vi-
bration 
In this section, the roundness of a workpiece turned in the presence of the vi-
bration is investigated. The variables used in this section are briefly explained 
below. 
fm feed, i.e., the displacement of the tool relative to the workpiece, in the direc-
tion of feed motion, per revolution of the workpiece. 
nw rotational frequency of the workpiece. 
rw the radius of a workpiece. 
r f corner radius, i.e., the radius of a rounded tool corner. 
ay, fy the amplitude and frequency of the cutting tool in vertical direction. 
az, fz the amplitude and frequency of the cutting tool in horizontal direction. 
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r( 4» the deviation of the actual radius of the workpiece from the ideal radius. 














Figure 6.1: The fingerprint of turned workpiece in the presence of vibration. 
From Figure 6.1, it follows that 
where -7r ~ 4> < 7r. Since (z~~)) 2 is relatively small for a typical situation, 
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6.2.1 Without any vibration 
Since the position of the cutting tool is uniquely determined by the feed rate. 
so 
z(¢» = _1m¢> 
211" 
6.2.2 With z vibration only 
An additional cosine term is added to Eqn 6.4 to represent the vibration, 
so 




From the point of view of theoretical mechanics, the situation with the cutting 
tool vibrating in both the z and y directions can be treated to be equivalent 
to the one with the cutting tool vibrating in the z direction and the workpiece 
(combined with the spindle) vibrating rotationally. So using Eqn 6.6 and allowing 
¢> to vibrate, 
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+ fm¢> + fmay sin (fY¢> + ¢>y)) 
211' 211'T w nw 
(6.8) 
Since '2may is small compared with az , for a typical case, ay 1I"rw 
10 pm, Tw = 30 mm = 30000 pm, fm = 200 pm, 
200·60 1 
--------
211' . 30000 . 10 5011' 
so 
therefore 
which will be discussed in the next two sections. 
6.2.4 Vibrations in the x directions 
The above equation does not include vibrations directly in x. Because of the 
large stiffness in this direction, the vibration in x is very small compared to those 
in y and z directions. 
6.3 Roundness measurement 
The roundness of a workpiece is measured by Talyrond 200 manufactured by 
Rank Taylor Hobson. See Figure 6.2. 
A Talyrond 200 consists of the following three parts: 
1. The turntable, on which the workpiece is placed. The turntable can be 
rotated manually as well as automatically. 
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LVDT 
Turntable 
Figure 6.2: Talyrond 200 
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2. The pick-up. As the workpiece rotates with the turntable, the pick-up will 
move radially in response to workpiece irregularities. 
3. The processing unit. Radial motion is converted into an electrical signal, 
which is amplified, filtered, plotted and transferred to the MINC. 
In order to achieve accuracy, attention must be paid to the following important 
points: 
1. The base of the workpiece should be ground smooth so that it is stable 
during measurement. 
2. The stylus arm should be placed so that stylus displacements are normal 
to the surface. 
3. The filter should be set to 1-500 u.p.r. 1 so that all undulations within the 
instrument bandwidth are recorded. 
4. The magnification should be set as high as possible. 
During the measurement, the magnification was set at 5000 or 10000, the 
filter was 1-500 u.p.r. For each revolution, L = 2048 points are sampled. The 
sampled data were plotted out and also transferred to the MINC computer. 
Iu.p.r. stands for undulations per revolution 
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Photo 5 and 6: The measurement of roundness . 
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Here is one of the typical plot of roundness for a turned workpiece. 
Figure 6.3: A typical roundness graph. 
After measurement, the roundness takes the following form 
where ~[nl = 2~n and -~ :S n < ~. 
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6.4 Band pass filtering 
Before applying the WD to analyse the roundness, there are a few preliminary 
things to do, in order to remove aspects of the signal that are unconcerned with 
the information concerning vibration, and to transform it into an analytical signal 
for the ease of computation. These include 
1. choosing one section of the roundness for analysis, and if necessary more 
than one, 
2. preprocessing the roundness data, 
3. and transforming the roundness signal into its analytical form by means of 
the Hilbert transform. 
Per revolution, there are L = 2048 sampled data points. In order to reduce 
computation time, one section of a revolution is chosen. It is found out that ~ of 
a revolution is large enough for extraction of vibration information. The part of 
revolution is chosen as 
[] 
27r( L-N +n) 










6.4 Band pass filtering 
then 
k _ fz N 0-
nw L 
k _ fy N 
m - nw L 
f y 7r L - N ,/.. 
<.py = - L + If'y 
nw 
_ f z 7r L - N ,/.. 








From Eqn 6.17, it can be seen that the roundness of workpiece turned with 
vibration consists of 3 parts: 
3. a cos( 27r;r + <.pz + b sin( 2";vm + <.py)) 
Since the first part ..:!.ID.s
P contains nothing about the vibration condition and is 
r. 
also slowly varying, therefore it can removed by using a high pass filter as shown 
in Figure 6.4. 
Now, ..::L2a
2 is relatively small compared with a = 1m2 a z , for example, let az = 10 
T£ r£ 
pmand f m = 200 pm, then 









Therefore it can be concluded that the dominant part in the roundness of the 
workpiece after the high pass filtering is 
which is a FM signal. As explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, this type of 
signal is amenable to be analysed by the WD. 
However before analysing the roundness by the WD, it is necessary to convert it 
into its analytical form in order to remove the redundant spectrum in negative 
frequencies. This can be done by the Hilbert transform whose implementation 
requires a filter like the one shown in Figure 6.5 
The roundness may also contain high frequency noise, for example, from the 
instrument electronic circuits. To reduce this noise and (or) to emphasize the 
term of FM, a lowpass pass filter can be used, See Fig 6.6. 
The above three linear operations can be combined into a single bandpass filter 
such as shown in Figure 6.7 

















Figure 6.7: The combinded bandpass filter H[k]. 
k 
NI2 
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After this, the signal f[n] would mainly contains 
(6.18) 
6.5 The WD and its local moments 
6.5.1 The WD 
Since the roundness after the operations discussed in the previous section, J[n], 




Wf(n,O) = L 2j[n + m]J*[n - m]e- j2mB 
{ 
m=-oo 
{ ~ < n+m < N -1 < n-m < N -1 
0 < n+m < N -1 
-(N - 1) < -n+m < 0 
-(N - 1) ~2m~ N - 1 
_(N _ 1) < m < N - 1 
2 - - 2 
-M ~ m ::; III 
where M = ~ - 1. Therefore 
M 
Wf(n,O) = L 2j[n + m]J*[n - m]e- j2mB 
m=-M 
N-l 
= L 2f[n + m - M]J*[n - m + M]e- j2(m-M)B 
m=O 
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Let () = ~, then 
k N-l 7r '"' -J2(m-M)h Wf(n, N) = L...J 2J[n + m - M]f*[n - m + M]e N 
m=O 
1 N-l 
= I7\T L 2f[n + m - M]f*[n - m + M]e -i2;:h Vii /21j6k7r 
vN m=O 
Therefore, to compute the WD is only necessary to compute 
1. 2f[n + m - M]J*[n - m + M] where n, m = 0,1,2,···, N - 1. 
1 N-l( f[ ] *[ ) -z2mk" h k 2. TN Em=o 2 n+m-M f n-m+M)e N weren, =0,1,2,···,N-l 
by using Nag (numerical algorithm group) routine such as c06ecf 
3. Wf(n, ~) = (7N E~:6(2J[n + m - M]J*[n - m + M))) . VNe i2'1/" for 
n,k = 0,1,2,···,N - 1. 
6.5.2 The local moments in frequency 
The Oth-order moment in frequency pf[n] is computed 
The 1st-order moment in frequency e f[n]: 
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6.6 Extraction of vibration information 
Since 
[ ] 
o(27rkgn+ +b. (27rkmn+ )) f n = aeJ N cpz 2 sm N CPy 
where a = Imaz b = Iza" k = h... Nand k = k N. so 2r. ' nwrw' 0 nw L' m nw L 





If we let PI and 8j be the mean value for pj[n] and 8 j [n] respectively, i.e. 
1 N-l 
Pj = N L pj[n] 
n=O 
1 N-l 
8 j = N L 8 j [n] 
n=O 
it follows that 
from which 
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6.6.2 ay and fy 
By finding the local maximum of the DFT of e j[n] it is easy to obtain the values 
for ~ sin (27r~m ) and km . So ay and fy can be obtained through 
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6.7 An example of extracting vibration data from 
roundness 
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.9 present a complete example of extracting vibration 
data from a measured roundness. 
Figure 6.8: The measured roundness and the section chosen for 
extraction vibration data 
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Figure 6.9: Measured: az = 8.3, fz = 3600.0, ay = 22.6, 
fy = 3600.0. Extracted: az = 10.8, fz = 3615.3, ay = 34.7, 
f .. = 3615.3. 
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6.8 Results 
Here are three cases of extracting vibration parameters from roundness data via 
the WD. As for the measured ay and az , the absolute error is about ±0.25pm; 
while for the measured fy and fz, the absolute error is about ±7 Hz. Note that for 
y direction the vibration was measured 1.5 cm away from the tip; for z direction 
it was 0.5 cm away from the tip. Therefore the measured vibration amplitudes 
have been corrected, see Section 5.12.3. 
Case 1 With the cutting condition as 
cutting tool: S10K-STFCR09 
overhang = 45 mm, 
depth of cut = 200 pm, feed = 100 pm, rpm = 935, 
radius of workpiece = 32 mm, radius of tool tip = 800 pm, 
the results are listed in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Experimental results: case 1 
az fz ay fy 
pm kHz pm kHz 
measured 6.6 3.60 11.4 3.60 
extracted 10.2 3.49 31.1 3.49 
extracted 10.7 3.62 35.9 3.49 
extracted 11.0 3.49 28.0 3.49 
extracted in average 
measureo 
1.60 0.98 2.80 0.97 
Case 2 With the cutting condition as 
cutting tool: SlOK-STFCR09 
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overhang = 65 mm, 
depth of cut = 50 p,m, feed = 100 p,m, rpm = 935, 
radius of workpiece = 32 mm, radius of tool tip = 800 p,m, 
the results are listed in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: Experimental results: case 2 
az fz ay fy 
p,m kHz p,m kHz 
measured 10.2 1.60 72.2 1.60 
extracted 26.2 1.62 234.8 1.62 
extracted 24.0 1.62 235.0 1.62 
extracted 30.7 1.62 239.4 1.62 
extracted in average 
measurea 
2.65 1.01 3.28 1.01 
Case 3 With the cutting condition as 
cutting tool: S10K-STFCR09 
overhang = 65 mm, 
depth of cut = 50 p,m, feed = 100 p,m, rpm = 935, 
radius of workpiece = 32 mm, radius of tool tip = 800 p,m, 
the results are listed in Table 6.3. 
From Table 6.1 to Table 6.3, a number of points emerge. One concerns the 
validity of the cantilever model for the cutting tool vibration. This says that the 
natural frequency even during cutting is given by it 
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Table 6.3: Experimental results: case 3 
az Iz ay Iy 
pm kHz pm kHz 
measured 9.4 1.70 39.8 1.70 
extracted 39.7 1.75 153.7 1.75 
extracted 4.23 1.03 3.86 1.03 
TnP;lQllTPrI 
measured 7.0 1.70 38.6 1.70 
extracted 33.5 1.75 130.1 1.75 
extracted 4.8 1.03 3.37 1.03 mp.a~l1rp.c1 
measured 9.3 1.70 38.6 1.70 
extracted 26.2 1.87 174.7 1.87 
extracted 2.83 1.10 4.52 1.10 
Tn P;l Qll TPrI 
extracted in average 
measurea 
3.95 1.05 3.92 1.05 
where kl = 1.~75. For the Sandvic cutting used, E = 2.0 X 107 N/cm2 , 9 = 
980 cm/s2 , u = 0.0764 N/cm3 , b = h = 1 cm, A = 1cm2 , and 1, the effective 
overhang of the tool which in the case of this experiment took two values 4.5 cm 
and 6.5 cm, 
{ 
3.9kHz I = 4.5cm II = 
1.9kHz I = 6.5cm 
(6.22) 
These are compared well with the measured values of 3.6 kHzand 1.7 kHz, re-
spectively. The small reduction is attributable to the damping of the cutting 
process. These results show that within the errors of this experience the model 
is satisfactory and that vibration due to the tool column is not significant when 
compared with that of the tool. 
A comparison between the measured vibration frequencies and those picked 
out by the Wigner Moment Analysis of the roundness graphs is very encouraging. 
The relative errors are within a few percent only. This proves that the Wigner 
distribution can be used as an indirect measure of tool vibration. 
That the amplitude of the measured vibration is small compared with those 
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determined by the WD is predictable. This is due to the fact the LVDT measuring 
the vibration cannot be located at the tool tip. It therefore measures a smaller 
movement, and if higher order vibration modes are present, there may be a large 
ratio factor of the measured amplitude to the tool tip amplitude; however, this 
ratio should be constant for a given cutting condition. In fact, it is exactly for this 
reason that the indirect method is a better alternative to detect vibration than 
the more direct method. Furthermore, it is vibration at the workpiece which 
is important not the vibration anywhere along the tool shank. Producing the 
workpiece after all is the reason for using the machine tool. 
6.9 Conclusions 
It has been demonstrated that by using the Wigner distribution, a potentially 
useful new tool for detecting cutting tool vibration prior to machining failure 
has been developed. In this preliminary study turning has been chosen as the 
process to be monitored because it is more easily understood than, say grinding. 
Furthermore, it has been possible to measure the vibration directly to verify the 
method. The practical results so far obtained are limited and more work needs 
to be carried out in this area both for turning and for other processes, but the 
results obtained are encouraging. 
It also seems plausible that an optical on-line instrument could be developed 
to monitor the surface without contact. This will be the object of further work 
in the use of the Wigner distribution for monitoring machine tool conditions. 
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6.10 Simulation 
In this section, the roundness is simulated according to the mathematical model 
discussed previously. The input for the simulation program is the parameters 
about tool vibration, they are the amplitudes (az, ay), the frequencies (fz, fy), 
and the initial phases (¢z, ¢y) for both horizontal (z )and vertical (y) directions. 
The output is the extracted values for az , ay, fz and fy. 
For an example, with the RPM 900, the feed 200 /-lm, the radius of the work-
piece 32 mm, and the radius of the insert tip 0.8 mm. The results are listed in 
Table 6.4 and Table 6.5. 
Table 6.4: Simulation results of varying amplitudes 
true 10.0 1.80 100.0 1.80 
extracted 9.9 1.80 112.2 1.80 
error (%) 1.0 0 12.2 0 
true 15.0 1.80 150.0 1.80 
extracted 14.8 1.80 166.1 1.80 
error (%) 0.1 0 10.7 0 
true 20.0 1.80 200.0 1.80 
extracted 19.4 1.80 217.4 1.80 
error (%) 3.0 0 8.7 0 
true 25.0 1.80 250.0 1.80 
extracted 23.7 1.80 265.2 1.80 
error (%) 0.5 0 6.1 0 
true 30.0 1.80 300.0 1.80 
extracted 27.6 1.80 308.7 1.80 
error (%) 3.0 0 2.9 0 
maXImum 
error (%) 3.0 0 12.2 0 
for all 
average 
error (%) 1.5 0 8.1 0 
for all 
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Table 6.5: Simulation results of varying frequencies 
true 10.0 1.50 100.0 1.50 
extracted 9.9 1.56 1l0.3 1.56 
error (%) 1.0 4.0 10.3 4.0 
true 10.0 1.60 100.0 1.60 
extracted 9.9 1.68 114.7 1.56 
error (%) 1.0 5.0 14.7 4.0 
true 10.0 1.70 100.0 1.70 
extracted 9.9 1.68 118.1 1.68 
error (%) 1.0 1.2 18.1 1.2 
true 10.0 1.80 100.0 1.80 
extracted 9.9 1.80 112.2 1.80 
error (%) 1.0 0.0 12.2 0.0 
true 10.0 1.90 100.0 1.90 
extracted 9.9 1.92 111.4 1.92 
error (%) 1.0 1.1 11.4 1.1 
maXImum 
error (%) 1.0 4.0 18.1 4.0 
for all 
average 
error (%) 1.0 2.3 13.8 2.1 
for all 
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Notice that the frequencies fz and fy can be extracted by the WD quite 
accurately, with the relative error less than 4.0 percent. The error for extraction 
of ay is usually less than 15 percent, this is due to the fact that preprocessing the 
roundness data has not completely removed the low and high frequency parts. If 
necessary, more refined bandpass filters can be used. Extraction of a z is successful, 
with its error less than 3 percent. This is rather encouraging for the deviation 
from roundness is mainly due to az (with the feed) rather than ay. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
One of the major constituents of computer integrated manufacturing is the field 
of machine tool capability and machine tool monitoring. This is economically 
a necessity because of the high cost of failure of the machine tool and also of 
failure to meet the quality requirements of the parts produced. This need has 
led to much work being carried out to detect incipient failure due to chatter, tool 
wear or breakage, slideway and bearing error. In particular, the monitoring of 
the cutting tool itself is emerging as one of the most important areas because of 
the increased use of precision manufacturing in nanotechnology and other high 
technology areas. 
Basically there are two methods: direct (such as the actual measurement of 
tool wear using optical or radioactive methods), and indirect (involving measure-
ment of parameters associated with the cutting process such as cutting forces, 
vibration, sound, acoustic emission, cutting temperature and surface texture). 
In this thesis, the surface analysis method is investigated because this serves a 
dual purpose. The surface geometry has to be controlled and preferably known 
in order to meet the functional requirements of the workpiece. It seems logical 
therefore to use the surface geometry not only to predict function but also to 
control manufacture. 
During the early days (Reason 1944), a single number such as Ra was used 
to characterise the surface and predict the function of the workpiece. Despite 
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limited success, there were and are two problems associated with this approach. 
The first is that the change in the surface parameter did not necessarily identify 
the cause and the second is that this method was usually too slow to have stopped 
a large number of faulty components being made. 
To overcome these problems, the concepts of random process analysis were 
introduced (Peklenik, 1968). This allowed a much better link between the ge-
ometry and the process to be made. By means of the power spectrum and the 
correlation function many aspects of manufacture could be identified. 
However, even random process analysis as described has a conceptuallimita-
tion. This is due to the fact that it is presented either spatially (as a correlation 
function) or as a frequency plot (as the power spectrum). This is a disadvantage 
in some respects because it precludes the easy assessment of changes in the pro-
cess. With the power spectrum or correlation function, it is difficult to measure 
the changes in the power spectrum in space i.e. over the surface of one work-
piece. Therefore, what is needed is some function, probably based on Fourier and 
random process concepts, which is equally defined in the space and frequency do-
main; one which can characterise the surface geometry in space and frequency 
simultaneously and also preferably be realised instrumentally. There are at least 
two possibilities, the ambiguity function (A F) and the Wigner distribution (WD). 
After comparing these two functions in detail, the conclusion is reached that the 
Wigner distribution is the most likely to be useful as an analysing tool. 
Although it is suitable for characterising both stationary and nonstationary 
signals, the WD contains too much information, which means data condensation 
is required. The Hough transform (HT) was tried. It turned out that the HT did 
not work very well despite its success with chirp signals. Next the method based 
on local moments in frequency for the WD was tested and found to be successful. 
This was verified for both simulated and real data (Zheng and Whitehouse 1992). 
The technique of cutting tool monitoring by the WD has several advantages: 
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1. It is straightforward in spite of the fact that the WD is more complicated 
than the Fourier transform (FT). 
2. It does not interfere with cutting processes. 
3. It is indirect, but can reveal the direct effect of cutting condition, in par-
ticular, tool vibration. 
4. Besides being able to extract tool vibration, it can be extended to extract 
other information such as tool wear and breakage. 
5. It is possible to build an in-process integrated machine tool diagnosis system 
from this technique. This may be achieved by measuring the roundness op-
tically, computing its WD and extracting parameters optically. It can also 
be realised by on-line measuring the roundness, and using a microcomputer 
for computation and control. 
Despite the above advantages, this technique has its drawbacks: 
• It is computationally more expensive than the FT because the WD IS a 
function of two variables 
• At present it is not in-process although it can be extended to in-process. 
In conclusion, after comparing the FT, the AF, and the WD, it has been 
demonstrated that the WD is a very useful analysising tool which can be suc-
cessfully used for cutting tool monitoring by extracting vibration data. 
In addition to this application, a number of developements are possible in 
future. Potential usage of local spatial moments and global moments should be 
explored more fully. For example the first local spatial moment can be used as 
an indication of the position of freak behaviour on the surface, and the second 
local spatial moment can be used as a measure of the size of the freak. This has 
obvious implications for process control and flaw detection. 
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An in-process instrument based on the WD can be built. This is because 
the WD is in fact the Fourier transform of f(x + ~)f*(x - ~) provided that x 
is treated as a fixed parameter. Hence, the WD can be achieved through optical 
transformation, i.e. in an optical instrument. 
Application to grinding should be explored. In principle, the WD will work as 
well for a statistical signal as for a deterministic signal, so the problem should be 
tractable. The problem of wear should also be tractable, since it can be divided 
into a combination of texture analysis; as the microscopic shape of the surface 
changes during wear, and flaw detection; as for example, the detection of pit 
formation. The WD also forms a rather complete description of surface texture. 
It may therefore be possible to relate this quantitatively to frictional properties 
of surfaces. 
Its application is not restricted to surface analysis and indeed a project has 
recently commenced at Warwick University on its application to X-ray reflectivity 
data. 
Futher applications of the WD, such as flaw detection, wear, friction, should 
be explored. 
Even from the limited amount of work carried out in this thesis it could be con-
cluded that the WD provides powerfull mathematical framework for application 
to machine tool condition monitoring. 
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Appendix A 
The Fast Fourier Transform 
The fast Fourier transform is an algorithm of efficiently computing 
N-l 
F[k] = L: f[n]ei2~n (A.1) 
n=O 
For N = 2r , this is derived here (Brigham 1988). 
Let k and n be represented in binary form as 
k = kr - 1 2r - 1 + kr- 2 2r- 2 + ... + ko 
?r-l 2r-2 + + n = nr-l ~ + nr -2 . . . no 
i1.!!. 
and W = eN, then 
1 1 1 
F[kr-t, kr - 2 , "', ko] = L: L: ... L: j[nr-l, nr -2, "', no] 
no=O nl =0 nr-l =0 
X wkonr_12r-l X W(kI21+ko)nr_22r-2 
x .. · 
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Performing each of the summations separately and labelling the intermediate 
results, we obtain 
Fo[nr_t, nr-2, ... , no] = f[nr-I, nr-2, ... , no] 
I 
FI[ko, nr-2, ... , no] = L FO[nr-l, nr-2, ... , no]wkonr-12r-l 
nr-l=O 
I 





, kt, ... , k
r
- l ] = L Fr-l[ko, kb ... , no]w(kr-12r-l+kr-22r-2+ .. +ko)no 
no=O 
F[kr-t, kr- 2, ... , ko] = Fr[ko, kb ... , kr-d 
N log2(N) complex multiplications are required to computer Equation A.I 
through the above equations indirectly, while N2 complex multiplications are 
required to compute Equation A.I directly. Therefore, the FFT is very efficient 
for large N. 
The FFT Makefile 
OBJ = dft.o input.o fft.o store_data.o 
FLAGS = -g 
EXEC = dft 
$ (EXEC): $ (OBJ) 
ee $(FLAGS) $ (OBJ) -0 $(EXEC) -1m 
dft.o: dft.h Makefi1e 
ee $ (FLAGS) -e dft.e -0 dft.o 
input.o: dft.h Makefi1e 
ee $(FLAGS) -e input.e -0 input.o 
fft.o: dft.h Makefi1e 
ee $(FLAGS) -e fft.e -0 fft.o 
store data.o: dft.h Makefi1e 
- ee $(FLAGS) -e store_data.e -0 store_data.o 
The FFT dft.h 
fine1ude <stdio.h> 
fine1ude <math. h> 
tine1ude <strings.h> 
'define N 256 
'define NU 8 
extern void input (); 
extern void fft (); 








double f[2] [N]; 
char type of signal[2S]; 
char file=name[2S0]; 
input(f[O], f[l], type_of_signal); 
strcpy (file name, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/work/fft/Data/'·); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".si'1'·); 
store_data(f[O], f[l], file_name); 
printf("\n\nDoing FFT ••.• \n\n"); 
ttt (f [0 J, f [1], N, NU); 
strcpy(file name, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/work/fft/Data/"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ·'.dft"); 
store_data(f[OJ, f[lJ, file_name); 






input(real, imag, type of signal) 







a signal from:\n"); 
sinusoidal signal\n"); 
printf(" b 
printf (" c 
printf(" d 














arg ~ 2.0*3.141S926S*32.0/N; 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 
{ real[iJ cos(arg*i); 
imag[iJ = sin(arg*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "sinu1"); 
(type of signal [OJ == 'b') 
arg =-2.0*3.141S926S/N; 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 
{ real[iJ 0.S*cos{arg*16.0*i) + 
+ 0.2S*cos(arg*48.0*i); 
imag [i J O. S*sin (arg*16.0*i) + 
+ 0.2S*sin(arg*48.0*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "sinu3"); 
(type of signal[OJ == 'c') 
arg =-3.141S926S/(2.0*N); 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 
{ real[iJ = cos(arg*O.S*i*i); 
imag[iJ = sin(arg*O.S*i*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "chirp"); 
(type of signal[OJ == 'd') 
arg =-2.0*3.141S926S/N; 
for (i=O; i < N; i++ ) 
cos(arg*32.0*i) 
sin(arg*32.0*i) 
{ real[iJ 1.0*cos(arg*32.0*i 
imag[iJ = 1.0*sin(arg*32.0*i 
+ 3.0 * sin(arg*4.0*i»; 








strcpy (type_of_signal, "fm"); 
printf("Wrong choice! !!\n"); 
exit(l); 
The FFT fft.c 
'include cmath.h> 
/************************** •• ********************/ 
f* Cooley-Tukey's FFT *f 
/*********************************** ••• **********/ 
f* For more, see "The Fast Fourier *f 
f* Transform and its Application" *f 
f* by E.O. Brigham. *f 
/************************************************/ 
/*********** •• ***********************************/ 
/************************************************/ 
void fft(xreal, ximag, n, nul 
double xreal[J, ximag[J; 
int n, nu; 
{ 
extern int ibitr(); 
int 
double 
n2, i, 1, k, m; 
treal, timag, P, arg, c, Si 
n2 ~ nf2; 
k ~ 0; 
for (1~1; 1 c~ nu; 1++) 
{ 
while (k c n) 




c= n2; i++) 
kfn2; 
ibitr (m, nu); 
= 6.283185 * P 
c = cos(arg); 
s ~ sin(arg); 
In; 
treal ~ xreal[k+n2J*c + ximag[k+n2J*s; 
timag ~ ximag[k+n2J*c - xreal[k+n2J*s; 
xreal[k+n2J = xreal[k] -treal; 
ximag[k+n2J = ximag[k] -timag; 
xreal[k] xreal[k] + treal; 
k += n2; 
k = 0; 
n2 f= 2; 





The FFT fft.c 
for (k=O; k<n; k++l 
I i = ibitr(k, nul; 
if (i>kl 
I treal = xreal[k); 
timag ~ ximag[k); 
xreal[k) = xreal[i); 
ximag[k) ximag[i); 
xreal[i) = treal; 
ximag[i) = timag; 
/************************************************/ 
int ibitr(j, nul 
int j, nu; 
I 
int i, jl, j2, k; 
jl = 
k = 0 
for ( -1; i<- nu; i++) 
I 
j2 = j1 / 2; 
k = k*2 + (jl- 2*j2); 
j1 - j2; 
return (k); 
IX***.-********.*.***********--_._*.*-**** •• * •••• / 
Iw***www*****_**.****_********* ___ ****** ___ * __ *_./ 






.dft .h M 
store data(real, imag, file name) 






fp = fopen (file name, ·w"); 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 







The Ambiguity Function 
This is to demonstrate the AF for various signals. 
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TheAF Makefile 
OBJ = ambiguity.o input.o store_signal.o af.o store af.o misce.o 
FLAGS = -g 
EXEC = ambiguity 
S (EXEC): S (OBJ) 
cc S(FLAGS) S(OBJ) -0 S(EXEC) -lnag -IF77 -lI77 -lU77 -1m 
ambiguity.o: ambiguity.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c ambiguity.c -0 ambiguity.o 
input.o: ambiguity.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c input.c -0 input.o 
store signal.o: ambiguity.h Makefile 
- cc S(FLAGS) -c store signal.c -0 store signal.o 
af.o: ambiguity.h Makefile - -
cc $(FLAGS) -c af.c -0 af.o 
store af.o: ambiguity.h Makefile 
- cc $(.FLAGS) -c store aLc -0 store aLo 
misce.o: ambiguity.h Makefile -
cc $(FLAGS) -c misce.c -0 misce.o 
TheAF ambiguity.h 
/****.*******************************************/ 
/* ambiguity.h */ 







'define N 256 
'define N2 128 
'define M 127 
/************************************** •• , 
/****************************************/ 
extern void input(); 
extern void store signal(); 
extern void af();-
extern void store_af (); 
extern double **dmatrix () ; 
extern void free dmatrix () ; 






,******************** •• **************************/ 







double f[2] [N]; 
double** a[2]; 
char type of signal[2S]; 
char file-name[2S0]; 
char noise[2S]; 
input (f[O], fIll, type_of_signal, noise); 
strcpy(file name, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/work/ambiguityIData/"); 
if (noise[O] ~= 'y') 
strcat(flle name, "Noise."); 
strcat(file name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".si~")~ 
store_signal(f[O], fIll, file_name); 
printf("\n\nComputing the AF .•.. \n\n"); 
a[O) dmatrix(-N2, M, 0, N-l); 
a [1) dmatrix (-N2, M, 0, N-I); 
af(f[O), fIll, a[D), all)~; 
strcpy(file name, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/work/ambiguityIData/"); 
if (noise[OI -- 'y') 
strcat(fl1e name, "Noise."); 
strcat(file name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".afU);-
store_af(a[OI, a[ll, file_name); 
free dmatrix(a[OI, -N2, M, 0, N-l); 









input(real, imag, type of signal, noise) 
real [], imag [I ; - -











printf (" d 




scanf("%s", type_of signal); 
if type of signal[O) -= 'a' ) 
{ arg ~ 2.0*3.14IS926S*32.0/N; 
for (i-O; i < N; i++) 
else if 
{ 
{ real[iJ cos(arg*i); 
imag[iJ = sin(arg*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "sinul"); 
(type of signal[O) -= 'b') 
arg --2.0*3.14IS926S/N; 
for (i-O; i < N; i++) 
{ real [iI 0.S*cos(arg*16.0*i) + 
+ 0.2S*cos(arg*48.0*i); 
imag[il 0.S*sin(arg*16.0*i) + 
+ 0.2S*sin(arg*48.0*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "sinu3"); 
else if (type of signal[OI -- 'c') 
arg =-3.14IS926S/(2.0*N); 
for (i-O; i < N; i++) 
else if 
{ 
{ real[il cos(arg*O.S*i*i); 
imag[i) = sin(arg*O.S*i*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "chirp"); 
(type of signal[OI ~= 'd') 
arg --2.0*3.l4lS926S/N; 
for (i-O; i < N; i++ ) 
cos(arg*32.0*i) 
sin(arg*32.0*i) 




imag[i] 1.0*sin(arg*32.0*i + 3.0 * sin(arg*4.0*i»; 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "fm"); 
else nrerror ("Wrong choice!!!"); 
printf ("\n"); 
printf ("Contain noise? (yin) \n"); 
scanf("'s", noise); 
print f ("\n") ; 
if (noise[O] -- 'y') 
for (i=O; i<N; i++) 
{ real[i] +- 0.2 * random()/2l47483647.0 - 0.1; 
imag[i] +- 0.2 * random()/2l47483647.0 - 0.1; 
TheAF af.e 
/************************************************/ 








af(freal, fimag, afreal, afimag) 
freal[], fimag[]; 
**afreal, **afimag; 
int ", n1, ml, m2i 
int I-N, ifail-O; 
for (nl--N2; nl < N2; nl++ ) 
for (n-O; n<N; n++) 
{ rnl - n + nl; 
rn2 = n - nl; 
if (-I<ml && rnl<N && -1<rn2 && rn2<N) 
( afreal[nl] [n] freal[rnl] * freal[rn2] 
else 
( 
+ firnag[rnl] * firnag[rn2]; 
afirnag[nl] [n] firnag[rnl] * freal[rn2] 
- freal[rnl] * firnag[rn2]; 
afreal [nl] In) *- 2.0; 
afirnag[nl] [n] *- 2.0; 
afreal [nl) [n] 
afirnag [nl] [n] 
0; 
0; 
for (nl=-N2; nl < N2; nl++) 
{ c06ecf (afreal [nl], afirnag[nl]. &1, &ifail); 
for (n~O; n<N; n++) 
( afreal[nl] [n] *- sqrt«double)N); 1* nag °1 











store af{real, imag, file name) 






fp fopen(file_name, Ow"); 
for (k:N2; k< N+N2; k += 4) 
for (nl=-N2; nl<N2; nl += 4) 
( 
fprintf(fp, "%f\n", sqrt( real[nl) [k%N]*real[nl] [k%N] 
+ imag[nl] [k%N]*imag[nl) [k%N] »; 
fclose (fp); 







store signal (real, imag, file name) 




* fp, *fopen 0; 
i; 
fp = fopen(file name, "w"); 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 
( fprintf(fp, "%12.4f %12.4f\n", real[i], imag[i]); 
} 














**dmatrix{nrl, nrh, nel, neh) 
nrl, nrh, nel, neh; 
int i; 
double **m; 
m = {double**) malloe { (unsigned) (nrh-nrl+l) *sizeof (double*»; 
if (!m) nrerrorl"Alloeation failure 1 in dmatrixO"); 
m -= nrl; 
for(i=nrl; i <= nrh; i++) 
{ m[i) = (double *)malloe ((unsigned) (nch-ncl+l) *sizeof (double) ) •. 
if (!m[i) nrerror("AlIoeation failure 2 in dmatrixO"); 
m[i) -= ncl; 
return m; 
free dmatrix(m, nrl, nrh, ncl, nch) 
**m;-
nrl f nrh, ncl, nchi 
int i; 
forli-nrh; i >- nrl; i--) 
I freel (char') (m[i)+ncl»; 
) 
free ( (char') (m+nrl»; 
void nrerror(error_text) 
char error text[); 
{ -
void exit () ; 
fprintf(stderr, "ERROR: "); 






The Wigner Distribution 
To demonstrate the WDs for various signals. 
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TheWD Makefile 
OBJ = wigner.o input.o store signal.o wd.o store wd.o misce.o 
FLAGS = -g - -
EXEC = wigner 
S (EXEC): S (OBJ) 
cc S(FLAGS) S(OBJ) -0 S(EXEC) -lnag -lF77 -1177 -lU77 -1m 
wigner.o: wigner.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c wigner.c -0 wigner.o 
input.o: wigner.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c input.c -0 input.o 
store signal.o: wigner.h Makefile 
- cc S(FLAGS) -c store signal.c -0 store signal.o 
wd.o: wigner.h Makefile - -
cc S(FLAGS) -c wd.c -0 wd.o 
store wd.o: wigner.h Makefile 
- cc S"(FLAGS) -c store wd.c -0 store wd.o 
misce.o: wigner.h Makefile - -
cc S(FLAGS) -c misce.c -0 misce.o 
TheWD wigner.h 
/************************************************/ 
/* wigner.h */ 










'define N 256 
'define N2 128 
fdefine M 127 
/****************************************/ 
/*************************** •••• *********/ 
extern void input(); 
extern void store signal(); 
extern void wd();-












/******** •• **************************************/ 





"wigner .. hi' 
main () 
double f[2] [N]; 
double"" w[2]; 
char type of signal[2S]; 
char file-name[2S0]; 
char noise[2S]; 
input{f[O], f[l], type_of_signal, noise); 
strcpy(file name, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/work/wigner/Data/"); 
if (noise[OT -- 'y') 
strcat(fl1e name, "Noise."); 
strcat{file name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".sig,,); 
store_signal(f[O], f[l), file_name); 
printf("\n\nComputing the WD .... \n\n .. ); 
w[O] dmatrix(O, N-1, 0, N-l); 
w[l) dmatrix(O, N-l, 0, N-l); 
wd ( f [ 0], f ( 1 ], w [ 0), w [ 1 j ) ; 
strcpy(file name, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/work/wigner/Data/"); 
if (noise[OT -- 'y') 
strcat(fl1e name, "Noise."); 
strcat{file name, type of signal); 
strcat(flle-narne, I' .. wd';;);-
store_wd(w[O], w[l), file_name); 
free dmatrix(O, N-1, 0, N-1); 









input (real, imag, type of signal, noise) 
real[], imag[]; - -







a signal from:\n"); 
sinusoidal signal\n"); 
printf (.. b 
printf(" c 
printf(" d 




scanf("'s", type_of signal); 
if type of signal[O] -- 'a' ) 
{ arg ~ 2.0*3.141S926S*32.0/N; 







( real[i] cos(arg"i); 
imag[i] - sin(arg"i); 
strcpy{type_of_signal, "sinul"); 
(type of signal[O] -- 'h') 
arg =-2.0*3.14lS926S/N; 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 
( real[i] 0.S*cos(arg*16.0*i) + 
+ 0.2S*cos(arg"48.0"i); 
imag[i] 0.S"sin(arg*16.0*i) + 
+ 0.2S*sin{arg*48.0*i); 
strcpy (type_of_signal, "sinu3"); 
(type of signal[O] -- 'c') 
arg =-3.141S926S/(2.0*N); 
for (i-O; i < N; i++) 
( real[i] cos(arg*O.S*i*i); 
imag[i] - sin(arg*O.S*i*i); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, ·chirp·); 
(type of signal[O] -= 'd') 
arg --2.0*3.141S926S/N; 
for (i-O; i < N; i++ ) 
cos(arg*32.0*i) 
sin(arg*32.0*i) 




irnag[i] 1.0*sin(arg*32.0*i + 3.0 * sin(arg*4.0*i»; 
strcpy(type_of_signal, "fm"); 
else nrerror("Wrong choice!! I"); 
printf ("\n"); 
printf("Contain noise?(y/n)\n"); 
scanf ("'s", noise); 
printf("\n"); 
if (noise[O] -- 'y') 
for (i-a; i<N; i++) 
( real[i] +- 0.2 * randomO/2147483647.0 - 0.1; 
imag[i] +- 0.2 * random()/2147483647.0 - 0.1; 
TheWD wd.c 
/************************************************/ 








wd(freal, firnag, wdreal, wdimag) 
freal[], fimag[]; 
*·wdreal, **wdimag; 








(n-O; n<N; n++) 
(m-O; m<N; m++) 
m1 n + m -M; 
m2 - n - m +M; 
if (-1<m1 && m1<N && 
{ wdreal[n] [mJ 
-1<m2 && m2<N) 
freal[m1J * freal[m2J 
wdimag [nJ [mJ 
+ fimag[mlJ * fimag[m2J; 
fimag[m1J * freal[m2J 
wdreal [nJ [mJ 
wdimag[nJ [mJ 
- freal[m1J * fimag[m2]; 
*= 2.0; 
else 
{ wdreal [nJ [m] 
wdimag[nJ [mJ 




{ c06ecf_(wdreal[nJ, wdimag[nJ, &1, &ifail); 
} 
for (k-O; k<N; k++) 
{ arg - 2.0 * M * 3.14159265358979323846; 
arg *= k; 
arg 1= N; 
c - cos(arg); 
s = sin(arg); 
for (n-O; n<N; n++) 
{ treal wdreal[nJ [kJ*sqrt«double)N); 
tirnag - wdimag[nJ [kJ*sqrt«double)N); 
1* nag *1 







treal * c - timag * s; 
treal * s + timag * c; 






store signal (real, imag, file name) 
real [], imag [J; -
file_name [J; 
FILE *fp, *fopen(); 
int i; 
fp = fopen(file name, ·w"); 
for (i=O; i < N; i++) 












store wd(real, imag, file name) 
**reaI, **imag; -
file_name[] ; 
FILE *fp, *fopen(); 
int n, k; 
fp - fopen(file_name, ·w"); 
for (k=N2; k < N+N2; k += 4) 
for (n=O; n < N; n += 4) 
{ 
fprintf(fp, "%f\n", real[n] [k%N]); 
fclose(fp) ; 










void nrerror() ; 
"dmatrix(nrl, nrh, ncl, nch) 
nrl, nrh, ncl, nch; 
int i; 
double **m; 
m = (double*') malloc ( (unsigned) (nrh-nrl+l) *sizeof (double'» ; 
if (!m) nrerror("Allocation failure 1 in dmatrixO"); 
rn -= nrl: 
for(i=nrl; i <= nrh; i++) 
{ m [i] = (double ') malloc ( (unsigned) (nch-ncl +1) 'si zeof (double» 
if (!m[i]) nrerror("Allocation failure 2 in dmatrix()"); 
m[i] -= ncl; 
return m: 
free_dmatrix(m, nrl, nrh, ncl, nch) 
**rn; 
nrl, nrh, nel, nchi 
int i: 
for(i=nrh; i >= nrl; i--) 
! free (char') (m[l]+ncl»; 
) 
free «char') (m+nrl); 
void nrerror(error text) 
char error text [] ;-
{ -
void exit () ; 
fprintf(stderr, "ERROR: .); 






The Hough Transform 
The extraction of useful parameters from chirp signals 
231 
TheHT 
OBJ Hough.o input.o wd.o \ 
point space.o para space.o \ 
extraction.o \ -
suncore.o misce.o 
FLAGS = -g 
EXEC = Hough 
$ (EXEC): $ (OBJ) 
cc $(FLAGS) $ (OBJ) -0 $(EXEC) \ 
Makefile 
-lnag -lF77 -1177 -lU77 -lcore -lsunwindow -lpixrect -1m 
Hough.o: Hough.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c Hough.c -0 Hough.o 
input.o: Hough.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c input.c -0 input.o 
wd.o: Hough.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c wd.c -0 wd.o 
suncore.o: Hough.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c suncore.c -0 suncore.o 
point space.o: Hcugh.h Makefile 
- cc S(FLAGS) -c point space.c -0 point space.o 
para_space.o: Hough.h Makefile -
cc S(FLAGS) -c para space.c -0 para space.o 
extraction.o: Hough.h Makefile -
cc S(FLAGS) -c extraction.c -0 extraction.o 
misce.o: Hough.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c misce.c -0 misce.o 
TheHT Hough.h 
1---·-----··_--··-·-· __ ·_-_· __ ·_·---_·_------*---/ 






'include <usercore.h> j-----_._._.--------_._._----------------/ 
'define N 256 
'define N2 128 
'define M 127 
j_ •• -------------_.-_._._--------------*-/ 
extern double a; 
extern double frac; 
extern double a1; 
extern double frac1; 1---·--_·_·_·_--_·_-*_·_··· __ ····_-------/ 
extern void input(); 
extern void wd(); 
extern void point space(); 
extern void para space(); 
extern void extraction(); 
extern void store sig re (); 
extern void store:::sig_im (); 
extern void store vector () ; 
extern void plot _vector () ; 
extern void store wd () ; 
extern void store:::point space(); 
extern void store_para_space(); 
extern void plot_wd (); 
extern void plot_para space(); 
extern double **drnatrix(); 
extern void free dmatrix(); 
extern void error message(); 
1-------_·_---_·_--_···_----_·_·_·_------/ 






clean up () ; 
io by-keyboard(); 










/*** •• *******************************************/ 






static double f[2J [NJ; 
static double w[2J [NJ [NJ; 
static double **XYi 
static double -*ah; 
static double amin =0.0, da = 0.005; 
static double bmin = -50, db = 1; 
static int precision = 100; 
static char type_of_signal[25J; 




input(f[OJ, f[lJ, type of signal); 
store sig re(f[OJ, type of signal); 
store=sig=im(f[lJ, type=of=signal); 
set viewport 210.0, 1.0, 0.65, 0.75); 
plot_vector(f[OJ, N, "n", '·Real part of f[nJ'·); 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.55, 0.65); 
plot_vector(f[lJ, N, "n", "Imaginary part of f[nJ'·); 
wd(f[OJ, f[lJ, w[OJ, w[lJ); 
store_wd(w[OJ, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.3, 0.55); 
plot_wd(w[OJ~"n", "k", "W[n,kJ"); 
xy = dmatrix(O, N-l, 0, N-1); 
point space(w[OJ, xy); 
store=point_spacelxy, type_of_signal); 
ab = dmatrix(O, precision, -precision/2, precision/2 -1); 
para space(xy, ab, amin, da, bmin, db, precision); 
store_para_space(ab, precision, type_of_signal); ~ 
~ 
TheHT Hough.c 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.05, 0.30); 
plot_para_space(ab, precision, "a", "bOO, ·Parameter Space"); 
extraction (ab, amin, da, bmin, db, precision); 
free drnatrix(xy,O, N-l, 0, N-l); 
free=drnatrix(ab,O, precision, -precision/2, precision/2 -1); 
finished go_on_or_not ("Go on ?"); 
clean_up (); 
TheHT Input.c 
/**************************************** ••• *****/ 










input (real, imag, type of signal) 
real[], imag[]; - -
type_of_signal[]; 
double coef, arg; 
int i; 
io by keyboard("Choose a, frac (Pi/N):'·, 0.2, 0.4); 
sscanf (input_string, ""If "If", &a, &frac); 
coef ~ 0.5 • 3.141596 * frac/N; 
for (i~0; i<N; i++) 
{ arg ~ coef' * i; 
real[i] a' cos(arg); 
imag[i] ~ a * sin(arg); 














wd{freal, fimag, wdreal, wdimag) 
freal[NJ, fimag[NJ; 
wdreal[NJ [NJ, wdimag[NJ [NJ; 
int n, m, m1, m2, k; 
int I=N, ifail=O; 




(n=O; n<N; n++) 
(m=O; m<N; m++) 
m1 n + m -Mi 
m2 = n - m +Mi 
if (-1<m1 && m1<N && 
( wdreal[nJ [m) 
-1<m2 && m2<N) 
freal[m1J * freal[m2J 
wdimag[nJ [m) 
+ fimag[m1J * fimag[m2J; 
fimag[m1J * freal[m2) 
wdreal [n) [m) 
wdimag[n) [m) 
- freal[m1) * fimag[m2); 
*= 2.0; 
else 
( wdreal [n) [m) 
wdimag[n) [m) 




( c06ecf (wdreal[n), wdimag[n), &1, &ifail); 
) -
for (k=O; k<N; k++) 
{ arg = 2.0 * M * 3.14159265358979323846; 
arg *= ki 
arg 1= N; 
c = cos {arg) ; 
s = sin (arg) ; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ treal wdreal [nJ [kJ *sqrt ({double)N); 
timag = wdimag [n) [k) *sqrt {{double) N); 
1* nag *1 






wdreal[nJ [kJ = treal * c - timag * s; 
wdimag[nJ [kJ = treal * s + timag * c; 
plot wd(w, xlabel, ylabel, zlabel) 
w[NJ[NJ; 
xlabel[J, ylabel[J, zlabel[J; 
double min, max, scale, shift; 
int n, Ki 
min = max = w[OJ [OJ; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
for (k=O; k<N; k++) 
{ min (w[nJ [kJ<min) ? w[nJ [kJ mini 
max = (w[nJ [kJ>max) ? w[nJ [kJ maXi 
scale = 1.0 / {max - min); 
shift = (-min) * scale; 
1*-**-*****--****·-**-*-_·_··**-*/ 
set window(-0.16, 1.7, -0.16, 1.7); 
create retained segment( ++seg ); 
move abs 3 (0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line -abs -3 (1.0, 0.0, shift); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3(0.0, 1.0, shift); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line=abs=3 {O.O, 0.0, shift+max*scale); 
for (n=O; n < N; n += 5) 
{ move abs 3(n/(double)N), 0.0, w[n) [O)*scale+shift ); 
for (k=O; k<N; k += 5) 
( line abs 3{n/{(double)N),k/«double)N), 
- ;[nJ [kJ*scale+shift); 
move abs 3 (1.05, 0.0, shift); 
text (xlabel); 
move abs 3 (0.0, 1.0, shift+max*scale*0.2); 
text (ylabel); 










/ •••• **.** ••••• ****.*******.*****/ 
store wd(real, type of signal) 








strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file=name, ".wd");-
fp fopen(file_name, "w"); 
for (k-N2; k < N+N2; k +- 4) 
for (n-O; n < N; n +- 4) 
{ 




void point space(w, xy) 










peak, valley, threshold; 
i, j; 
peak - valley = w(O] (0]; 
for (i-O; i<N; i++) 
{ for (j-O; j<N; j++) 
{ 
if (peak < w(i) (j) ) 
peak - w (i] (j) ; 
if (valley> w(i) (j); 
valley - w[i] (j); 
threshold (peak-valley)*0.25 + valley; 
for (i-O; i<N; 1++) 
{ for (j-O; j<N; j++) 
{ if (w(i) (j] > threshold) 
xy ( i ) [ j) - 1; 
else 




FILE "fp, *fopen(); 
int n, k; 
char file_name(100); 
strcpy (file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(flle-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file=name, ".xy");-
fp fopen (file_name, "w"); 




for (n-O; n < N; n += 4) 
( 
point_space.c 
fprintf(fp, "'d\n", (int) (xy[n][k%NJ) ); 
fclose (fp); 














para_space(xy, ab, amin, da, bmin, db, P) 
**xYi 
**ab; 
amin, da, bmin, db; 
P; 
int i, j, ia, jb; 
double a, b; 
int counter; 
for (i=O; i<P; i++) 
{ for (j=-P/2; j<P/2; j++) 
( ab [ i] [j] = 0; 
) 
for (i=O; i<P; i++) 
for (j=-P/2; j<P/2; j++) 
if (xy[i] [j] > 0.5) 
for (ia=O; ia<P; ia++) 
{ 
a = arnin + ia * da; 
b = -a * i + j; 
jb = (int) (b I db); 
ab[ia] [jb] += 1; 
plot_para space(ab, P, xlabel, ylabel, zlabel) 
**ab; 
P; 
xlabel[], ylabel[), zlabel[); 
double min, max, scale, shift, yshift; 
int i, j; 
min max = ab[O) [-P/2); 
for (i=O; i<P; i++) 
for (j=-P/2; j<PI2; j++) 
{ min (ab[i] [j]<min) ab[i] [j] min; 










scale = 1.0 I (max - min); 
shift = (-min) * scale; 
/********.****************** •• ***/ 
yshift = 0.5; 
set window(-0.16, 1.7, -0.16, 1.7); 
create retained segment ( ++seg ); 
- move abs 3(0.0, O.O+yshift, shift); 
line-abs-3(1.0, O.O+yshift, shift); 
move-abs-3(0.0, -0.5+yshift, shift); 
line-abs-3(0.0, 0.5+yshift, shift); 
move-abs-3(0.0, O.O+yshift, shift); 
line-abs-3(0.0, O.O+yshift, shift+max*scale); 
for (i=O; i < P; i += 2) 
{ move abs 3(i/«double)P), -0.5+yshift, 
- ab[i) [-P/2)*scale+shift ); 
for (j=-P/2; j<P/2; j += 2) 
{ line abs 3(i/«double)P),j/«double)P) + yshift, 
- ab[i) [j)*scale+shift); 
move abs 3(1.05, yshift, shift); 
text (xl abel ); 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.6+yshift, shift); 
text(ylabel); 








FILE *fp, *fopen(); 
int i, j; 
char file_name(100); 
strcpy(f1le name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file=name, u.ab");-
fp fopen(file_name, ·w"); 
TheHT 
for (j=-p/2; j < p/2; j += 2) 
[ for (i=O; i < p; i +- 2) 
{ 
fprintf (fp, "'d 
fprintf (fp, "'nU ); 













extraction (ab, amin, da, bmin, db, P) 
-*ab; 






i, j, iO, jO; 
str[100); 
counter = ab[O) [-P/2); 
iO = 0; 
jO = -P/2; 
for (i=O; i<P; i++) 
for (j=-P/2; j<P/2; j++) 
{ if (counter < ab[i) [j) 
fracl 
( counter = ab[i) [j); 
iO i; 
jO = j; 
arnin + iO * da; 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.05); 
set-window {-O.l, 1.1, -0.1, 1.1); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
move abs 3 (0.4, 0.0, 0.8); 
sprintf (str, "Original: frac4.3f", frac); 
text (str); 
move abs 3(0.4, 0.0, 0.4); 




















vwsurf = DEFAULT_VWSURF(pixwindd); 
keyboard number = 1; 
input string[80); 
buffer size = 80; 
initial string[80) = {'·enter:"}; 
initial-cursor_position = 7; 
echo x, echo Yi 










set view reference point (0.0,0.0,0.0); 
set view-plane norrnal(0.O,I.0,O.0); 
set-projection(PARALLEL, -1.0,1.732,-1.0); 
set::::view_up_3{0.O,O.O,l.0); 
initialize device(KEYBOARD,Keyboard number); 






terminate device (KEYBOARD,Keyboard number); 










io_by_keyboard(prompt, x, y) 
prompt; 
x, Yi 
int MAXINT 2147483647; 
char str[80], *p; 
strcpy(initial string, prompt); 
initial cursor-position = strlen(initial string)+ 5; 
eCho_x: x; echo_y = y; -
set echo position(KEYBOARD,keyboard number, 
echo_x,echo-y); -
set keyboard(keyboard number, buffer size, 
- initial string, initial cursor position); 
await keyboard(MAXINT,keyboard number,-
- input_string, &length); 
input string[ strlen(input string)-l 
p = input string; 











go on or not (text) 
text[); -
io by keyboard( .... , 0.2, 0.4); 
whIle( seg > 0 ) 
{ delete retained segment (seg--); ) --
io by keyboard(text, 0.2, 0.4); 
U-{input string[O] == 'n') 
return 1; 




I*X.XX**-* ••• _.*-* .. *._._ .. *-** ••• _._* .. __ ._ ... *_/ 
TheHT suncore.c 





























strcpylfile name, "Data/"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".sig.re"); 
store_vector (v, N, file_name); 
store sig im(v, type of signal) 
v[]; - - - -
type_of_signal[]; 
char file_name[IOO]; 
strcpy(file name, "Data/"); 
streat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, If.sig.im'"); 
store_veetor(v, N, file_name); 




FILE 'fp,' fopen () ; 
int i; 
fp = fopen (fi Ie name, "w"); 
for (i=O; i < length; i++) 
I fprintf(fp, "\f\n", v[i]); 
I 
felose(fp); 









min = max = v[O]; 
for (i=O; i<length; i++) 
I if (min> v[i]) 
I min = v [i]; 
} 
if (max < v[i]) 
( max = v[i]; 
) 
set window(-O.I*length, 1.1*length, 
- min-O.I*(max-min), max+O.I*(max-min) ); 
create retained segment(++seg); 
I - move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
line-abs-3«double)length, 0.0, 0.0); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, min); 
line=abs-3(0.0, 0.0, max); 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, vIOl); 
for (i=O; i<length; i++) 
( line_abs_3( (double)i, 0.0, v[i]); 
I 
move abs 3 (double) length, 0.0, 0.0); 
text (xlabel) ; 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, max+O.OS*(max-min)); 
text (ylabel); 
close retained_segment (); 
double "dmatrix(nrl, nrh, nel, neh) 




m = (double*') malloe( (unsigned) (nrh-nrl+I)*sizeof(double*)); 
if (!m) error_message ("Allocation failure I in dmatrix ()"); 
m -= nrl; 
for(i=nrl; i <= nrh; i++) 
( m[i] = (double *)malloe«unsigned) (nch-nel+l)*sizeof(double)) 
if (!m[i]) error message ("Allocation failure 2 in dmatrix ()") 






void free drnatrix(m, nrl, nrh, nel, neh) 
double **m;-






for(i=nrh; i >= nrl; i--) 
free«ehar*) (m[ij+nel»; 
free«ehar*) (m+nrl»; 
error message (text) 
text [I; 
void exi t () ; 
fprintf (stderr, "ERROR: "); 






Extraction of Useful Parameters 
The extraction of useful parameters from both chirp and FM signals. 
243 
Extraction Makefile 
OBJ Extraction.o choose.o input.o hilbert.o \ 
moments.o wd.o extraction.o suncore.o misce.o 
F~"=~ 
EXEC = Extraction 
$ (EXEC): $ (OBJ) 
cc $(FLAGS) $ (OBJ) -0 $(EXEC) \ 
-lnag -lF77 -1177 -lU77 \ 
-lcore -lsunwindow -lpixrect -1m 
Extraction.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(F~GS) -c Extraction.c -0 Extraction.o 
choose.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c choose.c -0 choose.o 
input.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(F~GS) -c input.c -0 input.o 
hilbert.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c hilbert.c -0 hilbert.o 
wd.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c wd.c -0 wd.o 
moments.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $ (FLAGS) -c moments.c -0 moments.o 
extraction.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $ (FLAGS) -c extraction.c -0 extraction.o 
suncore.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c suncore.c -0 suncore.o 
misce.o: Extraction.h Makefile 
cc $(F~GS) -c misce.c -0 misce.o 
Extraction Extraction.c 
/************************************************/ 
/****************************************** •• ****/ 
/* Parameter Extraction */ 
I·***·*****************~************·************/ 




















set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75); 
choose(type_of_signal); 
input (f[OJ, f[lJ, type_of signal); 
if (type of signal[OJ == 'c') /* complex-valued */ 
{ set-viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.65, 0.75); 
else 
{ 
plot vector(f[O), N, "n", "Real part of f[nJ "); 
store sig_re(f[OJ, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.55, 0.65); 
plot vector(f[lJ, N, "n", "Imaginary part of f[nJ"); 
store_sig im(f[IJ, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.68, 0.75); 
plot vector(f[OJ, N, "n", "f[nJ"); 
store_sig_re(f[OJ, type_of_signal); 
hilbert(f[OJ, f[lJ); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.615, 0.68); 
plot vector(f[OJ, N, "n°, "Real part of f a[nJ"); 
store_ana_re(f[OJ, type_of_signal); -
set_viewport_2(0.0, 1.0, 0.55, 0.615); 
'" ~ ~
Extraction Extraction.c 
plot vector(f[l], N, On", "Imaginary part of f a[n]") 
store_ana_im(f[l], type_of_signal); -
wd (f [0], f [1], w [0], w [1] ) ; 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.2, 0.55); 
plot wd(w[O]-;-"n U , Ok", "W[n,k]"); 
store_wd(w[O], type_of_signal); 
moments(w[O], p, theta); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.125, 0.2); 
plot vector (p, N, "n", "P"); 
store_mom_p(p, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.05, 0.125); 
plot vector (theta, Nt "n", "theta"); 
store_mom_t(theta, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.05); 
extraction(p-;- theta, type_of_signal); 
finished go_on_or_not(tfGo on ?"); 
clean_up (); 
Extraction Extraction.h 
/********************************* •• **** ••• ******/ 








fdefine N 256 
idefine N2 128 
.define M 127 
1****************************************1 
extern double a, b; 
extern double frac; 
extern double k_o, phi_o, k_m, phi_m; 
extern double a1, b1; 
extern double frac1; 
extern double k 01, phi 01, k m1, phi m1; 
/****************************************/ 



































wd () ; 
moments (); 
extraction () ; 
store sig re () ; 
store sig im () ; 
store-ana - re () ; 
store:::ana -im (); 
store mom p () ; 
store-mom - t () ; 
store-wd (); 
store-result s () ; 
st ore - vect or () ; 
plot vector () ; 
plot -wd (); 
1****************************************/ 
extern void set_up (); 
extern void clean_up (); 
extern char* io_by_keyboard(); 
extern int go_on_or_not (); 
extern char input_string[] ; 
extern int seg; 
/*****.**.** •• *.********* •• ***.*****.***./ 











chooseltype of signal) 
type_of_signal[l; 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75); 
set-window(O~O, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
{ - move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.6); 
text("Choose a signal from:"); 
move abs 3 (0.25, 0.0, 0.5); 
text(" - cc complex-valued, chirp signals"); 
move abs 3 (0.25, 0.0, 0.45); 
text(" - rc real-valued, chirp signals"); 
move abs 3 (0.25, 0.0, 0.4); 
text (.. - cf complex-valued, FM signals"); 
move abs 3 (0.25, 0.0, 0.35); 
text(" - rf real-valued, FM signals"); 
close retained_segment(); 
io by keyboard ("Enter: , 0.25, 0.2); 

















k_o, phi_o, k_m, phi_m; 
input (real, imag, type of signal) 
real[], image]; - -
type_of_signal[]; 
double coef, arg; 
int i; 
if type of signal[1] ~~ 'c') 
( io by keyboard("a, frac (PilN) :", 0.2, 0.4); 
sscanf (input_string, "'''If '''If'', &a, &frac); 
else if 
{ 
coef ~ 0.5 * 3.141596 * frac/N; 
for (i=O; i<N; i++) 
( arg ~ coef* i * i; 
real[i] ~ a * cos(arg); 
if (type of signal[O] ~- 'c') 
{ imag[i] - a * sin(arg); 
else if 
{ 
sprintf(type of signal, 
"cc%-:-3fa_%.3ffrac",a,frac); 
(type of signal[O] == 'r') 
imag[i] ~ 0; 
sprintf(type of signal, 
"rc%~3fa_%.3ffrac"/a,frac); 
else error_message ("Wrong choice!!! tI); 
( type of signal[l] == 'f') 
io by keyboard("a, k 0, phi o(Deg):", 0.2, 0.4); 
sscanf (input string, -''%If ",If %If'', &a, &k 0, &phi 0); 
phi ° /~ 180-:-013.141596; --
io by keyboard("b, k m, phi m(Deg):", 0.2, 0.4); 
sscanf (input string, - ·'''If "'If '''If'', &b, &k m, &phi m); 
phi_m /= 180-:-0/3.141596; --
coef ~ 2.0 * 3.141596 IN; 
for (i=O; i<N; i++) 
{ arg = coef *k ° * i + phi 0; 
arg += b * sin(coef *k m * i + phi m); 
real[i] ~ a * cos(arg); -





imag[i] = a * sin(arg); 
sprintf(type of signal, 
"cf%-:-3fa 'dko "'.3fb 'dkm", 
a, (int) k_O, b, (int) k_m ); 
(type of signal[O] ~~ 'r') 
imag[i] ;;; 0; 
sprintf(type of signal, 
"rf'-:-3fa 'dko '.3fb 'dkm", 
a, (int)k_o, b, (int)k_m); 
else error_message("Wrong choice!! I"); 





1·_·····_---_·····_·--···_-_·· __ ·_---·_-_·_·_·_--/ 






hilbert (real, irnag) 
real[], imag[]; 
int I=N, ifail=O; 
int 1; 
1******** FFT *********/ 
c06ecf (real, imag, &I, &Hail); 
/********************************/ 
for (i=O; i<I; i++) 
{ if ( i >= N2) 
{ real[i] 0.0; 
imag [i] 0.0; 
else 
{ real[i] *= 2.0; 
imag[i] *= 2.0; 
/~***************************.***/ 
/***-**** IFf! •• *.** •• -/ 
c06gcf (imag, &I, &ifail); 
c06ecf- (real, imag, &1, &ifail); 




/******************************************* •• ***/ 








wd(freal, f1mag, wdreal, wdimag) 
freal[N], f1mag[N]; 
wdreal[N] [N], wd1mag[N] [N]; 
int n, m, ml, m2, k; 
int I=N, ifail=O; 




(n=O; n<N; n++) 
(m=O; m<N; m++) 
ml n + m -11; 
m2 = n - m +Mi 
if (-l<ml && ml<N && 
{ wdreal[n] [m] 
-1<m2 && m2<N) 
freal[ml] * freal[m2] 
wdimag [n] [m] 
+ fimag[ml] * fimag[m2]; 
= fimag[m1] * freal[m2] 
wdreal [n] [m] 
wdimag [n] [m] 





wdreal[n] [m] = 0; 
wdimag[n] [m] 0; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ c06ecf (wdreal[n], wdimag[n], &I, &ifail); } -
for (k=O; k<N; k++) 











(n=O; n<N; n++) 
treal wdrea1[n] [k] *sqrt «double)N}; 
timag = wdimag[n] [k] *sqrt «double)N); 
/* nag */ 







treal * c - timag * s; 
treal * s + timag * c; 
Extraction moments.c 
/************* ••• ********************************/ 













double x[N], yIN], coef; 
int n, k; 
1********** p ******************/ 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 





(k=O; k<N; k++) 
p[n] += w[n] [k]; 
p[n] 1= 2.0*N; 
prO] 0; 1* for the sake of plot *1 
/********** x ***************/ 
coef = 2.0 * 3.141596 IN; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
\ x[n] = y[nJ = 0.0; 
for (k=O; k<N; k++) 
( x[n] += w[n] [k] * cos(coef*k); 
yIn] += w[n][k] * sin(coef*k); 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ 
if (y[n] == 0 && x[n] > 0) 
{ theta[n] 0; 
I 
else if (y[n] == 0 && x[n] < 0) 
\ theta [n] 3.141596; 
I 
else if (y[n] -- 0 && x[n] == 0) 
{ theta[n] = 0; 
] 
else if (x[n] < 0 ) 
( theta[n] - atan(y[n]/x[n]) + 3.141596; 
I 
else if (x[n] == 0 ) 








theta[n] = 3.141596/2.0; 
else if (yen] < 0) 
theta[n] = 3.0*3.141596/2.0; 
else 
theta[n] = 0; 
theta[n] = atan{y[n]/x[n]); 
theta[n] 1= 2.0; 
Extraction extraction.c 
'include "Extraction.h" 
double aI, b1; 
double frac1; 


















extraction for chirp(); 
results for chIrp(); 
extractIon for fm(); 
results_for_fm(); 
char file_name[1001; 
strcpy(flle name, "Datal"); 
strcat(flle-name, type of signal); 
strcat{file=name, ".res.tex"); 
if (type of signal [11 == 'c') 
I extraction for chirp(p, theta); 
results_for_chlrplfile_name); 
else 
{ extraction for fm(p, theta); 
results_for_fm(file_name); 






/******** al *** ••• *.*.*, 
a1 = 0; 
for (n=l; n < N; n++) 









a1 /- N-1.0; 
a1 = sqrt (all; 
/****.***** fracl *********1 
t[O] = ttl] = t[21 ~ t[3] = t[41 = t[5] 0; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
( t[O] += n * n; 
t[l] += n; 
t[2] += theta[n] * n; 
t[3] += n; 
t [4 I += 1; 
t[5] += theta[n]; 
frac1 = (t[2j*t[4] - t[1]*t[5])/(t[0]*t[4] - t[1]*t[3]); 
frac1 *= 256 / 3.141596; 
set window(-O.l, 1.1, -0.1, 1.1); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
- move abs 3(0.30, 0.0, 0.8); 
sprintf (str, 
"Original: a=%.3f, frac=\.3f", a, frac); 
text (str); 
move abs 3 (0.30, 0.0, 0.4); 
sprint f (str, 
"Extracted: al=%.3f, frac1=%.3f", aI, fracl); 
text (str); 
close retained segment(); 
/********************************/ 




int I=N, ifail=O; 








al = 0; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
( al += p[n]; 
***********/ 
Extraction extraction.c 
a1 /= N; 
a1 - sqrt(a1); 
/******** k 01 **********./ 
I< 01 = 0.0; -
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ I< 01 += theta [nl ; 
I -
I< 01 /= (2.0*3.141596); 
1<-01 = (int) (I< 01 + 0.5); 
/*********************.**********/ 
tmp = 0.0; 
for (n-O; n<N; n++) 
{ tmp += theta[n]; 
I 
tmp /= N; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
\ theta[n] -= tmp; 
I 
/********************************/ 
coef = 2.0 * 3.141596/N; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
\ theta[n] *= 0.5*(I-cos(coef*n»; 
y[n) = 0; 
c06ecf_(theta, y, &1, &ifail); 
coef = sqrt«double) N); 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ theta[n] *= coef; 
y[n] *= coef; 
for (1<=0; I«N; 1<++) 
( theta[l<] = theta[I<]*theta[l<] 
+ y[I<]'y[I<]; 
theta[l<] = sqrt\theta[I<]); 
1******** l<_ml **********/ 
I< m1 = 2; 
bl = theta [2] ; 
for (1<=2; I«N/2; 1<++) 
\ if (theta[l<] > b1) 
\ bl = theta[I<]; 
l<_m1 = 1<; 










k = k m1; 
b1 +=-theta[k -1) + theta[k -2) 
+ theta[k +1) + theta[k +2); 
bl 1= s1n( 2.0*3.141596*k m1 IN I; 
b1 *= 2.0/N; -
/** •• ************ •• **************/ 
set w1ndow(-0.1, 1.1, -0.1, 1.1); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
- move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.8); 
sprintf (str, 
·Original: a=%.3f, k o=%.lf, b=%.3f, k m=%.lf", 
a, k 0, b, k m); - -
text(str); -
move abs 3(0.25,0.0,0.4); 
sprintf (str, 
"Extracted: a1-%.3f, k ol=%.lf, b1=%.3f, k m1=%.lf", 
aI, k 01, b1, k m1); - -
text(str); -
close retained segment(); 
/********************************/ 
results for chirp(file name) 
file_name [);- -
FILE 'fp, *fopenO; 
fp fopen(file_name, "w··); 
fprintf(fp, "\\caption{"); 
fprintflfp, "Original: Sa=%.3fS, S\\alpha=\\frac{%.3f\\pil{NIS, ., 
a , frae); 
fprintf(fp, "Extracted: Sa=%.3fS, S\\alpha=\\frac{%.3f\\pil{NIS. " 
aI, frac1); 
fprintf(fp, "I"); 
fclose I fp); 
results for fmlfile name) 
file_name[); -
FILE *fp, *fopenO; 
fp fopen(file_name, ·w"); 
fprintflfp, "\\caption{"); 
fprintflfp, ·Original: H); 
fprintflfp, ·Sa=%.3fS, ., a); 
Extraction extraction.c 
fpr1ntf(fp, "S\\theta 0·%.lf\\frac{2\\p11{NIS, ", k 01; 
fpr1ntf(fp, "Sb-%.3fS~ ., bl; -
fpr1ntf(fp, "S\\theta_m·%.lf\\frac{2\\p11{NIS, ", k_ml; 
fprintf(fp, "Extracted: H); 
fpr1ntf(fp, "Sa-%.3fS, ", a1); 
fpr1ntf(fp, "S\\theta 0=%.lf\\frac{2\\pil{NIS, ", k 01); 
fpr1ntf(fp, "Sb=%.3fS~ ", b1); -







f" suncore.c *f j.- .. -._----_ .. _._._._---_ .. _-----.--------------/ 
'include "Extraction.h" 











vwsurf = DEFAULT_VWSURF(pixwindd); 
keyboard number = 1; 
input string[80]; 
buffer size = 80; 
initial string[80] = ("enter:"); 
initial-cursor position = 7; 
echo x,-echo y; 
echo-type = 1; 
length; 











initialize device(KEYBOARD,keyboard number); 
set echo (KEYBOARD, keyboard number, echo type); 
set=echo_surface(KEYBOARD,keyboard_nUmber, &vwsurf); 




terminate device(KEYBOARD,keyboard number); 













MAXINT = 2147483647; 
str[80], "p; 
strcpy(initial string, prompt); 
initial_cursor~osition = strlen(initial_string)+ 5; 
echo_x = x; echo-y = y; 
set_echo-position (KEYBOARD, keyboard_number, 
echo x,echo y); 
set keYboard(keyboard number, buffer size, 
- initial string, initial cursor position); 
await keyboard(MAxINT,keyboard number,-
- input_string, &length); 
input string[ strlen(input string)-l 
p = input string; -











go on or not (text) 
text[); -
io by keyboard (n", 0.2, 0.4); 
while( seg > 0 ) 
( delete_retained_segment(seg--); 
) 
io by keyboard(text, 0.2, 0.4); 
if-(input string[O] == 'n') 
return 1; 




























store sig re(v, type of signal) 
vII; - - - -
type_of_signal[]; 
char file_name [100] ; 
strcpy(file name, "Data/-); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".sig.re-); 
store_vector (v, N, file_name); 
store sig im(v, type of signal) 
vII; - - - -
type_of_signal[]; 
char file_name[lOOj; 
strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat (file-name, .'. si9. iiD"); 
store_vector (v, N, file_name); 
store ana relv, type of signal) 
vI]; - - -
type_of_signal[]; 
char file_name [100] ; 
strcpy (file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat (file=name, ".ana.re tt ); 
store_vector Iv, N, file_name); 
store ana im(v, type of signal) 
vI]; - - - -
type_of_signal[]; 
char file_name [lOOj ; 
strcpy(file name, "Data/-); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".ana.iiD"); 





















strcpy (file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type of signal); 
strcat(file-name, ".mOrn.pA); 
store_vector (v, N, file_name); 
store mom t(v, type of signal) 
v[]; - - - -
type_of_signal[]; 
char file_name[lOO]: 
strcpy (fi Ie name, "Datal"): 
strcat(file-name, type of signal): 
strcat(file-name, ".mOm.tA): 
store_vector(v, N, file_name); 
store wd(w, type of signal) 
w[N)[N); - -
type_of_signal[]: 
char file name[IOO]: 
FILE *fp,-'fopen(): 
int n, k; 
strcpy(file name, "Datal"): 
strcat(file-name, type of signal): 
strcat (file:::name, ••. wdA):-
fp fopen(file_name, "w"): 
for (k=N2: k < N+N2: k += 4) 
for (n=O: n < N; n += 4) 
( 

















FILE 'fp, 'fopen(): 
int 1; 
fp = fopen(file name, ·w"); 
for (1=0; 1 < length; i++) 








double min, max; 
int i' 
min = max = v[O]: 
for (i=O; i<length; i++) 
{ if (min> vIi]) 
{ min = vIi]: 
I 
if (max < v [ i] ) 
{ max = vIi]; 
} 
set window(-O.l'length, l.l'length, 
- min-O.l*(max-min), max+O.l'(max-min) ): 
create retained segment (++seg): 
( - move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
line-abs-3(double)length, 0.0, 0.0); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, min): 
line:::abs:::3(0.O, 0.0, max): 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, vIO]); 
for (i=O; i<length; i++) 
{ line abs 3 ( (double) i, 0.0, v[i]); 1--








move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, max+0.05*(max-min»; 
text(ylabel); 
close_retained_segment(); 
plot_wd(w, xlabel, ylabel, zlabel) 
wIN] [N]; 
xlabel [], ylabel [], zlabel [J; 
double 
int 
min, max, scale, shift; 
n, ki 
min - max - w[OJ [OJ; 
for (n-O; n<N; n++) 
I for (k-O; k<N; k++) 
{ min {wIn] [k]<min) 
max - (w[nJ [k]>max) 
scale - 1.0 I (max - min); 




set window(-0.16, 1.7, -0.16, 1.7); 
create retained segment ( ++seg ); 
min; 
max; 
- move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3(1.0, 0.0, shift); 
move-abs-3{0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3 (0.0, 1.0, shift); 
move-abs-3{0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, shift+max*scale); 
for (n-O; n < N; n +- 5) 
I move abs 3(n/((double)N), 0.0, wIn] [OJ*scale+shift ); 
for (k~O; k<N; k +- 5) 
I line abs 3(n/((double)N),k/((double)N), 
- wIn] [k] *scale+shift); 
move abs 3 (1. OS, 0.0, shift); 
text(xlabel); 
move abs 3(0.0, 1.0, shift+max*scale·0.2); 
text(ylabel); 










void exit () ; 
fprintf(stderr, "ERROR: "); 







Extraction of Vibration by the 
WD 
This program extracts vibration information from roundess signature, it covers 








OBJ ~ turning.o choose.o \ 
real parameters.o real roundness.o plot roundness.o cut it out.o \ 
simu-parameters.o simu-roundness.o \ 
level data.o hilbert.o-wd.o moments.o extraction.o \ 
suncore.o misce.o 
FLAGS - -g 
EXEC ~ turning 
S (EXEC): S (OBJ) 
cc S(FLAGS) S(OBJ) -0 $ (EXEC) \ 
-lnag -lF77 -1177 -lU77 \ 
-lcore -lsunwindow -lpixrect -1m 
turning.o: turning.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c turning.c -0 turning.o 
choose.o: turning.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c choose.c -0 choose.o 
real parameters.o: turning.h Makefile 
- cc $(FLAGS) -c real parameters.c -0 real parameters.o 
real roundness.o: turning.h-Makefile -
- cc $(FLAGS) -c real roundness.c -0 real roundness.o 
cut it out.o: turning.h Makefile -
- - cc $(FLAGS) -c cut it out.c -0 cut it out.o 
plot roundness.o: turning.h Makefile --
- cc $(FLAGS) -c plot roundness.c -0 plot roundness.o 
simu parameters.o: turning.h Makefile -
- cc S(FLAGS) -c simu parameters.c -0 simu pararneters.o 
sirnu roundness.o: turning.h-Makefile -
- cc S(FLAGS) -c simu roundness.c -0 simu roundness.o 
hilbert .0: turning.h Makefile -
cc $(FLAGS) -c hilbert.c -0 hilbert.o 
level data.o: turning.h Makefile 
- cc S(FLAGS) -c level data.c -0 level data.o 
wd.o: turning.h Makefile -
cc S(FLAGS) -c wd.c -0 wd.o 
moments.o: turning.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c moments.c -0 rnoments.o 
extraction.o: turning.h Makefile 
cc S(FLAGS) -c extraction.c -0 extraction.o 
suncore.o: turning.h Makefile 
cc $(FLAGS) -c suncore.c -0 suncore.o 
misce.o: turning.h Makefile 


























1*·-----·_· __ ·_·*·_--------------/ 
/********************************/ 
extern double feed; 
extern double rpm; 
extern double r Wi 
extern double r=t; 
extern double a_y, f_y, phij; 
extern double a z, f_z, phi z; 
extern double a, k 0, phi 0; 
extern double b, k=m, Phi=m; 
extern double al, k 01; 
extern double bl, k=ml; 
extern double a yl, f yl; 
extern double a-zl, f-zl; 
turning.h 
1··_··_·· __ ·········*···-*_··*-*-------*·/ 
extern void choose(); 
extern void real parameters(); 
extern void real-roundness(); 
extern void plot-roundness(); 
extern void cut It out(); 
extern void simu parameters(); 
extern void simu-roundness(); 
extern void level datal); 
extern void hilbert(); 
extern void wd(); 
extern void moments(); 
extern void extraction(); 
extern void 
extern void 
store wp (); 
store=sig (); 
Machinina 
extern void store ana reI); 
extern void store-ana-im(); 
extern void store-mom-p(); 
extern void store-mom-t(); 
extern void store-wd(); 
extern void results(); 
extern void store vector(); 
extern void plot vector (); 
extern void plot-wd(); 
1*--------_·-·------*------------/ 
extern void set up(); 
















extern void input(); 


















moment p (); 
moment-theta (); 
extraction () ; 
set up (); 























double d [L] ; 
middle; 
double f[2] [N]; 








set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75); 
choose(type of signal); 
if (type of-signal[O] == 'r') 
{ real parameters(); 
real-roundness(type of signal, d); 
plot-roundness(d); - -
cut it out(d, &middle, f); 
finIshed = go on or not ("Go Ahead?"); 
if (finished) -error-message ("***Abort"); 
store_wp(d, middle,-type_of_signal); 





simu_roundness(f, type_of signal); 
error_message{"***Wrong option!"); 
level_data(f[O], N); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.68, 0.75); 




set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.615, 0.68); 
plot vector (f[O], N, On", "Real part of f a[n]"); 
store_ana_re(f[O], type_of_signal); -
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.55, 0.615); 
plot vector(f[l], N, On", "Imaginary part of f a[nJ"); 
store_ana_im(f[l], type_of_signal); -
wd(f[OJ, f[lJ, w[O], w[l]); 
set viewport 2 (0.0, 1.0, 0.2, 0.55); 
plot wd(w[OJ; "n", Ok", "W[n,kj"); 
store_Wd(w[Oj, type_of_signal); 
moments (w[OJ, p, theta); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.125, 0.2); 
plot vector(p, N, "n", "PM); 
store_mom_pIp, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.05, 0.125); 
plot vector (theta, N, "nil, "theta"); 
store_mom_t(theta, type_of_signal); 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.05); 
extraction(p; theta, type of signal); 
results(type_of_signal); - -











choose(type of signal) 
type_of_signal[]; 
set viewport 2(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75); 
set-window(O~O, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
! - move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.6); 
text!"Choose from:"); 
move abs 3 (0.25, 0.0, 0.5); 
text(U - r----real cases"); 
move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.45); 
text!" - s----simulation"); 
close_retained_segment(); 
io by keyboard("Enter: , 0.25, 0.25); 
strncpy(type_of_signal, input_string, 5); 
delete_retained_segment(seg--); 
Machinina real ~rameters.c 
/************************************************/ 
1* real parameters *1 
/**********************************************.*, 
finclude "turning .h" 
double feed, rpm, r_w, r_t; 
double f z, a z, phi z; 
double f:::y, a:::y, phi:::y; 
double a, k 0, phi 0; 






* fp, * fopen () ; 
infofilename[250]; 
io by keyboard ("lnfoFileName:", 0.2, 0.4); 
strcpy(infofilename, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/source/vib/"); 
strcpy(infofilename, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/source/wear/"); *1 
strcat(infofilename, input_string); 
fp fopen(infofilename, "r"); 
fscanf(fp, "\l f" , &feed); 
fscanf (fp, "%1f", &rpm); 
rpm 1= 60.0; 
fscanf (fp, ''%If'', &r w); 
fscanf(fp, "%1f", &r:::t); 
fscanf(fp, ''%If \If'', &a z, &f z); 
fscanf(fp, ''%If %If'', &ay, &f:::y); 
a feed * a z 1(2.0 * r t); 
b (f z * a-y) I(rpm * r wI; 
k 0 = !f z Irpm) * 0.125;-
























io by keyboard("DataFileName:", 0.2, 0.4); 
strcpy (data filename, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/source/vib/"); 
strcpy(datafilename, "/home/hawk/eng/es036/source/wear/");*1 
strcat(datafilename, input string); 
strcpy(type_of_signal, input_string); 
fp = fopen(datafilename, "r"); 
fscant (fpl "'5" I str); 
for (n=O; n<L; n++) 
! fscanf(fp, ,,,.It··, d+n); 
) 
fclose (fp); 
MachininJl cut it out.c 
/****************************** •• ****************/ 








"t urning .h" 











MAXINT = 2147483647; 
locator number = 1; 
button number = 1; 
echo type = 1; 
x,y,-xO, yO, xl, y1, arg; 
iO, i; 
str[20]; 
initialize device (LOCATOR, locator number); 
initialize-device (BUTTON, button number); 
set echo surface(LOCATOR,locator-number, &vwsurf); 
set-echo-surface(BUTTON, button number, &vwsurf); 
set=echoCLOCATOR,locator_number~ echo_type); 
set window(O.O, 1.0, 0.0, 0.75); 
create retained segment(++seg); 
- await any button get locator 2 (MAXINT, 
- locator number, -
&button-number, &x, &y); 
move abs 3(x, O~O, y); 
textC"A"r; 
xO x; 
yO = y; 
await any button get locator 2(MAXINT, 
- locator number, -
&button-number, &x, &y); 
move abs 3(x, O~O, y); 
text (UB"); 
xl Xi 
y1 = y; 
x = (xO+x1)/2; 
y = (yO+y1)/2; 
move abs 3(x, 0.0, y); 
text ("C-r; 
move_abs_3(xO, 0.0, yO); I\) 
m 
I\) 
Machinina cut it out.c 
line abs 3(x, 0.0, y); 
line-abs-3(x1, 0.0, y1); 
line=abs=3(xO, 0.0, yO); 
x = (xO+x1)/2 - 0.5; 
Y = (yO+y1) 12 - 0.375; 
if (x-=O && y=-O) 
arg = 0; 
else if (x==O && y<O) 
arg - -3.141596/2; 
else if (x-=O && y<O) 
arg = 3.14159612; 
else if (x>O) 
arg = atan(y/x); 
else if (x<O && y>= 0) 
arg = atan (y/x) +3.141596; 
else if (x<O && y< 0) 
arg = atan (y/x) -3.141596; 
else 
arg 0.0; 
arg *- 180/3.141596; 
sprintf(str, "'.2f", arg); 
x = (xO+x1) 12; 
y (yO+yl) 12; 
x = (x+O.S)!2; 
y (y+0.37S)/2; 
move abs 3(x, 0.0, y); 
text (str); 
x = (xO+xl)!2; 
y = (yO+yl) 12; 
move abs 3(x, 0.0, y); 
line-abs=3(0.5, 0.0, 0.375); 
iO = (arg + 360.0)/(360.0/L); 
*p_middle = iO; 
for (i=O; i<256; i++) 
( f[OJ [iJ d[ (i-128+iO) 
f[lJ [iJ - 0; 
close_retained_segment(); 
'I. LJ; 
terminate device (LOCATOR, locator number); 
terminate=device(BUTTON, button_number); 







double low, high; 
double r, coef, x, y; 
int i; 
low - high = 0.0; 
for (i=O; i<L; i++) 
{ low = (low < drill 1 low: d[il; 
high = (high> drill 1 high: d[il; 
r = (high-Iow)*1.5; 
r = (r+low < 0.0) 1 -low r; 
set viewport 2(0.125, 0.875, 0.0, 0.75); 
set-window(-1.12S*(r+high), 1.125*(r+high), 
- -1.125* (r+high), 1.125* (r+high) ); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
- coef = 2.0 * 3.141159 1 L ; 
x - (r + d[OJ) * cos(coef*O); 
y = (r + d[OJ) * sin(coef*O); 
move abs 3{x, O.O,y); 
for (i=O; i<L; i++) 
{ x = (r + d[iJ) * cos(coef*i); 
y = (r + d[il) * sin(coef*i); 
line_abs_3( x, 0.0, y); 
x = (r + low) * cos(coef*O); 
y = (r + low) * sin (coef*O); 
move abs 3(x,0.O, y); 
for (i=O; i<L; i+-8) 
{ x = (r + low) * cos(coef*i); 
y = (r + low) * sin(coef*i); 
line_abs_3( x, 0.0, y); 
x = r * cos{coef*O); 
y - r * sin(coef*O); 
move abs 3(x, O.O,y); 
for (i-O; i<L; i+=8) 
( x - r * cos(coef*i); 
y = r * sin(coef*i); 




Machininq ~ot roundness.c 
x - (r + high) " cos(coef"O); 
y = (r + high) " sin(coef"O); 
move abs 3(x,O.O, y); 
for (i-O; i<L; i+=8) 
{ x = (r + high) 





move abs 3(-0.1"r,O.O, 0.0); 
text(input_string); 
close_retained_segment(); 
/********************************* ••• ****/ 
Machininjl simu j)arameters.c 
1*·_·--_·_·_····-·_· __ ··_·_······-·-·-·----_·_·_-/ 
I" simu parameters "I 
, •• ****** ••••••• *******************************.*/ 
finclude "turning.h" 








f z, a z, phi z; 
f=y, a=y, phi=y; 
a, k 0, phi 0; 
b, k=m, PhCm; 
simu-parameters(type of vibration) 
"type_of_vibration; - -
io by keyboard(Ufeed(um), rpm:", 0.2, 0.4); 
sscanf (input string, "Uf Uf",&feed, &rpm); 
rpm 1= 60.0; 
io by keyboard("r w(um), r t(um):", 0.2, 0.4); 
sscanf (input_string, "Uf "ilf",&r_w, &r_t); 
io by keyboard("a y(um), f y(Hz), phi y(Deg):", 0.20, 0.42); 
sscanf (input_string, ''%If "ilf %If", &a_y, &f_y, &phiy); 
phi_y *= 3.141596/180.0; 
io by keyboard(U a z(um), f z(Hz), phi z(Deg):", 0.20, 0.38); 
sscant (input string, uUf "ilf %If", &a z, &f z, &phi z); 
phi_z *= 3.141596/180.0; - - -




Machinina simu roundness.c 
/***** ••• ****************************************/ 













lowFrequencyPart, highFrequencyPart, mainPart; 
theta, coef; 
n; 
a = (feed • a z) I (2.0 ' r t); 
b = (f z • a y) I (rpm' r w) ; 
k 0 - (f z '-(double) N) '-(rpm' (double) L); 
k-m - (f-y , (double) N) / (rpm' (double) L); 
phi 0 = (f y • 3.141596 / rpm) , ( (double) (L-N) / (double)L) 
- + phi z; 
phi m (f y .. 3.141596 rpm)' (double) (L-N) / (double)L) 
- + phiy; 
coef = (2.0 ' 3.141596) / (double)N; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
( theta = k 0 ' coef 'n + phi 0 
+-b * sin(k_m * coer *n + phi_m); 
lowFrequencyPart (feed' feed) / (8.0 ' r _ t) ; 
highFrequencyPart = (a z * a z) / (2 • r t) 
, cos (theta) ,-cos (theta) ; -
mainPart a' cos(theta); 
f (0) [n) 
f [1) [n) 
lowFrequencyPart + highFrequencyPart + mainPart; 
0.0; 






















i,i_peak, i_low, i_high; 
1******** FFT *********/ 
c06ecf (real, imag, &1, &ifail); 
/********************************/ 
for (i=O; i<I; i++) 
( f[i]= sqrt{real[i]*real[i] + imag[i]*imag[i]); 
) 
i peak = 2; 
peak = f[i peak]; 
for (i=O; 1< N2; i++) 
( if (f[i) > peak) 
{ peak = f[i); 
i_peak = i; 
i low = i peak /2; 
i-high = I peak + i peak • 3 /2; 
i-high = i-high < N2 ? i high: N2; 
f~r (i=O; 1<1; i++) -
{ if ( i < i low I Ii> i high) 
( real[i) 0.0;-
imag[i) = 0.0; 
else 
( real[i] *= 2.0; 
imag[i] *= 2.0; 
/********************************/ 
1******** IFFT *********/ 
Machining 
c06gcf (imag, &1, &ifail); 
c06ecf-(real, imag, &1, &ifail); 


















slope, intercept, t[6]; 
n; 
t[O] = tIll = t[2] = t[3] t[4]=t[5] =0; 
for {n=O; n<lenqth; n++) 
{ t [0] += n * n; 
t [I] += n; 
t [2] += dIn] * n; 
t [3] += n; 
t [4] += 1; 
t[5] += dIn]; 
slope = {t[2]*t[4] - t[l]*t[5])/(t[0]*t[4] - t[1]*t[3]); 
intercept = -(t[2]*t[3] - t[5]*t[0]) / (t[O]*t[4] - t[l]*t[3]); 
for (n=O; n<lenqth; n++) 











"t urninq .h" 
wd(frea1, fimaq, wdreal, wdimaq) 
freal[N], fimaq[N]; 
wdreal[N] [N], wdimaq[N] [N]; 
int n, m, m1, m2, k; 
int I=N, ifail=O; 




(n=O; n<N; n++) 
(m=O; m<N; m++) 
m1 n + m -M; 
m2 = n - m +M; 
if (-1<m1 && m1<N && 
( wdreal [n] [m] 
-1<m2 && m2<N) 
freal[m1] * freal[m2] 
wdimaq [n] [m] 
+ fimaq[m1] * fimaq[m2]; 
fimaq[m1] * freal[m2] 




wdimag[n] [m] *= 2.0; 




for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ c06ecf (wdreal[n], wdimag[n], &1, &ifail); 
) 
for (k=O; k<N; k++) 
( arq = 2.0 * M * 3.14159265358979323846; 
arg *= k; 
arq /= N; 
c = cos (arq) ; 
s = sin(arq); 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ treal = wdreal[n] [k] *sqrt (double)N) 
timaq = wdimag[n] [k] *sqrt «double)N) 
wdreal[n] [k] = treal * c - timaq * s 
/* nag */ 





wdimag[n] [k] = treal * s + timag * c; 
Machinina moments.c 
, •• *****.*.**************************************/ 













double x[N], yIN], coef; 
int n, k; 
/.********* p ******************/ 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ pIn] = 0; 
for {k=O; keN; k++) 
{ pen] += wIn] [k]; 
} 
pen] /= 2.0*N; 
} 
plO] 0; /* for the sake of plot */ 
j********** x ***************/ 
coef = 2.0 * 3.141596 IN; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ xln] = YIn] = 0.0; 
for (k=O; keN; k++) 
for 
{ 
{ xln] += wIn] Ik] * cos(coef*k); 
yen] += wen] Ik] * sin(coef*k); 
(n=O; n<N; n++) 
if (yIn] == 0 && x[n] > O} 
{ theta [n] = 0; 
} 
else if (y[n] == 0 && xln] < O} 
{ theta [n] = 3.141596; 
} 
else if (y[n] ~= 0 && xln] == O} 
{ theta[n] = 0; 
} 
else if (x[n] < 0 ) 
{ theta[n] = atan(y[n]/x[nj) + 3.141596; 
} 
else if (xln] == 0 } 








theta[n] = 3.141596/2.0; 
else if (y [n] < 0) 
theta[n] - 3.0*3.141596/2.0; 
else 
theta[n] 0; 
theta[n] - atan(y[n]/x[n]); 
theta[n] /= 2.0; 
Machinina extraction.c 
/************************************************/ 
1* extraction.c *1 
/*******************************************.****, 
'include "turning.h" 
double a1, k 01; 








a y1, f y1; 
a::::z1, f::::z1; 





int I-N, ifail 0; 





a1 = 0; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
( a1 += p[n); 
} 
a1 1= N; 
a1 = sqrt(a1); 
/*****... k 01 
k 01 = 0.0; -
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
***********/ 
***********/ 
( k_01 += theta[n); 
} 
k 01 /= (2.0 * 3.141596); 
k -01 = (int} (k 01 + 0.5); 
,*********.**********************/ 
/*********.*********.************/ 
trnp = 0.0; 
for (n=D; n<N; n++) 
( tmp += theta[n); 
I 
trnp /= N; 




theta[n] -= tmp; 
coef = 2.0 * 3.141596/N; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
extraction.c 
( theta[n] *= 0.5* (l-cos(coef*n»; 
yIn] = 0.0; 
/********************************/ 
c06ecf_(theta, y, &1, 'ifail); 
coef = sqrt(N+O.O); 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ theta[n] *= coef; 
y[n] *= coef; 
for (k=O; k<N; k++) 
{ theta[k] = theta[k}*theta[k} 
+ y[k}*y[k}; 
theta [k} = sqrt (theta [k]) ; 
/******** k ml **********1 
k ml = 2; 
bl = theta[2}; 
for (k=2; k<N/2; k++) 
{ if (theta[k) > bl) 
{ bl = theta [k}; 
k ml = k; 
1******** bl ***********/ 
k = k ml; 
bl +=-theta[k-l} + theta[k-2j 
+ theta[k+lj + theta[k+2j; 
bl 1= sin( 2.0*3.141596*(k ml+0.0)/(N+0.0) ); 
b1 *= 2.0/N; -
b1 *= 2.0; 
j********************************/ 
a zl 2.0 * r t * aI/feed; 
f-z1 k 01 * rpm * (double) L / ( (doub1e)N ); 
a-yl bl / ( f zl / (rpm * r wI); 
f-yl k m1 / (-(double) N / (rpm * (double) L) ); 
1*······*························/ 
set window (-0 .1, 1.1, -0.1, 1.1); 
create retained segment (++seg); 
Machinina extraction.c 
sprintf (str, 
·Original: a z=%.lf, f z=%.d, a y=%.lf, f y=%d", 
a_z, (int)f_z, a_y, (int)f-y); - -
text (str); 
move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.6); 
sprintf(str, 
·Origianl: a=%.3f, k 0=%.2f, b=%.3f, k m=%.2f", 
a, k 0, b, k m); - -
text (str); -
move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.3); 
sprintf (str, 
"Extracted: a=%. 3f, k 0=%. 2f, b=%. 3f, k m=%. 2f", 
aI, k 01, bl, k ml); -
text (str); -
move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.0); 
sprintf(str, 
"Extracted: a z=%.lf, f z=%d, a y=%.lf, f y=%d", 
a zl, (int) f zl, a yl, (int) f yl); -
text (str) ; - -
close retained segment 0; 
1********************************/ 
- move abs 3(0.25, 0.0, 0.9); 




'" suncore. c "' /.***********************************************/ 
tinclude "turning.h" 











vwsurf DEFAULT_VWSURF (pixwindd); 
keyboard number - 1; 
input strlng[80); 
buffer size = 80; 
initial string[80) = {"enter:"}; 
initial=cursor_position = 7; 
echo X, echo Yi 





















terminate device(KEYBOARD,keyboard number); 













MAXINT = 2147483647; 
str[80], "p; 
strcpy(initial string, prompt}; 
initial cursor-position = strlen(initial string)+ 5; 
echo_x ~ x; echo_y = y; -
set_echo-position(KEYBOARD,keyboard_number, 
echo x,echo y); 
set keyboard(keyboard number, buffer size, 
- initial_string, initial_cursor-position}; 
await keyboard (MAXINT,keyboard number, 
- input_string, &length}; 
input string [ strlen(input string}-1 
p = input string; -











go on or not (text) 
text[]; -
io by keyboard("", 0.2, 0.4}; 
whlle( seg > ° ) 
{ delete_retained_segment (seg--); 
I 
io by keyboard(text, 0.2, 0.4); 
if-(input string[O] == 'n') 
return 1; 

























* fp, * fopen () ; 
file_name [100] ; 
strcpy{file name, "Data/"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat(file=name, ".res·); 
fp fopen (file_name, '·w·); 
fprintf(fp, "\\caption{"); 
fprintf(fp, ·Original: .); 
fprintf(fp, "Sa z = \.lfS, Sf z \.lfS,·, a z, f z); 
fprintf(fp, ·Sa-y = \.lf$, $f-y = \.lf$ •• , a-y, f-y); 
fprintf(fp, "Extracted: H); - - -
fprintf(fp, "Sa z %.lf$, $f z %.lf$,·, a zl, f zl); 
fprintf(fp, ·$a-y = %.lf$, $f-y \.lfS.·, a-yl, f-yl); 
fprintf(fp, Hj.); - --
fclose (fp) ; 




FILE * fp, * fopen (); 
char workpiece filename[100]; 
int n; 
strcpy(workpiece filename, "Data/"); 
strcat(workpiece-filename, datafilename); 
strcat(workPiece=filename, ".WpM); 
fp fopen(workpiece_filename, ·w·); 
fprintf(fp, "'12d\n", middle); 
for (n=O; n<L; n++) 


















store sig(v, type) 
v[J; -
type[ J; 
char file_name [100J; 
strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat (file-name, ".sig"); 
store_vector(v, N, file_name); 




strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat (file-name, lI .. ana .. re"); 
store_vector(v, N, file_name); 
store ana im(v, type) 
v[l; - -
type[J; 
char file_name [lOOJ; 
strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat(file-name, ".ana.im"); 
store_vector (v, N, file_name); 

















strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat(file-name, ".mom.p·); 





strcpy (file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat (file-name, ".mom.tll); 
store_vector (v, N, file_name); 
store wd(w, type) 
w[NJ [NJ; 
type[J; 
char file name[lOO]; 
FILE *fp,-*fopen(); 
int n, k; 
strcpy(file name, "Datal"); 
strcat(file-name, type); 
strcat (file=narne, lO.wd"); 
fp fopen (file_name, "w·); 
for (k~N2; k < N+N2; k +~ 4) 
for (n~O; n < N; n +- 4) 
( 




















FILE *fp, *fopen(); 
int i; 
fp = fopen(file name, Ow"); 
for (i=O; i < length; i++) 
( fprintf(fp, "'f\n", v[i]); 
I 
fclose(fp); 




double min, maXi 
int i; 
min = max = v[OJ; 
for (i=O; i<length; i++) 
{ if (min> v[iJ) 
{ min = v[iJ; 
I 
if (max < v [i]) 
( max = v [i J; 
I 
set window(-O.l*length, l.l*length, 
min-O.l*(max-min), max+O.l* (max-min) ); 
create_retained_segment(++seg); 
( 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
line-abs-3((double)length, 0.0, 0.0); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, min); 
line=abs=3(0.0, 0.0, max); 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, v[OJ); 
for (i=O; i<length; i++) 







move abs 3 ((double)length, 0.0, 0.0); 
text (xlabel); 
move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, max+0.05*(max-min»; 
text(Yl~bel) ; 
close_retained segment(); 
plot wd(w, xlabel, ylabel, zlabel) 
w[N][N]; 
xlabel[], ylabel[], zlabel[]; 
double min, max, scale, shift; 
int n, k; 
min = max = w[OJ [OJ; 
for (n=O; n<N; n++) 
{ for (k=O; k<N; k++) 
{ min (w[nJ [kJ<min) ? 
max = (w[nJ [k]>max) 
scale = 1.0 / (max - min); 




set window(-0.16, 1.7, -0.16, 1.7); 
create retained segment( ++seg ); 
min; 
maXi 
- move abs 3(0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3(1.0, 0.0, shift); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3(0.0, 1.0, shift); 
move-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, shift); 
line-abs-3(0.0, 0.0, shift+max*scale); 
for (n=O; n < N; n += 5) 
move abs 3 (n/ «(double) N), 0.0, w [n] [0] *scale+shift ); 
for (k=O; k<N; k += 5) 
( line abs 3(n/«double)N),k/(double)N), 
- w[n] [k]*scale+shift); 
move abs 3(1.05, 0.0, shift); 
text (x label) ; 
move abs 3(0.0, 1.0, shift+max*scale*0.2); 
text (ylabel) ; 









error message (text) 
text[); 
void exit(); 
fprintf(stderr, • ERROR: A); 
fprintf(stderr, ·'s\n·, text); 
eXit(l); 
misce.c 
I\) 
0:: 
